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AboutAbout  In Our Shoes....  In Our Shoes....

“In Our Shoes” is a literary and art magazine that showcases the writing and artwork of Drug Court participants. 
The magazine is published by the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court and presented three 
times a year to Drug Court participants, their families and others in the community during the spring and fall 
Drug Court graduations and the winter holiday season. The County College of Morris and Sussex Technical High 
School donate the printing.

MAGAZINE  STAFF

Managing Editor & Volunteer Coordinator: Eulena Horne
Drug  Court  Volunteers:  Barbara Ward, Darby Davidson, Ellyn Schoenfeld, Bernie Schoenfeld, 
Drug Court Interns: Isabelle Ismanescu , Kamille  Freitas,  Matthew  Merkle                           
Editor, Magazine  format for printing: Theresa Gehring,  County College of Morris,  Printing                    
Classroom Space for Volunteer Training donated by:  County College of Morris
Founder of the Magazine: “In Our Shoes,” Rebecca Conviser, Dlitt
“In Our Shoes” is published by the Alumni Association of Morris County Drug Court, 
      Charles C. Johnson, Executive Director

Cover Art Artist: Cover Art Artist: Danielle AssanteDanielle Assante
The theme for this edition of In Our Shoes is What Color 
is Your Kite?, and our cover artist is Danielle Assante. 
Her bold and daring design of a phoenix, rising from the 
ashes, represents battling and overcoming substance 
use disorder and emerging with a newfound strength.
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INTERN SPOTLIGHT
The Creative Positive Expression Program welcomed three summer interns this year who provided invalu-

able support in keeping the program going during the COVID-19 pandemic. Having to work virtually, they 
accomplished several major objectives and gained exposure to the Drug Court team and participants and to 
the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court. 

My name is Isabelle Ismanescu and I am currently a junior at Fairleigh 
Dickinson University. I am a student-athlete on the women's tennis team and 
I am majoring in Criminal Justice with minors in Business Administration and 
Forensic Psychology. My goal is to become an FBI Agent and possibly even get 
into a White Collar Crimes Unit. 

The Morris County Drug Court internship was a good experience that 
helped me get familiar with the procedures that happen in Drug Court. It 
is nice to see that the Justice System is trying to help as many people as 
possible, by actually giving them a second chance at life through this pro-
gram. Drug Court gives people a chance to look back on their mistakes and 
do something about it, which is something everyone hopes for and needs at 
some point in their lives. 

My name is Kamille Freitas and I am currently a junior at Fairleigh Dickin-
son University. I am majoring in Psychology with a minor in Government and 
Law. My next step is to graduate in 2022 and then go back to school for my 
Masters in Forensic Psychology. I look forward to my future in learning more 
about the criminal justice system and doing my part in the world. 

The Morris County Drug Court internship was an experience that showed 
me I want to work in the Criminal Justice system. It gave me an opportunity 
to learn and be as active in the field as I could considering there was a pan-
demic. I am grateful for the experience I have had and I know it has changed 
me. Finally I am thankful for all the participants who showed me a part of the 
world they live in, the struggles, and the victories. I have learned so much 
from all of you and I am beyond grateful for that. 

My name is Matthew Merkle and I worked with the Creative Positive Ex-
pression team this past winter and summer in association with New Jersey 
Drug Court. I am currently a junior at the University of Maryland where I 
am studying Government and Politics. I am planning to further my education 
after graduation at a university of law. I would like to eventually work as a 
private attorney 

I decided to intern with the Creative Positive Expression team because I 
believed that it would help me gain experience in the law field. I honestly did 
not know what to expect, but I was excited to try something a little out of 
my comfort zone. The internship was an amazing experience and I am glad I 
was able to work alongside the other interns.  I learned a lot about the drug 
court system and how the different personnel involved operate. Aside from 
the experience gained in my field of study, the experience as a whole gifted 
me with a wider perception of life. I want to thank the whole Creative Positive 
Expressions team and everyone I worked with for the great experience. 
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   The writings on the following pages reflect the Drug Court participants’ responses to questions on social 

responsibility: What is it? What does it mean? How do groups display it? And how do they, as individuals, practice being 
socially responsible in their everyday lives? They also responded to the larger question of why social responsibility is 
the foundation of a free society.   

By Krystyn Romualdo

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Kimberly AlworthKimberly Alworth

Social Responsibility is being responsible or taking action to improve or help your community and/or society. 
Individual or personal Social Responsibility would be your own actions taken toward your family, workplace, and 
community. 

Group social responsibility would be an organization of multiple people taking part in activities to contribute to 
the development and welfare of their community and society.

Charity is absolutely part of social responsibility. Donating money, clothing, etc. to people and places in need to 
help them is something for an individual to do themselves, or you can become a member of an organization/group 
that does this. 

Being socially responsible doesn't have to be on a large scale, some simple things that I do personally is recycle, 
or even hold a door for someone that is in a wheelchair. I've seen someone in a check out line in front of me that was 
short a couple of dollars for their groceries and gave them the money so they wouldn't have to put something back. 
I donate my old clothing and toys and furniture to places that will give them to people in need. 

As part of a group, I volunteered with an organization that rescued cats, My mother and I made up a gift basket 
of her pottery to donate to a few local schools to raise money for their art classes and sports teams. I have helped 
cook for a donation breakfast for a 7 year old girl that needed her third surgery and her family couldn't afford it. 

A free society is completely run on social responsibility. Everyone would need to put into the community, and 
those who can't due to old age, disability, etc. would depend on those that do. A truly free society would never even 
be considerable these days because there are far too many people who don't practice social responsibility. Everyone 
wants something, very few people these days are willing to do things for the greater good. And without laws and 
"rules" to live by there are more people who would kick someone's ass over a parking space, or be more than ok 
with robbing their neighbor's house over just being ok with their situation or not feeling entitled to something be-
cause someone else has something better. Honestly the entitlement and selfishness of people now-a-days breaks my 
heart. Even now, with this virus spreading like wildfire, people are out there acting like it's a joke or purposely putting 
people at risk by coughing on food in the grocery stores on purpose, spitting and licking shopping cart handles. Every 
single person that throws their used gloves and masks on the ground instead of walking 10 feet to properly dispose 
of them, all of that proves how much people show their lack of social responsibility, especially in a time when we 
need it most. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
  by Bart Atkinson   by Bart Atkinson 

 Social responsibility to me is our obligation as a member of a society to uphold certain standards of living and 
consideration toward one another. This definition can vary between different groups that we interact with on a reg-
ular basis in our lives. That is to say that your social responsibility to your family can be different to that of your local 
community and different to that of say the nation that you live in but they are generally similar in a lot of manners. 
When living in close quarters with people like roommates or family our standards of social responsibility should be a 
bit higher. This means that we need to show extra consideration and respect toward these people. In a community 
setting we would still want to strive for a high standard but in this case it would be a little less of a personal level. 
Nationwide of course we still want to be acting at a respectful level of social responsibility but when it comes to peo-
ple we won’t ever see just the basic level of social responsibility is really necessary. This is where the idea of charity 
comes into play. When someone donates their time and resources to charity of some kind, it should be with the 
intent that a lot of folks that it may benefit could be outside the local community and that praise for this thoughtful 
action may never be given. Charity should be done selflessly to benefit anyone who may need the assistance offered.

 When folks are brought up to be socially responsible and it is promoted in a society it can make for a beautiful 
outcome. That is to say when we are thoughtful and considerate to the outcome of all the actions we take we could 
bring much less unneeded stress to our lives and the lives of the people around us. I wouldn’t say that this is going 
to give us a more free society, although I don’t know what is really meant by a free society. I'm assuming it's referring 
to a society like the United States where we are known for our freedoms and we are given the illusion of freedom. 
Unfortunately in our fine nation, these days we promote selfishness more than selflessness. Even our commander 
and chief or thief as I like to think of him as, it seems to me that He is more interested in what’s in his wallet then the 
quality of life in our fine nation. The media likes to promote suffering in a way that is beneficial to their ratings. Even 
worse the people most of the younger generation look up to are party crazed, attention craving, self-centered, ego 
maniacs. Most of which do as little for others as they have too to keep up appearances. Being brought up around all 
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this negativity we have begun to celebrate victims of these atrocities instead of celebrating victories of the common 
person who goes though sorrow. If the elite could become more socially responsible and set the tone for those who 
are not we might get back to a better place in our “Free society”.

 I do as much as I can to be socially responsible in my household and in my community. In my house I have 
more than a few roommates so everything I do will affect them in some way. I’ll always wash my dishes that I dirty. I’ll 
always clean up after spending rec in a communal area. With all the benefits of convenience that we are blessed with 
in this day and age I believe that recycling our plastics and cardboards is a responsibility that we should all be taking 
more seriously. In my community I like to tidy up whenever I’m walking through town. We need to take pride in our 
community and the up-keep and visual appearance of wherever it is that we call home. In a broader perspective we 
all call earth home and we should take more pride in the up-keep and health of our planet and all who reside on this 
rock.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Desiree BennettDesiree Bennett

My definition of social responsibility is to be a productive member of society. During my addiction I was the 
opposite of a productive member. I may have held a job during but I was also committing many crimes that were 
costing people and businesses lots of money and heartache. During my recovery I have enrolled back in college and 
I am now also working a part time job. I was ordered to complete community service as part of my sentence, but 
afterwards I continued to work with the animal shelter and I also adopted a cat myself from the organization. Many 
people believe that once you are not using drugs that means you have now become a productive member. I do not 
agree, in order to be socially responsible, you need to give back to your family and society. I am not saying that you 
have to fill all your hours of the day with charity work, but having compassion for people and ending a helping hand 
gives you a sense of belonging and makes you responsible to society. Groups such as the Alumni are important be-
cause we give back to the community much of what we have taken during our usage. Things like the garden and the 
baskets give back to people that desperately need the assistance.  

SOCIAL  RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL  RESPONSIBILITY
by Anonymousby Anonymous

My definition of social responsibility would be that each of us living have a certain responsibility that needs to 
be maintained. A few examples would be not littering  and cleaning up any messes we may make, or caring about 
those who are sick. For a person to be socially responsible they need to care about the world in which they live in. 
For a group to be socially responsible it takes a whole community(group) to set things in order. I would like to believe 
that charity is a part of social responsibility but I don't think it is. It takes a special person to want to help others and 
it would be a charitable act but we all have certain social responsibilities that we need to do for those who can't do 
it themselves. 

Social responsibility is the foundation of a free society because each of us are individuals and we are diverse but 
at the same time we can be unified. I do not think we can have a free society without social responsibility because 
of the fact that we are all different but we each have a set of morals that are similar. 

  With the current pandemic that is going on some things that I am socially responsible for are not going out 
unless I absolutely need to, like going to the store. This benefits everyone who could potentially be at risk and not 
even know it. It is our duty to do the things that will help everyone and it's not a time to be selfish and only think of 
ourselves. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                
by Amanda Conklinby Amanda Conklin

The concept of a completely free society is so grand that there are times I just can not wrap my mind around it. 
Social responsibility is the basis for how each individual chooses to contribute to the greater good. I believe strongly 
that all people have a fundamental obligation to consistently attempt to improve the community in which they serve. 
Realistically we all serve and contribute to humanity in some way, shape or form. These are things I consciously make 
myself aware of on a daily basis. 

 I personally believe that I am very responsible to my community and to anything else in my life that requires my 
time and attention. We all have different skills, resources, financial assets, relationships, personality traits and social-
ization abilities. We all have a part to play and a place to fit in. When you really examine our society you can see that 
it's the variety of all these different things in masses of people that make the world go round. 
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My own particular place in all this is very small and simple however because of dedication I believe that I do 
impact the world around me. For example, by being the best person I can for my immediate family, helping them 
do physical work that they can not  do themselves and being of any support to them in turn enables them to be the 
strongest people they can be on the outside. Also I spend a lot of time doing farm work. Reaching and maintaining 
the highest level of health and quality of life for the animals on the farm. Some of these animals serve communi-
ties by becoming food. Other animals are used to educate people on farm life and some animals are used to bring 
joyous experiences to children and some even to improve the health and state of mind of hard working adults. Yes 
these things are my job but I've invested much more time that I'll never be paid for. I go to any lengths to ensure I 
contribute all I can. Being skilled in this area I believe it's my duty to do the best I can and share my abilities with my 
community regardless of pay. 

There are many people who may feel differently and it's understandable given the state of this world. Social 
responsibility is part of what makes me who I am and I'm very proud of that.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Mark CritchlawMark Critchlaw

Social responsibility is when a group of people volunteer their efforts to help a cause of any kind for the better.  
Social responsibility means helping with faith that things will turn out as they are supposed to.  When a person is 
socially responsible, they are volunteering their time and helping because it feels good to them. Being socially re-
sponsible means participating with others to make things work as best as they can with whatever you have to work 
with. When a group of people are socially responsible they all share the same goal and they are all working together. 
As a group they all share their ideas comparing things and seeing what will work and what will not, trying to reach 
the best outcome. When a group is socially responsible it is vital that everyone works together and lifts each other 
up and supports one another. Charity is not a part of social responsibility but corporations do make donations to 
businesses in need. 

Social responsibility is the foundation of a free society because everyone works together to keep the things that 
they have and they work together to get the things that they want. If we are not working to make things better, we 
are moving backwards and part of being socially responsible is helping others because we want to, not because we 
need to.  I do not believe we could have a free society without social responsibility.  Without social responsibility 
things would fall apart and get out of hand which is why it is so important to stay involved and connected. I believe 
social responsibility is what holds us all together and keeps us focused on our goals. Part of having a free society 
means following the rules and doing what is right by acting responsible.

I am currently involved in a Family in Narcotics Anonymous which has helped me in my sobriety in so many ways.  
My family was developed by my sponsor and his wife and quite a few other recovering addicts who all have the same 
struggles, have been through a lot of the same things, and our goal is to help the newcomers and stay sober.  Every-
one involved in Family is there on their own behalf because they want to be and we all help each other stay sober day 
by day.  Every so often we will all get together and have a Family meeting where we have food and play games.  We 
also have our own N.A. meeting where we meet and it is so awesome getting to know everyone.  Getting involved in 
Family has definitely saved my life and most likely many other lives.  The people who are involved in Family all benefit 
by helping each other and working together to stay sober by sharing their feelings or what they are going through. 
Our Family tree has hundreds of people in it which is amazing.  There is never a dull moment because we are all so 
much alike. The best part is that everyone benefits from being involved in our Family as long as they stay sober and 
help the newcomer. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    
by Alexa Demarestby Alexa Demarest

 During a time with the pandemic we are facing is both nervousness and stress. Not knowing how long it's going 
to last, and making sure we follow the right protocol to keep the people we care about and our communities safe. 
Not being able to work is so stressful. It's scary just to go food shopping for your family. It's also tough when toddlers 
and babies aren't old enough to grasp what is going on, and be able to understand they can't go out like they used 
to. It's scarier being a parent in my eyes cause the last thing you want is for your child to become ill. I can do my part 
by staying home unless necessary.  But when I do have to go out, to remember to wear my mask and gloves and keep 
my distance.  The unknown is very scary. Not knowing how long it will last makes it way worse. 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                                                                                         SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                                                                                         
by Dan Devineby Dan Devine

I can think of a few things that I’ve done to be socially responsible.  I try to help others when I see they need 
help, for instance helping an elderly person carry groceries.  I don’t ever drop garbage outside and I will pick garbage 
up if I see it.  I’ve donated clothes to charity.  I think everyone benefits from being socially responsible.  The person I 
help benefits and I benefit because it makes me feel good knowing that I helped someone.  The animals also benefit 
by cleaning up garbage or always throwing it away In the trash.  I love animals so I will always try to help them out.

Last year, even though we did not get enough players to play football, I was a part of the New Jersey Stags semi-
pro football team.  We held a free event at the Sussex County YMCA for kids.  We had this big blow up obstacle course 
set up so they could run around and burn some energy.  We also had a little football drill room where the kids ran 
through some drills and caught the football and hit a tackling dummy.  Once again I think everyone benefits, the kids, 
their parents and the team as a whole.  We get to reach out to the community and grow our fan base.  Another time 
we helped out the town of newton when we joined law enforcement, the fire department, and EMS to help clean 
up the garbage around town and help families who might have trouble with things around their property.  I helped a 
retired military vet and his family by pulling weeds and raking up leaves around their yard.  The family benefited by 
not having to go outside and possibly get hurt doing it themselves or spending money for a company to come clean 
up their yard.  Both events had at least 25 people doing their parts and many more benefited from those events.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                         SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                         
by Ryan Devineby Ryan Devine

Social responsibility is one of the pillars of our society,  a free society.  A group conscience, the feeling or belief 
that we are in this life together, that we are individuals but united in the human condition we all exist within, is fun-
damental to a high-functioning society. We have a responsibility to look out for our fellow citizens, to use any gifts we 
possess, economic assets, or simply our time, to make life better for ourselves and those we interact with.  

As far as my actions that I would categorize as being socially responsible, I would start with recycling. It is quanti-
fiable, measurable. It saves natural resources, and helps to lower the amount of trash we produce. Conservation and 
protection of nature, including recycling,  is very important to me. Nature and humanity are partners on this earth, 
and we need to keep this fact in mind as we navigate through life if    we want to ensure the health of this planet.

I would also think that the example I set as far as morality, character and general outlook on life counts as a 
socially responsible action. Being a good person, helping others whenever possible, even with the smallest of tasks, 
and remaining positive are contagious traits, and the more people who try to live each day as a positive, healthy 
influence on our family, friends and acquaintances, the better the quality of our society will become. I try to be the 
best person I can each and every day, and hope my example will influence others to do the same. "Do good deeds 
because it is the right thing to do, not because someone is looking." Being genuine in our actions is also as important 
as the actions themselves. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                
by Anonymous by Anonymous 

As an active member in an Oxford House I feel I dedicate a lot of time (both individual and group) to social re-
sponsibilities.

On a personal level, I volunteer to be president of our house. I do everything from chores and drug testing to 
taking care of bills and setting up interviews. I know my small contribution of time benefits other people in sobriety.

As for group social responsibility, I also chair our chapter meetings. Which means I take time to go and run a 
meeting. It consists of 10 houses and surrounding areas. We go over rules, our financials, and make sure each house 
is running properly. It ensures our houses will continue to stay open.

With this information, I volunteer to represent our chapter in the Oxford State meetings. Which means I am 
personally responsible for bringing our information in front of the state. At the meeting we went over all of New 
Jersey's Oxford houses and we figured out all of our financials, and ways to provide better for all of our members. 
We discussed fundraisers, and all Oxford events.

I know it is benefiting my recovery and I honestly feel responsible for the way our house is run. I take pride in the 
way our books are taken care of, not to mention the way we look and are represented at state meetings. I enjoy being 
involved and it feels awesome to be appreciated... But even better knowing you are helping someone else! Without 
all of us working together and showing up this would not be possible! 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                               SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                               
 by Anonymous by Anonymous

My definition would be being responsible, a productive member of society, working together in a community. 
In person to be socially responsible would be balanced, gross, and fulfilling their civic duties. Actions and how it can 
benefit you and others.

In a group it shows positivity organization and more people will want to join. People can learn from each other's 
balance and focusing.

Yes for sure charity is part every little bit helps money your time and energy.
Value and image can be some reasons you can have a free Society. With leadership and giving back.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  
 by Anonymous by Anonymous

My definition on social responsibility would be that we all have a part to socially communicate with one and 
another it's great to get out there and communicate with people friends and family you can learn alot of new things 
about about anything. It's very important to be social with the world knowing what is going on and also getting a 
better idea of what you want in this world. When a group comes together and communicates anything is possible 
whether if it's the government coming together and talking about what they wanna do when it comes to disasters 
or a group coming together and talking how we can make the president have 2 more years it is very important for a 
team to understand and come together and communicate to get things done. Charity is part of social communica-
tion. They come together and set up events, set up donations or even commercials talking about how we could help 
save people's animals. Charity is all communication.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    
by Dario Hernandezby Dario Hernandez

The things that I do for Social Responsibility is to help my girlfriends mom at home whenever my girlfriend is not 
there or is busy. She is sick and has a very hard time doing things around her house, has a hard time remembering 
things, or even something simple to you and me as communicating the thoughts in your mind.

 In order to do those things I help her clean, cook on occasions, bring in her groceries if they are too heavy for 
her, clean dishes-floors-laundry or sections of her place. Sometimes I even tag along with her to help her run er-
rands. She's not incapable nor incompetent but again she just has a hard time with certain things. And I do these 
things everyday that I am able too after taking care of my own needs everyday that I can without fail. I'm very dedi-
cated to that family because I am extremely dedicated to my girlfriend, as she is to me. 

Sometimes it's hard seeing someone struggling with things that I can do without a second thought. Mainly be-
cause it shows me what will become of me if I don't take care of myself and or my body.its definitely a wake up call 
for me to make right and smart decisions in my everyday life.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                         SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                         
 by Lester Hoffman by Lester Hoffman

Social responsibility is an extremely important quality to have in society. Being socially responsible means being 
a present and functioning member in your own community. In my own life I've done things like lead an AA meeting 
on Saturday at one clock every week I would give fellow alcohols a place to work out there recovery taking a vested 
interest in each and every one of them knowing that maybe my knowledge of AA and the big book could help them 
get through whatever they're going through currently I no longer serve as the head chair for that meeting but I 
continue to attend that meeting to spread my experience straight and hope to a fellow alcoholic also I was a volun-
teer firefighter in Belvidere we served the community on a volunteer basis providing basic firefighter needs in this 
instance the entire community of Belvidere benefited from my fellow volunteers and I risked our lives to keep them 
safe. Lester Hoffman

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                          SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                          
by Jane Huangby Jane Huang

Social responsibility is the foundation of a free society because people need to abide by a set of humanistic rules 
in order to maintain a working society. Social responsibility is the members of a community having a sense of duty 
and accountability toward helping one another and doing their part to create a structured, supportive society. 

For an individual to be socially responsible, this entails doing whatever one can from day to day like recycling or 
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volunteering their time. For a group to be socially responsible, this involves communication and government partic-
ipation in creating a code of living to uphold the welfare of everyone involved. Charity is part of social responsibility 
because there are certain voluntary things that one necessarily can’t get paid for but become services that improve 
quality of life for people. For instances, volunteering at a food bank or homeless shelter. 

Things I do to be socially responsible includes always recycling, no matter how small the object (ie. one piece of 
paper). The environment, and in turn, future generations benefit from recycling. Additionally, I refrain from killing 
any insects or wild animals that may come inside my home or around the property. On a related note, I recently saw 
a large snapping turtle on the side of the road and flagged down a cop car so that he could call animal control and 
have the turtle brought back to his natural environment. This allows us to maintain our wildlife and delicate balance 
of the ecosystem. I also volunteer to lead meditations for my Noble Steps group and am going to take on the commit-
ment of leading my Sunday Noble Steps meeting. This benefits myself as well as others in recovery, giving everyone 
a chance to connect and get grounded in the midst of their stressful lives. I have also volunteered at hospitals in the 
past, providing company to patients who don’t always have visitors. 

I consider my Noble Steps to also be a socially responsible group. We help support and lift each other up and give 
our time to one another when people are in crisis. We also discuss lessons about how to be more compassionate 
toward other human beings as well as living things and the planet. These meetings also promote sponsorship and 
“giving back” your recovery, helping lift other up and out of their addictions. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    
 by Marion Nishanian by Marion Nishanian

Social responsibilities can have a few meanings in my opinion for me it’s being responsible holding yourself 
accountable for taking care of yourself while taking care of others and making sure things go accordingly. A socially 
responsible individual for me is someone that is dependable, reliable, trustworthy, good time management skills, 
someone who is honest, has good people skills, loving, patient, fun, and a leader.  What it means for a group to be 
socially responsible to me is the group coming together as one, having good problem solving, getting along, every-
one playing an equal role in leadership. Being a good unit. I absolutely think charity is a strong part of being socially 
responsible. It’s a beautiful decision to make to help others in need out of the kindness of your heart, and step up as 
a leader and help out people that aren’t as fortunate.  

As for me a time when I had a social responsibility was when I was at Straight and Narrow in Paterson for 5 
months. I was picked by staff and clients to be house representative. So essentially there were 4 house reps, me be-
ing one of them. We had to resolve conflicts on the floor between the women as best as possible, we had to do room 
searches with staff and be responsible for handing over any contraband that was harmful to the girls or staff. Help 
with snacks at night make sure everyone got one and extras got distributed fairly. Make sure chores went as planned 
twice a day make sure the girls were up doing their chores thoroughly It was a lot of responsibility at the end of the 
day because some women didn’t like the house reps and some did , but we were peacekeepers so whether we got 
yelled at and cursed out by the other women on the floor we had to just accept it and smile anyways that was a part 
of the job as house rep showing growth and being able to control yourself . We tried to do things as a whole and have 
little parties for super bowl or for holidays or for someone’s birthday. We always tried to make the girls know that 
they were special and they mattered and that we were all in this together. I think myself being a house rep not only 
benefited the staff there but the women as well because I was very fair and very kind and women felt comfortable 
talking to me about things and opening up about their problems or if they didn’t think something was fair. I would 
go to staff and try and get it straightened out or try to get an explanation back to the other women so they weren’t 
left in the dark . Also it helped me helping other people, knowing people cared about me and were comfortable 
telling me things and confiding in me. So social responsibility can be a lot of responsibility but in the end it’s worth it 
because it is a very gratifying feeling.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  
 by Jennifer Krip by Jennifer Krip

My Definition of social responsibility would be to help others that are in need of something. Or helping others 
less fortunate in certain situations. I do community service at a dog rescue in the mall. I help feed and walk the dogs. 
I clean up their crates. And give them lots of love. It makes me so happy. They get so excited when I play with them. 
I want to continue doing this for a long time! I feel I benefit as much as the animals.

Another example of social responsibility is that we recycle in our house. I think that it's super important to re-
cycle. I don't feel enough people do. It's not difficult. I just think some people are just lazy and don't care about our 
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environment. We all benefit from recycling.
An example of group social responsibility that I personally benefit from is called DASI. I get a lot of help through 

them. I get therapy for being sexually abused. They were with me every time I had to be in court with my abuser. 
They genuinely care about me and my mental state. I appreciate them so much. They respect me and make me feel 
so much better about myself.

Social responsibility is a great thing. It's about respect, appreciation, kindness, caring, helping in any way you can.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                              SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                              
  by Michael Losey  by Michael Losey

My definition is for both that of an individual or a group. combined it is everyone's job to contribute to our 
economics and ecosystems so that there is a level balance, and not crumble otherwise there would be nothing but 
absolute chaos. For a person to be socially responsible, examples of that would be to reduce our carbon footprint 
to fight climate change, participate in charitable events, and volunteer within our communities. For groups or orga-
nizations, integrating our businesses into society that we serve, should offer essential resources to its employees, 
and volunteers. The best example that I can think of for this would be that of a volunteer fire company. The chief of 
the fire department incorporates strategies and procedures, and routines to better protect and help the members 
of the fire department. At the same time the fire department responds to calls for assistance from the public and 
both sides benefit. I believe charity is part of social responsibility, like many volunteer fire departments, they run on 
donations from the public and get very little assistance from the communities governmental bodies. With this being 
the case, the fire department would set up  fund drives so that the individual out on the road can stop and donate 
even just a dollar, that dollar goes a long way and in turn I believe that would be that individual's way of committing 
to their social responsibility. 

No society is ever free. The country where we live just so happens to have less rules or laws than other countries 
which makes citizens more enticed to volunteer, be charitable as they already feel free and feel the need to be able 
to help others. We help others who are or feel trapped by the fuel rules and laws in this country and have freedom 
of speech and press. 

It may not seem like I do much to be socially responsible as an individual to the average person, but there is 
much that I do. I volunteer to lead alcoholics anonymous meetings to be the chairperson. By me leading AA meetings 
I feel that by giving examples of my life and my experiences I can share my strength and hope with other individuals 
that may be suffering whether it be on the inside or the outside. I like to think that by doing this it's able to provide 
benefits to others and by leading the meetings, this occurs on a weekly basis. I also provide rides to those who do 
not drive or do not have a vehicle to transport themselves to meetings, doctors appointments, and to stores if they 
need to do some Shopping or I will just do this for them especially during our current state of limitations being able 
to go places due to the virus.

My ways of social responsibility within groups are very wide as to how much it is that I did and that I currently 
do. To start, I used to be a volunteer firefighter and an EMT. Being a volunteer firefighter was very rewarding as in my 
best times I was able to respond to emergencies and help those feeling at their absolute worst and maybe just give 
them a little glimmer of hope that everything was going to and will be okay, that they would pull through whatever 
it is they were going through. Currently I participate in clean up days in the township in which I reside. It's where 
myself and a very large group of volunteers within the township, their families and friends walk down the street 
and pick up garbage to make our town a cleaner and better place to live for our children. And last but not least my 
current occupation of being a landscaper. It may seem like all I do is cut grass and make properties look nice, but a 
large majority of my customers are those that cannot do it themselves whether it be due to illness or injury. These 
customers benefit by knowing that their property looks good and is in good care so that it's less that they need to 
worry about. To take that a step farther, the company I work for will do free clean ups and lawn Care to those serving 
in our military. I brought this to my boss's attention when one of my former colleagues from the fire department got 
deployed to Afghanistan and one day while driving by his house his lawn was overgrown and in disarray. My boss 
and I spoke and we were able to go and maintain his yard while he was away and make it look immaculate for when 
he returned home from a conflict country and had a large part in keeping us safe and giving us the ability to be free . 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                                               SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                                               
by Eric Mannoby Eric Manno

My definition of social responsibility is an activity to help the society. 
A person to be socially responsible means to have a certain duty to help the environment.
A group of people to be socially responsible means to act in the best way for their environment.
Yes, I personally think a charity is a part of social responsibility because the foundation keeps everything intact 

otherwise the society would be unorganized.
No we could not have a free society without a foundation because the whole society would fail.
The things I do to be socially responsible are donating blood and I’ve donated money to a charity. The people 

that are affected by my actions are the ones that need blood and people who are poor around the world. My social 
actions are continuous. I experienced a social group to help the planet. I cleaned up litter around different towns. 
Animals benefit from cleaning litter because without cleaning the earth, the whole ecosystem will be destroyed.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                       SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                       
by Kirsten Millerby Kirsten Miller

This is a good topic considering we are in the middle of this pandemic. Currently, I’m being socially responsible 
by following the government's orders on social distancing. By staying home and only leaving if necessary. By doing 
this everyone benefits from my actions, not just me and my family but strangers. If everyone could be socially re-
sponsible in this time our nation could recover more quickly. The overall benefit is I know I am doing my part in trying 
to help catch/spread a deadly virus. In this situation, it is a one-time thing, but I live this in my everyday life. With 
drug court, it is somewhat of a social organization that I am a part of and I’m socially responsible by taking sugges-
tions, showing up when I say I am going too and helping my fellow peers. Being socially responsible is not something 
any of us knew about in active addiction but when we got clean we found it was a better and easier way to live.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                   SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                   
  by Sean Miller  by Sean Miller

My definition of social responsibility would mean being socially accountable to people I socialize with, eg. Drug 
court, Center for Prevention, people around town. For a person to be socially responsible means they are respon-
sible  for the way they act or speak in public surroundings. Now as far as a group being socially responsible I offer 
this example, Drug Court picnic, we are all out together in a group in public therefore it is our social responsibility to 
behave and not be inappropriate, to take care of our surroundings like cleaning up after ourselves. Social Responsi-
bility falls under the guidelines of common courtesy. Without these things in place it would be close to impossible 
to function as a free society there would be constant bickering , arguing, and fighting. Some of the things I do to be 
socially responsible are, well they do vary  from things that are simple to things that are much more complex for 
instance throwing out all the trash in the lobby at court just to keep court moving, to greeting new people trying to 
make them feel welcome in that scary situation, standing up for people at court who deserve it or standing against 
people who don’t. moving to things like volunteering maybe at a soup kitchen on your own time, also speaking to 
group at the center like the tag kids or co occurring group letting them know it's not too late to turn it around now, 
things like this are continuous and contiguous and will live on long after i'm gone if it's done properly.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                 
 by Kyle Noorman by Kyle Noorman

I have two different examples of my social responsibility actually three because of our current pandemic and 
social distancing . The first is actually me being in drug court and changing my life around. Because I am now no 
longer a danger to the community or driving around drunk or high putting not only myself in danger but every single 
person I pass . So that’s one example, another one is my job. I am a carpenter and at our current job location this 
family moved into their new beautiful home and two weeks later had a fire and lost a lot of their personal belongings 
and were forced to live in a hotel with their three young children. They called my boss and we started working on 
their home . We rushed and worked 12 -14 hour days for 14 days straight so we could get the upstairs of their house 
completed and they could come back home . They are currently living back home and extremely happy with the 
work we have done so far . I have become very close to the homeowners on a personal level. And my last example 
of social responsibility is following the rules of social distancing to prevent the spread of the virus and that’s very 
important because of how contagious it is. So me wearing a mask, using anti bacterial, avoiding contact, and keeping 
distance from people is just one very small piece of my social responsibility that if everyone followed , will help this 
crazy situation end hopefully sooner than later.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                  
   by Anonymous   by Anonymous

I believe that social responsibility is the foundation for a free Society because in order to sustain our freedom 
and our independence, it is necessary to pass down knowledge. It is a responsibility for a man to teach his children 
the knowledge he has gained in order for his children to be independent. Our independence and our freedom only 
goes as far as our knowledge of how to take care of things in our lives. One example is fixing a car. If I don't know how 
to change a tire, I am dependent on somebody else to do it for me. So, knowledge is freedom. 

Unfortunately I have been in a program for the last five months and I haven't been able to be of service to others. 
But what I have done is I have shown my kids how to live and how to do things so that they are not dependent on 
other people in their lives. I also teach my kids to not be lazy and to go out and work toward their goals and what 
they want in life. That way they will not be anybody else's burden and they will be able to work for what they want 
and they will learn the importance of hard work. This is an example of my social responsibility.

I guess I can say that I do donate my time, because I often help my children and my nephews as well. There are a 
lot of kids who don't have fathers in their lives, so I have tried to be a positive role model in their lives. I donate my-
self as frequently as I can. My children, nephew's, and Friends of my kids all benefit. I also benefit, because helping 
them makes me feel good too.

I guess I would say that my definition of social responsibility is knowing that I have something of value to share, 
and not keeping it to myself. Finding an outlet to give my knowledge or my gifts to those who need it. I believe charity 
is a part of social responsibility as well. I believe that it is the responsibility of those whose " cups runneth over " to 
give what they feel is fair.

I'm not sure if this is really how we were supposed to write this essay, but I really don't have much experience 
with service outside of AA and NA. If anything, this assignment has shown me that I should really try to be of service 
to those in need. I thank you for the opportunity.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                    
by Christopher Pantenby Christopher Panten

Social Responsibility can mean many things, but to me it means to look out for one another. Be nice to your 
neighbor and take responsibility for yourself and to make sure others are safe and have the necessities for life. When 
someone tries to be socially responsible that person should be looking out for the well being of not only yourself 
but everyone who is in their general circle. People they know and care for that can’t do things for themselves for 
example my grandmother who soulfully on her own would struggle to survive without me going out to get groceries 
for her and making sure she has everything she needs to live comfortably.

Now to be socially responsible for a group would mean to act as one cohesive unit and run themselves for the 
betterment of the group. In other words, get enough supplies for everyone to live their lives and not just think about 
just one person. They must think of themselves as a wolf pack defending themselves in the wild. Survival of the 
group and the social responsibilities that it takes is what keeps that group running. Now when you look at Charity, 
it is a little different because you’re looking out for the people who don’t have the money or the resources around 
them to live. So in a way it is part of social responsibility because it is our duty as a community to look out for people 
who can’t survive without our social duty.

Now when it comes to me I always look at myself as someone who is socially responsible for every person I come 
in contact with. For example I always make sure everyone in my family has everything they need in this time of crisis 
with Covid 19. I reach out to help with the elderly around my grandma’s condo square who can’t go out to get the 
necessities to survive. The benefit in a way is knowing that my grandmother's friends are okay and are able to survive 
at this time. At this moment it is only a short term thing until everything is safe again but in a way I help out new 
people at meetings, (when I was able to go to meetings) to feel at home in a strange place. So for that it is for a long 
term deal of social responsibility and for that keeps me sober in the long run.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                                 
by Anonymousby Anonymous

My definition of social responsibility is looking out for the people around you. This can mean being courteous 
and respectful or being helpful to someone in need. On the whole, the small actions you do can affect the communi-
ty as a whole. I can think of a few different times I have been socially responsible. Helping a stranger get their car out 
of the snow comes to mind. Assisting someone who is broken down is another. I try to donate used clothes and toys 
to various charities so that families in need can benefit from something that once benefited me or my family. I don't 
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believe social responsibility is a one-time thing, or that the results of the action end in the immediate proximity. If I 
were to help my neighbor by helping them get to the store to buy groceries, they are benefitting from my immediate 
action. Their family is benefiting from the food they now have, the store is benefiting from the cash that they spent 
and the employees are being paid for their transaction. One small favor has helped many people. Even now, with the 
scare of the coronavirus, taking precautions to prevent oneself or others from getting sick benefits the community 
as a whole. I don't mind helping those in need because I have been or will be in need myself, and may get aided by 
someone who is just looking out for their neighbor or friend.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
by Anonymous by Anonymous 

My Definition of social responsibility, to me, would have to be broken down into 2 parts then put together start-
ing with the word Social which to me means People in a group that strive together. The second word Is responsibility, 
Responsibility to me means to have a duty or obligation to reasonably work things out. Now to put both of them 
together to make Social Responsibility, to me would make the definition of a group or large mass of people that are 
working together to overcome whatever situation may come. 

For a person to be Socially Responsible in my eyes would have to mean exactly what my definition pretty much 
stated, and that would be a person that is willing to work together with others no matter what to overcome their 
common goal that they all share together effectively. 

Now for a group to be Socially Responsible is that same as an individual being socially responsible, just on a more 
mass scale involving more than a few people. Everyone must be able to work together and be able to put differences 
aside and be able to agree what is best for everyone, not just what’s best for themselves. 

Charity in my eyes would be a form of social responsibility from a certain point of view. The people or organiza-
tions that helped start that charity would be socially responsible, but as an individual like you or I to donate would 
be responsible individuals but if you decide to look at everyone who donated to a charity and put them together I 
suppose we could say that they are all socially responsible. 

I’ve been socially responsible on many occasions, for example whenever I go to “tricky trays'' As they call them, 
they are often run to find a certain thing. Whether it be a charity or raising money for a family in need. I always make 
sure when I go that it’s going to a good cause. Now at the end of all these Tricky Trays they have a raffle for a big prize 
so everyone buys a ticket. Now me as a person I typically wouldn’t buy into something if the odds of me winning 
are not high, but something like this isn’t winning whether you win or lose you're still winning something that prize 
could never give you, and that’s the feeling you get inside when you know that you’ve just helped someone when 
they really needed it, and that, is something money just cannot buy.  

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                              SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                                              
 by Ashley Pizarro by Ashley Pizarro

Social responsibility means to me that you put effort in doing something that is involved in the community. I 
Have been involved in many different ways. I have volunteered in a thrift store where I was putting away used cloth-
ing. Another place was at The civic center where it was a place where the elder came to get a free meal everyday 
and play games and be able to talk with people in the community. 

I think it's very important to help out and be of help to those who need it and it's nice to do something for others. 
Going out and just doing things to help people even really make me feel good about myself. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

I like to think growing up I was taught lots of things that are considered socially responsible.  We were always told 
to pick up our garbage and not to throw waste outside. To always try and take care of the earth or the playground or 
anyplace we were so the next person can enjoy it as much as we did. I was always taught to return the shopping cart 
or basket so it's available for the next person to use. Things like recycling or donating clothing, food, or unwanted or 
unneeded furniture so people who were maybe less fortunate could use it. 

I also believe there was a time during.my drug addiction where I was not socially responsible at all. I didn't care 
about anything or anyone but myself and got high. Things I did caused lots of trouble or problems with family and 
strangers. It was a dark and difficult period of my life. All the respectful and socially responsible behaviors I was 
taught went right out the window. Crazy how fast your behavior can change when you become addicted to any type 
of substance. 
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On the bright side as fast as my behavior changed for the bad it also changed for the good when I got sober.  I 
now go out of my way to pick up trash again. I donate things like clothes and food I no longer need or food we won't 
eat. I do community service. Yes it's mandatory for me to do so but I still do it and it helps all the people that come 
into the recycling center to recycle their items and it helps the older gentlemen that runs the place. All those good 
things trickle down and have some sort of positive effect on everyone somehow. Now when I go out of.my way to 
make sure I return my shopping cart I'm helping save someone from having to go out of their way to get a cart to use. 
Most socially responsible behaviors or actions are a positive and in return make another positive.  If we had none 
of this everything would be a negative and eventually it would all crumble and fall apart. Nobody wants that. Now I 
know it's silly to think everyone is socially responsible or will be. We are humans and humans are deeply imperfect. 
But I believe as long as most of us are aware and try to do the next right thing and to try to influence the younger 
people growing up in this world that we can keep the balance leaning more towards the positive side. Just by watch-
ing my kids and seeing me do these things they are learning to be socially responsible. That is all we can do. All we 
can do is do the right thing and teach/show our kids, nieces, or nephews, friends and family the right thing and hope. 

     
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

by Anonymousby Anonymous
My definition of social responsibility looks like helping your community during the time it is really needed.  Now 

that I’m clean I’m able to be a productive member of society therefore able and more than willing to be there for my 
community, especially now during this pandemic.  When you defined the words social and responsibility separately 
it talked about how socially had to do with human beings living together and when responsibility was brought up 
it said obligation and accountability.  I don’t agree with when you said that the two words separately exactly mean 
different things but together it does flow perfectly.  I believe that in order to be social you have the obligation to be 
accountable and you’re obligated to be the best person you can be but when you combine the two it has more to 
do with how you can be of service toy you’re community.  I don’t believe that my social responsibility is anything like 
charity work.

I think the only difference between a person being socially responsible and a group being socially responsible 
is that there is definitely more power in numbers.  I think that if there are many people doing the same thing sepa-
rately, it only makes sense to band together to help out much more in a smaller amount of time therefore, getting to 
help the community much more.  For example, I’ve been helping out my mom, she’s been buying fabric and sewing 
masks.  We’ve been delivering them all over, to the hospital nearby, the fire house, some of the elderly people we 
know (we were socially distant of course) and even to the POLICE STATION.  Just think about that for a minute, as 
someone with a not so great track record with the police I went down to the station for no other reason other than 
to try and keep them safe.  Then a few of my mom’s friends heard what we were doing and started making masks of 
their own and others helped with delivering them. My mom alone made about 100 masks, I’m not sure how many 
her friends made but I know it was quite a lot.

Like I mentioned earlier, I don’t view my social responsibility as charity work.  I think one of the many things I’ve 
learned being clean is to try and give more than I receive.  Especially considering throughout my addiction all I did 
was take anything I could get from anyone who I could manipulate into giving me what I wanted.  While I was strug-
gling many members of my community did more than I could’ve ever asked to try and help me.  Now it’s my turn to 
return the favor, without thinking twice or expecting anything in return.  One of the many gifts of recovery is to now 
be able to be there for other people and that’s exactly what I intend to do.  I’m more than willing to be of service to 
my community, it’s my social responsibility.  

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                               SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY                                                                               
  by  Anonymous  by  Anonymous

 One of our best socially responsible activities has to be when my daughters were in the Girl Scouts.
We are all responsible for getting donations for all of our local food pantries and other local charitable groups in 

our area. We were a small group of my four daughters, my wife and myself. This was the project the girls chose to 
earn their community badge. We donated to all the local food pantries and different places like the Mana house. It 
was so rewarding to not only be a part of this wonderful community project, but to see how much my children took 
the responsibility and the look of pride on each of their faces, was such a gift to my wife and I and to all the people 
who benefited as well.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
By Tiffany SmithBy Tiffany Smith

*Social Responsibility is an ethical act that an individual performs for the benefit of others and society as a 
whole.* When a individual is socially responsible they have a duty to act for the best interest of their environment 
and society.* When a group is socially responsible they collaborate together working in the best interest of their 
community. Charity or charitable work can be viewed in both perspectives, as being part of your social responsibility 
or an act choose to do to help others.  Charity does not necessarily have to fall under ones obligations to do some-
thing extra as part of one's job or role. It’s more like a personal choice to volunteer your extra time and or money 
for those in need. 

One way to think about the role of responsibility in a free society is to imagine a society where freedom is absent.   
Children are raised collectively. There is no freedom of association, freedom of education, or freedom to enter or exit 
the community. And since individual decision-making is not of any value they technically have no freedom of choice. 
In a theoretical free society, all individuals act voluntarily, having the freedom to obtain the power and resources to 
fulfil their own potential. 

Since social responsibility go hand and hand with moral ethics some examples I can think of starting with the 
small everyday duties i preform are helping the elderly or disabled, by holding the door for them, pick up something 
they dropped or getting something they cant reach, putting their groceries in the car, letting them go before me in 
line ect. Then i have my "motherly duties" besides the obvious preparing meals, cleaning up after and doing their 
laundry and helping with homework. I make sure i show enough attention and love through gestures and words. I en-
courage them to do their best and acknowledges when they do positives things. I guide them to be the best version 
of themselves and let them know they can do whatever they put their minds to and be whoever they choose to. This 
is my 24/7 responsibility. I also will pick up trash (if it’s not too gross), feed the wild animals and recycle. If someone, 
a friend or family is in the need of something i can provide or help with ill do my best to be there even if its to listen 
to their problems. I have passed out turkeys at Thanksgiving, donated old toys and clothes to the needing instead 
of throwing away. In my fellowship I will always be in support and provide encouragement to help a person not pick 
up a drink or a drug. Whatever it takes as long as it does not jeopardize my own sobriety. Sharing my story and tools 
along the way.  Hopefully my next and long-term goal if given the second chance of my record getting expunged I like 
to persue my passion in the medical field and help families and childrens’ health.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
 by Kerrie Sullivan   by Kerrie Sullivan                                                                                                                                                          

When you think of social responsibility what are the first few things you may think of?  Is it charity work; feeding 
the homeless, helping at a food pantry, maybe cooking a dish for your church?  Or maybe it’s more like a monetary 
donation; a children’s research hospital in honor of a loved one, the ASPCA for your love of animals or maybe a do-
nation to your Alma mater for the under privileged student who may not have the same opportunities you had.  Or 
perhaps you’re a man or woman of infinite means and you would like to purchase a table at a fundraising Gala for 
$10,000.  All good intended options.  

Now does this phrase remind you of anything? “ …we tried to carry this message to alcoholics and to practice 
these principles in all our affairs; ” Meaning, in the acts of recovery we do our best to help other alcoholics and 
addicts learn, find and maintain sobriety. How do we do this you ask?  We do this by being socially responsible.  We 
learned that we could not or would not have done anything to obtain sobriety until we found those who understood 
our shortcomings and were willing to help us.  We were introduced to rehabs and drug counselors.  We learned in 
these facilities that the day you are discharged you go straight to a meeting.  Do not go home, do not pass go and 
definitely do not collect $200.  You go straight to a meeting while your mind is still highly focused on remaining sober.  
When we go to these meetings, we are told to get a network, find a sponsor and pick up that ‘oh so heavy phone.’  
Everything we are taught about ourselves and our disease comes from those who are willing to help us. 

What do the words “Free Society” mean?  What is the foundation of the American people, their beliefs?  Ameri-
ca is the land of the FREE and the home of the BRAVE, the land of opportunity, choice and free speech.  All who come 
here are protected under our constitutional rights.  We take pride in our abilities as a country to have these freedoms 
& rights. When those freedoms and rights are taken away by certain groups of government or people, we become 
a part of a controlled society.  Things that we once took for granted are now dictated to us.  When to go outside our 
homes, where and when we can go shopping or what our religious beliefs should be.

Now, for the purpose of this paper, I want to take this to the level of Social Responsibility - being the foundation 
of a Free Society through the eyes of Recovery.  Think of it as when you were using or drinking.  You had a job to do 
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every day and that job was to find a way to get to your supplier.  Whether it be a dealer from the streets, abusing 
prescribed medications or just getting it from the liquor store.  Either way, you needed the transportation, availability 
and funds to do so.  Your addiction owned you.  You had to answer to it every day.   That addiction took the control 
you once had over your life away from you; you had to answer to it every day in every way in order to survive.  

When you found a way to recover and the people willing to help you get there, the tables began to turn.  You 
found something you know you wanted but knew that was not something you could do on your own.  This is thanks 
to the willingness of others, the people who freely give you what they have.  They guide you and show you the way 
to recovery through their beliefs of “Give away to others what was freely given to you.”  Help the fellow Addict or 
Alcoholic.  You share with them the benefits of a successful rehab structure - that they too can get control of their 
life.  You pass on the ways that made you a successful and grateful recovering addict.  You attended meetings, maybe 
took on a commitment, such as coffee maker or greeter.  When you moved more into your recovery you then got 
deeper into your commitments.  You took on speaking commitments to tell your story in order to help encourage 
the newcomer that you once were where they are.  You know exactly where they are coming from.  Your stories may 
differ but you can relate.  You now have become socially responsible to the recovery environment.  You now have 
helped them free themselves from the controlled situations they were once in.  They became free and able to share 
their experience strength and hope with the next newcomer.  

Once we were able to break free from the chains of our addiction and away from those who held us captive in 
our addiction, we became able and willing to recover.  We are able to become the socially responsible people in 
recovery by helping our fellow addicts and alcoholics.  Therefore, we are now able to live in a free society instead of 
being held captive to those who bring us down. You see, by doing the next right thing, it does not cost anything, you 
freely give away the hope and realization that sobriety - yet rich to the soul - is a priceless commodity to many of us.  
We now live a life free to make the right choices without being held by the confines of an addiction.  

We are now members of a free society that allows us to be socially responsible.
I Am a Grateful Recovering Addict

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
by Anonymousby Anonymous

  Social responsibility to me is giving back to the community and helping others. For a person to be socially 
responsible they do things to benefit others and their community. I try to help others every chance I get. I probably 
don't do as much as I should. But I recycle. I hold doors for people when I am out and about. For groups to be socially 
responsible they organize events to help others like food drives or fundraisers that donate money to a good cause. 
My mother in law is very socially responsible. She does a lot of things to help out her community. She makes Easter 
baskets for people who need them. Does the toys for tots runs around Christmas time. She organizes fundraisers for 
all different purposes. Like raising money for people with illnesses. So I guess I am pretty socially responsible as well 
because I help her do things for these events. I believe that if there were more people that put more effort into being 
socially responsible the world would be a better place. just the other day we were trying to help a bear that was up 
in a tree and wouldn't come down and people were bothering him. Rather than just letting him be so he would come 
down. Social responsibility is very important because it helps others instead of being all for self.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
by Anonymousby Anonymous

For me the word social means the ability to successfully communicate and live with other people in society and 
responsibility means to being accountable for positive actions. When you put them together as social responsibility, 
for me it means to make smart decisions for your community or the world. It’s very important for everyone to be 
socially responsible as a whole because I think it keeps the community safe from many things. Without people being 
responsible we could not have a free society. We would have to be controlled in every way possible to maintain order 
in our lives. If people didn’t have some level of social responsibility our world would look a lot different. There would 
be mass chaos, crime, disease, etc. for example right now our whole, not just our country has to take social respon-
sibility seriously. We are in the midst of a pandemic in which thousands of people are dying. Right now our social 
responsibility and duty as humans is to stay home and help stop the spread of COVID-19.  Personally I think being so-
cially responsible is definitely part of charity because people voluntarily being compassionate for there community 
right now. By people being home and quarantined they help their community. It might not be financially but charity 
doesn’t just stop with financial work. I’m being socially responsible but staying home except for essential reasons 
like getting food or medicine. By making this socially responsible decision I am helping and being charitable to my 
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community to help fight COVID-19 as a whole. There are many examples of people being socially responsible even 
when there isn’t a pandemic happening in our world. For another example, just going to work. If people weren’t 
responsible and didn’t show up for the jobs our world would crumble. Another example is by not committing any 
crimes again. I broke my social responsibility 3 years ago by committing a crime. I have been trying to work on getting 
my social responsibility on a better track and doing my charitable things with my time.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Kristine Van NieuwlandKristine Van Nieuwland

To me, social responsibility is the requirement to do something that benefits society as a whole; a form of so-
cietal conformity. When a person is socially responsible they follow the regulations or guidelines put into place to 
help the function of society. Right now this can be seen in the form of social distancing, stay at home orders and the 
requirement of wearing face masks in public places. These guidelines are being set for the safety of the society and 
while many people, myself included, see these as overboard precautions, they are being enforced for the health and 
function of our people. These are not only individual responsibilities but group responsibilities as well. As for charity, 
I don’t really feel that charity is a social RESPONSIBILITY, because a responsibility is something that is REQUIRED to be 
done and charity is something people do voluntarily. Charity is not an obligation, however it does help in the function 
of a society. Social responsibility is key for the freedom of a society because we all have specific guidelines to follow 
to maintain a functioning order. One's responsibility to be self-accountable and know right from wrong helps keep 
the society safe.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
by Destini Wieczorkowski  by Destini Wieczorkowski    

To me, Social responsibility is when your actions can or will benefit a person, group, or society as a whole. It is 
when you cannot be selfish with your decisions because the consequences of your actions will affect other people 
and not just yourself. This requires you to act responsibly for the benefit of others as well as yourself. When referring 
to a group of people acting socially responsible, it would mean making a decision that is best for everyone even if it 
might not be the best result for you personally; you have to do what is best for the majority. Charity is a great exam-
ple of being socially responsible. Often the people donating or providing any kind of charity do not directly benefit 
from their actions at all, but those who receive or are helped by the charity greatly benefit.

One example of something I like to do to remain socially responsible is picking up trash where I can. Anytime I 
see things on the ground that I can easily pick up and remove. This helps protect the environment and that benefits 
the vast majority. Another example that not only benefits others but greatly benefits me is helping the newcomer. I 
always thought the old timers in the rooms saying “Helping you helps me” was just a way to have me not feel guilty.. 
until I got time under my belt and realized how true of a statement that was. There have been so many times where 
I had already gone to a meeting early in the morning and by night one of my friends needed a ride to a meeting so I 
was getting up and getting out to help them. Usually, it turns out to be a meeting I didn’t even know I needed. Even 
just having a listening ear to someone I barely know, who is struggling. Sponsorship, and fellowship are huge parts 
of my recovery. Even just a simple one time act but a helping hand at the right time could leave a long lasting impact 
on somebody’s life.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 by David Wildrick by David Wildrick

Social responsibility can mean a lot of different things and be different for each person.
My definition of social responsibility is to help out where help is needed.  I for one spend time volunteering my 

help at father John’s animal shelter in Lafayette and feel that it is my responsibility as a decent human being to help 
out animals that cannot take care of themselves.

Without people taking responsibility and stepping up to help these poor animals most of them would be brought 
to kill shelters or dog pounds and put on a list to be euthanized.I will do whatever I can to help out where help is 
needed to prevent these things from happening and give my time when I can do places like father johns can remain 
open, without volunteers these places would not be able to operate.  Since I am not physically able to work at the 
moment I use some of my spare time to help.  Since this pandemic started in March I was unable to help at the shel-
ter because they were not allowed to operate on a normal basis but they are gradually opening up their doors and I 
pray soon enough this will be all over and everything will be back to somewhat normal .

So in closing I feel that if everyone plays their part in being socially responsible our world will be a lot better for 
everyone and everyone would be in a better state of mind by doing their part in society 
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITYSOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
 by Melissa Zabriskie by Melissa Zabriskie

Having Social Responsibility means showing a concern for others and being involved in something larger than 
yourself.  It involves acting in a responsible manner even if you might not benefit from it personally, having a social 
consciousness and upholding social rules.  Social responsibility is a duty every individual has to perform so as to 
maintain a balance between the economy and the ecosystems.  Social responsibility empowers employees to lever-
age the corporate resources at their disposal to do good. There are several ways of showing social responsibility.  You 
can encourage recycling, get involved in community service, promote responsible behavior or sponsor a fundraiser.

Social responsibility is a means of achieving sustainability.  Adopting key social responsibility principles such as 
accountability and transparency, can help ensure the long term viability and success of any organization or system.  
An example of  something I do to be socially responsible is recycling.  Recycling is easy and very achievable.  It is 
something that we do continuously each week.  An example of socially responsibility group activity that I have been 
involved in was sponsoring a fundraiser.  The people that benefit from this action are the little kids who the fundrais-
er was for.  The fundraiser was for a little league fundraiser for a girls softball game.

Also, I have engaged in charitable giving and volunteering.

       

By Alec Sampson
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
 

The artwork featured in this edition of In Our Shoes was inspired by Laura Zartman, Probation Supervisor, Sussex 
County Drug Court. A kite enthusiast herself, Laura felt that a fun art project, which everyone could relate to, was 
appropriate given the many months of social distancing and being indoors that left people feeling the urge to get 
outdoors and spread their wings.  

An additional element incorporated into their kites was the concept of ‘color psychology’ where they colored 
their kites using the colors that best expressed their moods, personality or feelings. They then expressed in their 
writing what their kites say about their recovery journeys. Won’t you go on a kite adventure with us!     

By Nadi Mizari 
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Alysehia DeLuccaBy Alysehia DeLucca

Brown is the main structure of my kite because it represents stability. I believe that my strength 
comes from my intelligence which is also represented by the color brown. I lined the structure of 
my kite with Gold because it symbolizes generosity and happiness which run through all areas of 
my life and represent the essence of who I really am.

I then moved to making the base of my kite and the supports that hold my kite together the 
color Pink because that represents love and compassion which I believe are my best assets and 

that which make me a supportive person to the ones that I love and care about.
Next, I colored the inside of my kite with the attributes that symbolize the things that make up who I am. Orange 

which symbolizes emotions and enthusiasm which I am influenced by greatly. I am very overly animated and run by 
my feelings.

I followed that by Green because without harmony and health not much else matters. I believe that you need to 
have harmony to preserve your health.

Moving closer to the top and to one of the more important things in life to have is trust and loyalty. For me 
trusting in myself and loyalty to my God are what lead me to the last and most important part of my kite, the White...
which is all that is GOOD and POSITIVE - the apex of my kite.

I ended the story of my kite with purple streamers because my life flows with imagination and spirituality. Thank 
you for coming on my colorful kite flight with me.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Amanda ConklinBy Amanda Conklin

For the design of my kite I wanted to choose three significant colors that are relevant to my 
recovery right now as well as what reflects which was most lacking in very early sobriety. After much 
thought ie realized that these three colors represent the things that have been most important to me 
all along.

The first color I selected is purple. I believe in many ways I've always been a very spiritual person. 
I depend on my relationship with God to guide me and encourage me. I've always been very appreciative of nature 
and most of my life has used it to find peace and clarity when I need time to reflect. I can see that hardest times I've 
been through and my addiction was at its worst when I turned away from God and nature. The second color is red. 
I chose this color bc now more then ever I'm very passionate about the things I care about and most anyone who 
knows me can attest to that. Even when I speak of things I love or even things that concern me my passion is evident. 
This was the first thing I lost in addiction and what I desired most to gain back in recovery. The third color is brown. 
The idea of stability is something I thought I'd never have in reach. Spending my entire life, including childhood in 
caos and uncertainty I assumed all my life would be that way. Stability occured naturally as I started to recover. I'm 
very grateful for it. I feel safe and secure. Even though there are uncertainties in my life still, I know that there are 
many things I can count on. As long as I'm true myself and those i love i know that i will always have that stable, solid 
foundation.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
Anthony DivietroAnthony Divietro  

My kite drawing represents strength, love and trust in God and myself. I colored my kite with 
three colors. Red at the bottom with blue in the middle and at the top purple. These three colors 
represent everything I believe in and how I am feeling these days.

I started with red on the bottom the foundation. This is for the things in life I am passionate 
about. Like my recovery, my family and my hobbies and the things I like to do. In the middle I have 
blue which symbolizes trust and loyalty. I believe it is extremely important to have trust in myself 

and God that I will have peace and serenity in my heart and mind and trust I will have confidence in myself to thrive 
in my recovery and life. Last but not least I have the color purple on the top meaning that my God and my spirituality 
must be first and foremost the top priority. My recovery and my faith in God are most important and will always be .

The colors in this kite all have very important roles in my success and recovery. I have worked hard to instill these 
beliefs in my soul and thanks to the program of recovery I will keep these feelings of love, trust, and spirituality for all
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MY KITE HAPPINESS TAKING FLIGHTMY KITE HAPPINESS TAKING FLIGHT
By Ashley De SalvoBy Ashley De Salvo

My recovery can be compared to this kite - colorful and ready to fly. At first I didn't think I ever 
would get it off the ground. I thought I would forever be in the same rut, doing the same things 
over and over, while expecting something would change. Once I realized my ability to fly - same as 
this kite can fly - I took off.

Each color in the kite has a significance and meaning. I will explain the meaning of each color 
and how it pertains to me:

Blue: Trust and Loyalty - The color blue represents the trust I needed to have in the program and my ability to 
work it. Recovery is possible if you trust in yourself, your abilities, and the way the program works. The loyalty aspect 
is seen in the blue clouds. For all those I have lost, I will be a loyal friend and loved one and show them that for myself 
and for them - I am going to overcome my demons.

Yellow: Happiness and Optimism - I am happy now. I thought while in active addiction I was happy. Today I know 
I was far from happy and instead I was doing nothing but numbing my pain, not dealing with any of my issues, and 
hiding behind substances that kept me from dealing with life. Now that I am sober, doing sober activities, being 
around sober people - I truly am living life and feeling happiness I've never felt before. I am finally comfortable with 
myself.

Pink: Love and Compassion - I have love for myself today and love for others. I can see others and have compassion 
for them and their struggle. In active addiction, the only person I cared about was myself. I also have love and 
compassion for myself. I needed to love myself before I could love others. With the help of my loved ones, sober 
support, and Drug Court - I do finally love myself.

Green: Harmony and Health - Today I am the happiest, healthiest, and most at peace I've ever been. All aspects 
of my life seem to have started to come together, as if in a big circle, and they go around in harmony. Trust and loyalty, 
happiness and optimism, love and compassion, health and harmony - they all go around in that circle, creating 
harmony in my life I've never felt before, and now since having it - never want to lose.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Ashley PizarroBy Ashley Pizarro

I chose the colors I did cause of different times I been through in my life . I have had hard time 
during my mother passing and during that time I felt alone and felt that I could not go on in life 
without her . Now after a while I have came to realize that am a mother and am strong and the 
love that I have and the joy of being a mom makes me feel amazing . With everything that I have 
been through I always stayed positive and tried to kept all the negative out . These are the reasons 
I chose the colors I did .

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
                                                 By Bart Atkinson                                                 By Bart Atkinson

I made my kite in the shape of a shooting star. I thought this image was fitting for my sobriety 
because a shooting star shoots across the universe in a beautiful wave of colors. I choose to use 
Grey and black for the tail of the shooting star. The project describes black as sadness and distress 
and grey as depression and loneness. I used that as an analogy for what I’m leaving behind with 
my sobriety as I make my way thru the universe in a shocking glow of colors! I chose purple as the 
first color on the outside because spirituality and creativity are very important to my recovery. Blue 
is another color I used. Trust and loyalty are two things I value very much in my life. I used white 

construction paper and left a bit uncolored cause their describing white as a symbol for positivity which is one of 
my best characteristics. I used yellow in the center for its relation to happiness. It’s the most important thing to me 
but in order to achieve it we must find love for ourselves others and our community. I did pink glitter to top off the 
yellow center to signify this. I hope you enjoy my project, I enjoyed making it and also I was in wildwood one year 
for this kite event and it was very cool. They had glow in the dark kites at night and themed kites one day that were 
themed for outerspace and UFO’s!!
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Casey YannonBy Casey Yannon

My name is Casey Yannon. This is the kite that I drew for the project. To me the kite represents 
soaring high. Above negativity, addiction, and problems. The kite in a way tells me that the sky is 
is the limit. It also tells me that you should fight and learn to rise above your demons. Go with the 
flow just as a kite does with the flow of the wind.

Accepting that which we have no control over is essentially key in recovery and life itself.
I chose purple because purple is the color of spirituality, I chose green because it represents 

land and nature. And I chose blue because it represents the sky, water, and nature. I find peace when in nature so 
these are the colors I chose.

And I give full permission to publish my project if it is desired. You have my permission
What Color is Your Kite? By Christa Fairclough
I have attached a photo of the kite I have designed for this assignment. The reason I chose the colors and patterns 

I did is because balance and simplicity have been huge in my recovery. I have had a tendency to over complicate and 
over think things in the past, so when it was a huge revelation to realize to "keep it simple." I also have a tendency to 
be very extreme, (as many addicts do). So learning balance has been very important to me. So much so, that the yin 
yang symbol is my favorite symbol because thats what it symbolizes. So I did a combination of all the colors because 
I believe you can't have one without the other.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Christopher PantenBy Christopher Panten

In my kite there are a lot of colors, the reason for this is because in recovery there are many 
things that go into getting on the right side track that I was never aware of until progressing in my 
recovery. The first color I started out with in my color kite was the color red. In my recovery if there 
was no love and people to have in my life such as my network or family. I really don’t know if I would 
have been able to stay sober. Love is something that can heal anything. The second color I chose in 
my recovery was the color blue. If someone can’t trust you then all is lost in recovery it is all about 
trust and honesty and without that you will be in a constant circle of lying and depression. Which in 

the end will take you into a spiraling dark place. That is why trust is super important.
The Third color I chose in my kite was the color yellow. Happiness is a key factor in recovery because if you aren't 

truly happy with yourself and your life around you recovery is far off from where you are. In my daily life happiness is 
what really keeps me from falling back and relapsing in my recovery. If everything is going good for you it is hard for 
you to fall into the depression and loneliness that you had before from being on drugs. The fourth color I chose was 
the color white. White symbolized the good and the positive, being positive in your recovery is a must. If you are one 
that always looks at the negatives in life you will end up falling back into the depression that you once had before 
further pushing you toward drug use. If you stay positive in your recovery it will keep you motivated to be the best 
you can be in life. The fifth color I chose in my kite was the color orange. Orange symbolized enthusiasm I chose this 
because without being enthused in what you do in your day to day life you will feel stuck.

The Sixth color I chose in my color kite was the color purple which symbolizes spirituality and imagination. I 
chose to make this color a lot bigger because without God in my life I would be lost to the world. He plays a key role 
in my recovery and without him, who knows where I would be in life. The Seventh color I chose in my kite was the 
color green which symbolizes harmony and health. When it comes to recovery, keeping yourself healthy after years 
of abuse is something that you must do in order to have a happy and healthy life post recovery. If you do not treat 
your body as a temple you will cause further health issues for yourself in years to come. The Last color I chose in 
my Recovery Kite was the color pink and this is one that I take very seriously. Love and compassion for others is the 
only thing that will help other people who are early in their recovery get past those hard beginning stages is to have 
compassion for others.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
                                                                       by Danielle Assante             by Danielle Assante

I chose to use an animal kite, specifically a Phoenix, for this assignment. The symbolism 
of the phoenix rising from the ashes is one that often reminds me of battling and overcoming 
addiction. It seemed perfect for this kite project as well.

I started at the tail with the darker colors of depression, loneliness, sadness and distress 
which are all feelings I associate with active addiction. As I worked my way up, I started to color 
smaller sections with positive color emotions since that is how I experienced each one while 

finally finding recovery. I would find happiness or be positive for small moments that I would cherish.
The main part of the phoenix I focused on the emotions and feelings that are important to me, describe who I 

am and what I worked hard to rebuild with my family, especially trust. I chose turquoise for the head because I finally 
have a calmness and clarity in my mind that I am so thankful to have found again.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE ?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE ?
By Diego LandaverryBy Diego Landaverry

I chose green and turquoise colors , green because I feel I’m in harmony with my self , I feel 
peace within , something I haven’t had in a long time , many times I use to wake up every morning 
feeling miserable , and now I wake up in harmony and happy . Turquoise because I have clarity , I 
know what I want in life ,  I  don’t have the fog I  use to have in my mind , also feel more calm now 
that I’m not abusing drugs , my thoughts are not raising any more like they use too , I remember 
when I was using I was living anxious and with so many negative thoughts in my head and now I can  say I live more 
calm and  have clarity on what I  want to  do in my future.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By David WildrickBy David Wildrick

The Heart is the strongest muscle in the body. Thru addiction I have literally destroyed mine.
The red in my heart stands for the love and passion I have to live a long and sober and healthy life. 
The green stands for being in harmony and taking care of my health and heart .
The purple is for my strong spirituality towards God and to have the imagination that if I want it, it's mine already.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Dario HernandezBy Dario Hernandez

Before I explain my choices in design in my kite or choice of colors I find it necessary to explain a tiny bit of back 
information first and foremost. For this assignment in designing a Kite I really wanted to do something meaningful. 
Something that when someone takes a look at it they would never dare to think that I "Dario Hernandez" actually 
created. I personally am really interested into different cultures and lifestyles but out of all of them there is one that 
really stands out most of all, China, Asia, Japan! One of the reasons for this that many people don't know is that 
one of my nationalities is Taiwanese. Taiwan is an island country located in East Asia. I've always been absolutely 
fascinated over ever aspect of there country, there people and there lifestyles.

One part of not just Taiwan's culture that really peeks my interest is the Chinese Lantern. (anexcerpt from google 
states) "First Chinese lanterns were invented in the Eastern Han Dynasty (25– 220 AD) and used as lamps and for the 
worship of the Buddha. Lanterns became widely known by common people, especially during the time of festivals." 
I Designed my kite as the Chinese Lantern to depict the Celebration of Life and loved ones who are no longer in my 
life due to addiction.

The Colors I chose where Blue, Green, Brown, Yellow, Gold, Turquoise, Pink, Red, Orange, and Black (lightly). The 
reasons as to why i chose these colors are as follows:

*Blue- to symbolize not only the trust, or loyalty but the bonds I have made with 
these people.

*green- to express that even though my loved ones and or friends are no longer 
alive, that i'm still attempting to find my harmony and better my health.

*Brown- to show that yes they may be gone but that does NOT mean that i 
cannot find a way to be stable and well.

*Yellow & Gold- to say how generous and happy I am to have been apart of 
there adventure. I find new ways to be happier every day and with that I form 
fortified optimism!

*turquoise- to depict the amount of clarity i have obtained over the past year 
1/2 about the circle of life.

*Pink- to express the high amount of love i have formed over them. Each person 
helped me find a way to be compassionate towards myself.

*Orange- to specifically symbolize the fact that despite the circumstances that 
my emotion and enthusiasm remain very high. I honor them each and every day by making right choices or 
doing random acts of kindness for others around me.

*Black- that yes i am very sad that they are gone and may have caused me great distress because they are gone 
that sometimes pain, grief makes the heart grow strong! not numb!

As I stated before this assignment gave me the opportunity to express myself in a way that allowed me to honor 
not just the names I put into my kite but to also show that these events in my life, whether they be sad, upsetting, 
full of hurt, or absolutely devastating that I can overcome any obstacle in my way and be the BEST Dario that I can 
be not only because they all wanted my success.. but for me. This assignment really allowed me to take a better look 
at and into myself!

~ R.I.P. to all the names in my kite, to all the names that could not fit, and to the many others that will not make 
it through "fighting the good fight!" All of us on Drug Court, all of your families to all of the people across the globe 
will keep you forever in our memories. we miss you. we love you. Thank you for all the amazing memories! <3

    
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 

                                                    By Anonymous                                                    By Anonymous
For my kite, I chose the Superman symbol. To me it represents strength and courage. As for 

the colors, they worked out perfect. And working on my recovery I've learned to fill in my (black 
outline) sadness and fears with (red) love and passion. ( Even better with understanding and 
compassion) yellow represents the optimism and happiness I now have incorporated into my life. 
I've surrounded the whole thing with (blue) the trust I'm learning to have for the new people in my 
life, matching their loyalty to mine.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?  
By Donna OlsenBy Donna Olsen

I decided to make my kite a rose because they're beautiful no matter what weather they go 
through. Yellow is at the top of the flower because everything I've gone through I still ended up 
happy and optimistic. The gold that is also on the pedals is to represent my happiness and how 
unselfish I am and as a result of that I am more generous. Then there's the read what symbolizes 
my passion and love for life being sober and clean. The white is at the center of the Rose because 
right now my life is good and positive and it's a big part of my life. The purple symbolizes my 

spirituality more than anything because I know God has been there for me. The black outline in the Rose is my 
depression it'll never fully be gone but it's barely there. I really felt helpless and handicapped when I broke my 
ankle that's where my depression came in. The Green in the stem in the leaves symbolizes my Harmony and health 
however being clean and sober it can go a long way and throughout whatever I go through I stay calm. The brown 
thorns symbolize my stability and intelligence because thorns are hard, stubborn and are an adaptation.

WHAT COLOR IS YOU KITE ?WHAT COLOR IS YOU KITE ?
by Anonymousby Anonymous

The body of my kite is red to symbolize the passion and love I try to surround myself with daily.
The center is purple because my spirituality is all I can imagine that enables me to balance my days.
Blue represents the trust I built in my group in the loyalty my sponsor have given throughout my journey.
Purple again sit in the center because of the role it plays in my life.
Yellow is the happiness I found since I decided to turn my life into a positive direction even though I was optimistic.
The string is black because even though I try to surround myself with positivity sadness and distress always try to 
come between it all.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
by Anonymousby Anonymous

I have chosen the colors brown and black for reasons other than the list provided. My 
association with each color is much different (red- passion and love, I also see anger and rage) 
(green- harmony and health, I also see wealth, greed and envy) (gold- generosity and happiness, 
I see wealth, honor and greed). Each color can have additional and completely different meanings.

Considering each color can not have one meaning for every person, I have chosen the mixture/combination of 
all colors. When all colors are mixed together, you get brown and black.

The reason all colors are mixed and not a rainbow design is because regardless of a person being a user, in 
recovery or not in recovery at all/never had a substance abuse issue, all emotions intertwine. Especially while using, 
in early recovery or a person with psychological issues, emotions are never a constant in life.

After all I have been through on my rollercoaster of emotions and feelings we call "life", brown and black mixed 
is the best color that could possibly represent myself and most anyone I have ever met. Can you say you are feeling 
only one way at any given time?

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?
                                                 By Anonymous                                                 By Anonymous

In this project we were asked to design a kite based on our addiction or recovery and then 
describe why we made the choices we did in the design. I know almost nothing about kites 
outside of cartoons and people on beaches so I researched the different styles of kites before 
I began. Being more of an artistic type I wanted a canvas of a big enough design. I found the 
Rokkaku design and new it was exactly what I was looking for. It’s an asian all purpose design 
intended historically to hold detailed drawings of dragons or your favorite samurai warrior on it 
to be displayed in the sky.

Once I found my design it was time to consider what I was going to put on it. Almost 
immediately I was inspired to design a representation of addiction in the form of an unknown lovecraftian monstrosity 
killing a dove. The H P Lovecraft’s monstrosities were famous for being otherworldly, inspiring madness in those that 
saw them and covered in eyes and tentacles. I made the tentacles an inky black with a purple and pink underbelly 
for contrast to represent addictions nefarious influence on our lives. The monster beheads a dove symbolic of peace 
(white) and draining its blood which is symbolic of course of violence. I put it all on a sickly green background to 
simulate how the brain operates when addiction takes over your life.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

I started my kite by breaking it down into sections. The very middle of the kite I used colors that 
symbolize values that were instilled into me growing up such as love and passion, trust, loyalty, and 
honesty. These are things I feel come from within which is why I put them in the innermost part 
of the kite. The next layer I put colors that describe things I try to maintain on a daily basis such 
as happiness and positivity, good and positive behavior, helping others, stability, and intelligence. I 
also added another layer into other behaviors I value such as wealth, health, spirituality, and overall 

success. These are things that may not always be in my control but I have to work on a daily basis and be aware of. On 
the outermost part of the kite I put colors that describe some negative feelings I have to manage such as depression, 
sadness, anxiety, distress, and loneliness. I put these on the outermost section of the kite because a lot of times 
they’re caused by external sources and can be by reaction to situations. I feel the kite is a good balance and form for 
my artistic expression.

Once I found my design it was time to consider what I was going to put on it. Almost immediately I was inspired 
to design a representation of addiction in the form of an unknown lovecraftian monstrosity killing a dove. The H 
P Lovecraft’s monstrosities were famous for being otherworldly, inspiring madness in those that saw them and 
covered in eyes and tentacles. I made the tentacles an inky black with a purple and pink underbelly for contrast to 
represent addictions nefarious influence on our lives. The monster beheads a dove symbolic of peace (white) and 
draining its blood which is symbolic of course of violence. I put it all on a sickly green background to simulate how 
the brain operates when addiction takes over your life.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?
By Ian CarlsonBy Ian Carlson

I chose to draw this kite for multiple reasons. First off, I love the gothic mosaic and design of 
it, and the fact that the 2 sides somewhat mirror each other. I picked the bright blue, yellow, and 
orange colors to in a way recognize my new self. The whole drawing in full reminds me of my new 
heart and mind in general. Big bright and happy, located in the beautiful mountains with the big 
bright sun shining. I can relate all of this to my recovery in many ways, especially the metafor that 
the bright beautiful kite, sun, and mountains are an exact replica of what I have become during this journey into 
sobriety. The kite is me, and I am finally happy and proud to live the colorful and totally new oulook I deserve in life. 
This was a great project for me and my self esteem at this point ln my life and I really enjoyed it..

              
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?

 By Jae Cruz By Jae Cruz
The colors I chose were, brown, green, purple, turquoise, and white.

*Brown- I chose brown because having stability in your life means your days are 
predictable- stability allows you to make recovery a part of your day. Stability reduces 
stress and anxiety.

*Green- I chose green for harmony and health -having harmony in life means having the 
ability to handle lives difficult challenges, including recovery. Which for me is most 
important. The health part of my choice of green plays an important part role in my 
recovery. I feel that my mind , body, and soul have a lot of healing to do. Having a 
fitness routine has helped me heal inside and out.

*Purple- I chose purple for spirituality because part of the 12 step program is developing 
a connection with a higher power.

*Turquoise- I chose turquoise because calmness and clarity- it gives me self awareness 
and a spiritual awakening. Once I found clarity I no longer feel frazzled or stressed. I am calm.

*White-Finally I left the center and main drawing of my kite white which represents good and positivity- being 
positive reduces the risk of relapse. I need to continue to think good. Negativity leads to a grey cloud , setting 
us up for failure.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

For my kite, I chose to color the center diamond with purple because I feel that spirituality is 
one of the keystones of my recovery. My connection with my Higher Power guides me toward the 
right thing to do. It’s in the center, similar to where my heart is, and whenever I’m uncertain as to 
what to do, I try to center myself and let my Higher Power show me what to do. I also colored the 
top star purple because my spirituality is my leading, guiding force. Next, I surrounded the center 
diamond with brown which represents stability and intelligence. This is because I feel being stable and using logic 
and intelligence is very important in figuring out my life purpose. And when I have my higher purpose in mind, I feel 
focused and put my goals and recovery first.

Next, I have a green star to the left, which symbolizes harmony and health. I feel my health and harmony are 
essential to well being. This is why I try to eat healthy, exercise, and meditate. I have a yellow star to the right which 
represents happiness and optimism. I try to maintain a happy and positive attitude. Psychology experts say that hap-
piness is mainly your attitude and perception and less so your actual circumstances. On the bottom I have a pink star 
which represents love and compassion. I try to use love and compassion as my foundation in the way I treat myself 
and others. Finally, I have turquoise shading in the rest of my kite, which represents calmness and clarity. I try to 
surround myself with calmness and clarity in my every day. This helps me to maintain my spirituality and better able 
to make healthy, rational decisions.

 WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Michael LoseyBy Michael Losey

When it came down to deciding how to decorate my kite so that it also related to my recovery, 
I felt as if the list was endless but choosing the right one is where it would have proved difficult. So 
for my assignment I decided to create the celebratory AA coin. I chose the coin because it has many 
meanings, for some it means just a timeline for their sobriety. However for me it means so much 
more. This past August I have been sober for six years, and it has been a fantastic six years and I pray 
for many more. the colors that I also chose to put in my kite and to make my coin as per the color 

chart have many meanings behind them to. The different colors have different meanings behind them, for what that 
color represents. The coin and the colors relate to my recovery because one time a year when that coin is received, 
it's another milestone made. We are taught to take it one day at a time and that is what I must do, and to know that 
I made it 365 days to receive that coin is overwhelming. It is another 365 days that I was sober, a father, brother, and 
a friend to all willing to help whenever possible. I could go on forever describing how much this coin means to me, 
but I won't. But what I will do is continue to take it each day at a time, working with my sponsor in my network so 
that I may make it another 365 days so that I may receive year number 7.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

I chose black and gray inside border to represent how I felt before the beginning of my recovery. 
It symbolizes my emptiness, loneliness and regret I felt from drinking and using drugs. It engulfed 
my entire self being.

The yellow represents my happiness and hope that I can become a better person. The orange 
is for the feelings that I am getting back after feeling empty for so long. The turquoise is for my 
clearer thinking that I am getting back. That I am calm and can think and make the right choices. 
The blue is for the trust I have in my higher power to help me make the right choices in life. The brown is for the 
knowledge I have been given in this program to know it this not entirely my fault why I drink and drug. The pink is 
for the love and compassion I feel towards my fellow mankind. That everyone has problems and I shouldn't judge 
them because of their actions. The three tails represent the things I haven't accomplished yet, but are in reach with 
continued sobriety.

The most important is the purple surrounding my life. That represents my higher power surrounding me with 
strength and love to help me keep on the right path in life.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

The colors I chose for my kite are pink, red, green, blue, white, gold and yellow. I decided to 
make a geometric kite because it shows structure and for me and my recovery, structure is a main 
part of it. Two of the biggest colors in my kite is red and pink. Those two colors mean passion, 
love and compassion. There is more love in my life now than their ever was before my recovery, 
I have learned to be more compassionate towards others and I am very passionate about a lot of 
things in my life now. I chose blue because I have gained trust back from those I have wronged. 
Green because there is a lot of harmony in my life, white because there are so many good and positive things that i 
can celebrate since I started my journey in recovery. I chose gold because I am very happy right now in my life and 
recovery.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

So I’ll start with why I picked a sea turtle, besides them being my favorite animal. I’ve just always for some 
reason loved turtles, they remind me of a laid back just chill kind of creature. They swim all slow and bob 
around and I just like em. Lol. Now, let’s get into these colors. First will start with purple. Not only is that my 
favorite color but it means spirituality and that’s right where I am with my step work. I’m on currently working 
on step 3 and just thought it worked out so perfectly to use purple. Second, I picked yellow because 
it symbolizes where I’m at in my life today. I’m happy and I’m optimistic. I’ve got some clean 
time under my belt, a roof over my head, and a well paying job. Also I’ve got my son and my 
family back, which brings me to my next color. Blue. Which is trust, and that’s another spot I’m at 
in my recovery is my family is starting to trust me again and my son’s mother is starting to trust 
me with our son again. Let me tell you what a feeling that is. Even Drug Court is starting to trust 
me, because I’m no longer messing around. I’m doing what I’m told and asked to do and I’m not manipulating or 
trying to beat the system. Next, is green and just real quick because I’m starting to get and look healthier then I 
was 2 years ago. After than red, and quite simply because I have love and passion in my life today. I don’t hide 
from my feelings or shy away from the things I love. Last but not least is gray. I picked gray because I suffer from 
depression, and I’m not ashamed of it anymore. My depression is a big part of my revolution. Today I can proudly 
say I’m on medication for it and it’s a huge help. I know so many people with depression and there so ashamed but 
there’s nothing to be ashamed of. It’s simply a chemical imbalance in your brain and there’s a way to help it. It’s a 
disease just like our addiction is and it only gets better if you do something about it. I also wanted to add, I wish there 
was a color for willingness... I’ve never been so willing in my life to do anything and everything that is asked of me to 
stay clean and live another day. Willingness has brought me so much like being able to do this project that I wasn’t 
excited about but ended up having fun doing it!

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By John NystrandBy John Nystrand

For my project, I chose to draw an old tree. Brown symbolizes stability and intelligence. You can 
see that it has a complex root system, which symbolizes my foundation. I try to incorporate many 
different elements to provide a solid base for my life in recovery. The trunk of the tree is flowing 

from the roots, up and turning as it finds the Sun. This is symbolizing me adapting to life on life's terms. The fungi 
on the trunk symbolizes love and compassion, as well as trust, loyalty, spirituality and imagination. There are leaves 
growing on the tree, signaling rebirth, or change from negative thoughts and behaviors and also signifying new ways 
of healthy living. Green is symbolic of harmony and health.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Kirsten MillerBy Kirsten Miller

I chose three different colors. I chose red, gold and torquoise. I chose red which symbolizes passion and 
love becausr I feel I am a very passionate person in all things I do and I love very deeply! I chose gold which 
symbolizes generosity and happiness because all my life I've been a very generous individual and it really 
does make you feel good as a person when you give to others! Lastly, I chose turquoise which symbolizes 
calmess and clarity because that is what I'm striving for in my life, to be internally calm and clear minded!
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
by Anonymousby Anonymous

When I made my kite I was thinking about the shore when I was little. I grew up on the 
beach as a kid and I have a lot of good memories flying kites with my family. So I chose the colors 
that I did because it reminds me of what I had before using drugs, what I lost while using drugs 
and what I have earned back since I’ve been clean from drugs. I chose red because passion and 
love means a lot to me, but you cant have love without trust and loyalty. I believe that trust and 
loyalty has been a challenge to earn back, especially from my family. I also chose yellow because 
it symbolizes happiness and optimism. So far in my recovery I’ve learned that when you earn 

trust and loyalty you can love again and when you can love again and have passion, happiness and optimism falls into 
place. Last but not least I put a cross on my kite because I’m a strong believer in my faith.

WHAT COLOR IS MY KITE?WHAT COLOR IS MY KITE?
BY: Kerrie Sullivan BY: Kerrie Sullivan 

Turquoise is the color for Addiction Recovery Awareness Ribbons which is also the color of 
clarity and calmness.   For the first time in several years I can think, feel and see clear.  My mind 
is no longer filled with chaos and unresolved issues I used to carry with me every day.  I no longer 
am afraid or embarrassed by what I’ve been through or who I am. I have been able to grow in my 
recovery to be proud of the person I am today.

Pink is our love and compassion.  A feeling we haven’t felt in such a long time.  You have to 
love yourself in order to really love others. Recovery has given me so much and it gets better in 
every way. My children and my family welcomed me back into their lives.  They tell me they love me every day and 
that by far is the greatest gift of all.

Green is the color for health and harmony. In our addictions, we didn’t care for ourselves, we didn’t go to the 
doctors, we didn’t pay our bills; we didn’t do anything to help ourselves or our families. In recovery we are taught to 
live our pre-addiction days, when we took care of ourselves so we were there for our families, we paid our bills and 
so on.

Purple is our spirituality. Our higher power as we see it. It may be God to some, the universe or nature to others. 
But our higher power is how we found ourselves again. We found our path and our journey home.

Blue represents the trust and loyalty I now have from my family. In my addiction I was probably the most 
manipulative person in my family. I used them without a care in the world just to be able to feed my needs. I lied to 
them pretty much every day to get what I wanted. Working my recovery has made me able to make amends to them 
and allowed me back into their lives.

To look at these colors separately you may see the Awareness of what drug and alcohol did to me, I feel the love 
I got in return, I have health and harmony in my life, I feel spiritually free to live my life to its fullest and I put my 
trust and loyalty into my recovery every day in every way. Put them all together and I have respect for myself in my 
recovery.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Kimberly AlworthBy Kimberly Alworth

I chose a butterfly as my kite to represent me and my recovery. The reason for this has to do with a small 
ornament my mother gave to me during my addiction. It was a beautiful butterfly and underneath it hung another 
charm with the phrase "Without change, there would be no butterflies". Now at the time, it didn't mean that much, 
well, I was too high to understand or care anyway. But since I began my process of actually RECOVERING and not 
just pretending, that little ornament is one of my most prized possessions. I have it hanging in my car as a reminder 
to me everyday. If I didn't change my ways, my friends, and my entire life, I never would've become the beautiful 
butterfly I am today. I would've just stayed a catarpillar, wrapped up in my cocoon of drugs, lies, and death. But it 
took me being that recluse catarpillar to grow into this wondeful, amazing butterfly I am today. The colors I chose 
to use represent everything I have and feel in my life today. Trust, happiness, spirituality, emotion, harmony, health, 
and love for myself.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Kyle NoormanBy Kyle Noorman

The colors I chose for my kite are a depiction of the way that I see myself and feel about 
myself I choose pink because I am a very big hearted person and I would do anything for anyone 
it’s actually a character defect sometimes cause I am a people pleaser and brown because I Can 
usually figure out how to figure things out pretty easily usually faster than most people, blue 
because I have always been loyal and trustworthy it’s actually something I strive on about myself 
and all of those character traits come from recovery because when I was using I wasn’t any of 
those things. I didn’t care about anything or anyone.

WHAT COLOR IS MY KITE ?WHAT COLOR IS MY KITE ?
by Anonymousby Anonymous

I chose to use all of the colors. Mainly because I feel all of those things. Some more than others. 
Some I feel every day and some I don’t. I feel that I experience love, passion and compassion 

everyday. The colors which represent negative emotions I didn’t use as much because I don’t usually 
feel that way too often. I try my best to stay positive.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
                  By Lester Hoffman                  By Lester Hoffman

In designing my kite, I kept in mind color psychology and the colors which best represent 
my feelings and moods as related to my recovery experience. I chose yellow, which stands for 
happiness and optimism, because I have found joy in not using substances, and this makes 
me feel better about my future. I chose to include white, which stands for good and positivity, 
because in recovery, I'm leading a better life than when I was out there using. I incorporated purple, which stands 
for spirituality and imagination, because the recovery process is based on spirituality, especially believing in a higher 
power. The orange in my kite represents enthusiasm and emotion. In being sober, I am feeling emotions that I hadn't 
felt when I was numbing myself with substances. The orange also represents my newfound enthusiasm for life and 
how it looks in sobriety. I chose green because it represents harmony and health. In following my higher power, I've 
found a balance in my life, which has positively impacted my physical and mental health. As a finishing touch, I added 
my initials, "LH", colored in blue, representing trust and loyalty. In the AA and NA fellowships, I've met people whom 
I can trust, and whom I will in turn be loyal to. It's nice to feel companionship with fellow alcoholics and addicts. This 
kite designing exercise was very enjoyable for me.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
                                 by Anonymous                               by Anonymous

For my kite I chose the shape of a comet blasting thru space. This reminds me and an addict making 
their journey thru sobriety. Comets shoot thru the space shedding their shape until there’s nothing 

left or until something gets in their way. Nothing will get in the way of my sobriety though. The tail of 
my comet is grey. I feel it signifies my depression and loneliness. Since I have gained my freedom from 

drugs and alcohol I have noticed the awful things leaving my life and I’m leaving them behind. I used 
g o l d as one of the main colors for my comet because people tell me I’m very generous and that’s what I 
want to be. I also used pink and blue on the comet. The blue is for loyalty and trust because they are very important 
to me. The pink is for love and compassion. I have so much love for my children and hope to gain more compassion 
for others through my recovery journey.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

For this essay I know I didn't get too creative with the design, I did try drawing a few different 
things but it just wasn't happening so I went with the basic diamond shape. I drew a sun symbolizing 
happiness, optimism, and enthusiasm. With a green ring then blue skies symbolizing health/harmony 
and trust/loyalty. I threw some purple in on the sun's sunglasses for imagination/spiritually. I did want 
to use white, only because of the list relating white to positivity but nothing seemed to look right when 
left with no color so I tried to make white clouds in the blue sky surrounding the sun.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
by Anonymousiby Anonymousi

My kite is made from steel which on its own cannot fly. it needs to be helped along or carried. 
This represents the help we all need in recovery because we can't do this alone. The white 
represents the need to remain positive through all adversities.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
by Anonymousby Anonymous

The shape I picked for my kite is the NBA logo . The reason I picked the NBA logo is because I 
love basketball and the colors are exactly what gives me hope in recovery . Passion and love , Trust 
and loyalty , and Good and positivity . The NBA logo really hit home because in the  position the 
man is in to me it shows everlasting movement and the fact that they never changed the logo .

That related to me because to keep on in sobriety I have to have everlasting movement 
forward and never stop fighting in recovery . Also once I have the perfect foundation in recovery 
to stay sober , I never change that .

The red in the logo represents the passion and love I have for myself and my family . The Huge 
support system of passion and love I have with my family and I is the driving force behind my sobriety .

The blue in the logo represents the trust and loyalty I have to have for myself to trust that I can  succeed in 
recovery and be loyal to sobriety. The blue also represents the trust and my girlfriend , daughter, and family have in 
me not to mess up my chance in recovery and to be loyal to my goal .

Last but not least the white in the logo represents the good and positive people , places, and things I constantly 
surround myself around . The importance of staying good and positive , and being around good and positive people, 
places, and things is, negativity could really make life worse and can cause depression or most importantly a relapse. 
So I stay positive as much as I can and do the good / right thing .

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Marion NishanianBy Marion Nishanian

For my kite I decided on a few colors . Blue, Pink, yellow, gold, green, turquoise, and red. All the 
colors in my kite or around it has the same significance in my life. I’ll write a paragraph to help you 
understand why I chose the colors I did. I chose blue and turquoise because the colors represent 
trust loyalty calmness and clarity. Those four emotions play a huge part in my life today. Being 
sober I see the bigger picture in my life and surrounding me, I learned to take life on life’s terms 
and be calm and serene. Trust and loyalty, I had none during my addiction and over time the more sober time I had 
I learned to trust people and be reliable and a trustworthy person. Next I chose yellow and gold which represents 
generosity happiness and optimism. So I was the complete opposite for a long time ... and in recovery building a 
network in A.A. I learned from other recovering addicts how important it is to switch your way of thinking to always 
think positive .. look at the glass half full rather than half empty .. to be generous and not selfish to help another 
human being weather they are in recovery or just a regular person without a substance issue. Next I chose pink and 
red which represent love passion and compassion I chose these colors because I now love myself and others I make 
choices that I am passion about and can from the bottom of my heart say sorry and fully mean it I can feel for others 
and in the interim want to help them with all my heart . I was a very selfish person for years I was someone that 
couldn’t love anyone else never mind myself and to see that turn around is a miracle for my family and myself. Last 
I choose green which represents harmony and health I can now be at peace with myself and others accept them 
for who they are . Health because I didn’t care about my health for a long time I was putting things in my body that 
were very unhealthy putting my life in jeopardy and other people’s and now I no longer do that I am very big about 
my health I try and drink water I exercise the best I can I put down the drugs and alcohol I put down the cigarettes , 
I try and help and educate others to become healthier as well. Over all I think this project was fun it was positive it 
made me see how much my life has changed and how far I’ve come.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

I chose to use the colors I did because they mean something I went through or that I am currently 
going through. Recovery is not an easy process but it is a necessary one. The best things in life aren't 
usually easy. My recovery has been full of ups and down and tons of good and bad emotions, also good 
times and bad times. I try to always be positive and optimistic. Sometimes life throws curve balls or speed 
bumps. Most importantly I chose to never give up no matter what!!!

MY KITE IS YELLOW, WHITE, BLACK, PINK, AND RED MY KITE IS YELLOW, WHITE, BLACK, PINK, AND RED 
                                                by Anonymous                                                by Anonymous

Yellow symbolizing happiness and optimism and White symbolizing good and positive.. I find 
this to be incredibly important in my recover for numerous reasons. I have to be optimistic about 
my future in order to achieve happiness. Also, creating an optimistic environment and goals to 
ensure positive growth in my life are essential in helping to keep me clean. When thoughts of 

relapse have entered my mind recently, one of my first thoughts was “I can’t ruin my new future or sacrifice my new 
goals.” A positive attitude and good natured environment wouldn’t be possible in active addiction.

Red symbolizing passion and love.. passion for life is something I lacked severely during the last ten years of life 
in active addiction and even the many times I would try and stay clean. If there is no passion for life or anything at all 
for that matter it makes all the justification for using that much easier to make sense for me. If there is no love in life 
(which was never the case for me) then using seems like a very logical choice. I have a family who loves me so much, 
and part showing my love to them looks like staying clean.

Pink symbolizing love and compassion... I talked about love already, but compassion for others means a lot to me 
as well.  If no one had compassion for me when I was using, or when trying to get clean it would’ve been impossible 
for me to do so. And I intend on letting the still sick and suffering out there that there’s compassion in the world, and 
help others get help and have a better way of life.

Black symbolizing sadness and distress. Sadness unfortunately has been a large part of my life over the past 
year. Many of the drug court team know that my world was shattered last year, therefor rendering me morose 
and incredibly distressed. I had a few hiccups in the road but I’ve learned through that experience that I’ve never 
been more depressed but not only was I able to stay clean and better my life, but there is nothing that I can not get 
through. And that may be the most important. I used to use over every excuse in the book, but now I can’t make up 
excuses like that anymore. I can get through anything that life throws my way.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Tina MahboubBy Tina Mahboub

The kite shape I chose is a flower. I chose a flower because to me they are beautiful. With flowers 
every sentiment can be expressed for example, the orange blossom means purity and loveliness and 
the red chrysanthemum means "I love you". A flower can symbolize family, death, love, peace and 
so many more things. There are an infinite amount of combinations that are used to convey feelings 
and emotions.

Being in recovery can also have an infinite amount of emotions and feelings just like a flower. 
Also like a flower being in recovery has many different layers and can have many different roads 
and paths that can be taken. So far my recovery has been just like a bouquet of flowers. It has been 
beautiful and fragile, with many layers.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

Out of the options given in the color chart I chose the best colors to beat describe me and my recovery. Each 
color has a specific meaning behind it and although I can relate to multiple colors I chose the ones that show the 
most importance in my life.

Most importantly I chose purple. Purple, meaning spirituality and imagination. This best describes me above all 
else because my spiritual principals are the most essential tools in my tool box, along with the relationship I have 
with my higher power. My higher power is the very first thing I turn to when it comes to my unmanageability and 
with out him I'd be lost. I also use my imagination to always set new goals and look to improve my quality of life 

nearly every day.
Next I chose orange. Orange represents enthusiasm and emotion. Through my active 

addiction I hid from my emotions. I pretended like they did not exist out of fear of what's to come. 
However today in my recovery process I invite emotions. Although some days I am forced to deal 
with negative emotions I can actually enjoy the pleasures in life and enjoy positive emotions. 
Turns out I am a very emotional person and that was something I was shameful of for a very long 
time, however the people in my life today appreciate that part of me and value that I have such 
a strong understanding of emotions. I am also very enthusiastic about life and accomplishing my 
goals as well as setting new ones.

Lastly I chose pink. Pink is for love and compassion. My love for my self, my higher power, my network friends and 
family as well as love for my beloved girlfriend are some of my strongest motivators. The love I receive from others 
helps me recognize my importance in people's lives and drives me to Excell each and every time. I am accountable 
in my life and others and people can rely on me today. I have compassion for others. I care about others and that is 
one of the most beautiful things about being me. Being there for others really makes me feel good about myself, and 
seeing others in pain causes me some discomfort. I love to make people smile.

I have drawn a picture of my kite and would love to see it sore the sky's with all the other drug court participants, 
each one beautiful in it's own way and representing each and every one of us. It feels good to move forward in my 
recovery and watch myself grow along side of so many people who have all made similar decisions. Drug court seems 
as a punishment for most but is doing wonderful things in so many lives and is ultimately a blessing for so many 
deserving souls. Addicts are not bad people and our kites are just one way we can prove that we are so much more.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By William LoweBy William Lowe

My kite is a butterfly kite. I've chosen a butterfly kite because such as myself and recovery I've gone through 
many stages like a butterfly. First stages of my recovery I was like a caterpillar taking in all the 
green vegetation I could. The second part of my recovery where's nursing myself with the green 
to my own cocoon getting ready to sprout My wings and be happy joyous and free. Today I'm a 
great butterfly flying among all the wildflowers helping pollinate spreading the seed of recovery. 
Today my wings are spread wide open floating like a butterfly I'm happy joyous and free.

The colors are chosen from my butterfly are pink, red, blue, turquoise and brown. The reason 
for pink is today I have love and compassion. The reason for red as I have loved and passion. Blue 
because I can be trusted and I'm loyal to those around me. Turquoise it's because of my calmness 
and the clear thinking that I have today. The brown in the body of my butterfly represents my stability in my recovery.

Without these colors I would not be a butterfly I would still be a larva trying to turn into a caterpillar today I'm 
happy joyous and free butterfly with many colors within my wings the help spread the word that recovery is possible.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Michael MartinezBy Michael Martinez

I chose to design a kite that was somewhat unusual compared to the standard diamond or box 
shaped ones I’m used to seeing. I am not much of a kite person and could honestly say that I’ve 
never flown one. Either way, I picked an owl because I thought of the serenity prayer and I know 
that the owl represents knowledge and WISDOM. As the prayer ends…”and the wisdom to know the 
difference” to me it is the most important and most under estimated part due to fact that knowing 
the difference is easier said than done in most situations.

After reading the different significances and meanings related to the various colors in the handout, I decided 
to start off with the color brown. Brown signifies stability and intelligence, something extremely essential as it 
relates to my recovery process. Stability and intelligence is something that I aim to achieve and improve during my 
rehabilitation process. I also picked the colors gold, silver, purple, pink and a little black. All obviously have their 
meanings and significances as well. Gold means generosity and happiness. Since being in treatment, I have learned 
to [pay it forward as others have helped me along the way, and also have found myself becoming a happier person, 
though I may hit bumps on the road.

Also, I picked purple because I maintain a certain level of spirituality and believe that being clean has made me 
a more creative and imaginative person. The other colors were meant to add sprinkles of positivity as well as keep 
it honest with the fact that there are times of sadness and distress during these tough times and while engaging in 
this transformative process called recovery.

 
WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 

by Nadi Mizariby Nadi Mizari
Every color signifies an emotion that I have felt during my recovery process. The following 

colors I have chosen represents me and my emotions are as follows: red, yellow, turquoise, gold, 
pink, blue and white. Each of these colors particularly represent me and my journey through my 

recovery. This project shows how my feelings and priorities have changed for the better.
Red symbolizes love and passion. On August 9th, 2019, my son Landyn Mazari was born. The overwhelming love, 

passion, joy and happiness I felt was like no other. Words can’t describe my love for my son. He is precious, beautiful 
and special. Landyn has my heart and he is my first true love.

Yellow symbolizes happiness and optimism. Through my journey to recovery I learned to believe in myself, staying 
strong, positive and most of all optimistic. The key to this is what led me to my path of happiness.

Turquoise symbolizes calmness and clarity. I have learned that once you have a vision of clarity you can overcome 
hardship and appreciate what is most important in life. My recovery has taught me to keep my mind clear and my 
heart at peace. Self-control is the strength to my calmness and helps me overcome any challenges.

Next color is gold. Gold symbolizes generosity and happiness. Helping ourselves means helping others. Embracing, 
inspiring, motivating, caring and supporting someone struggling with addiction is my way of being generous. Helping 
each other fight to stay sober empowers me and puts a smile on my face.

Pink is probably my favorite symbolized color, love and compassion. “My Wife” the love of my life!! All through 
my ups and very downs she has been by my side. The love and compassion I have for my wife will forever remain 
the same until death do us part.

Blue symbolizes trust and loyalty. I believe in staying true and loyal to myself. I can overcome anything in life, 
especially my addiction. Also, the loyalty that my family has given me while standing by my side has demonstrated 
to me that it is a bond that will never be broken.

White symbolizes good and positive. As of today, I cannot begin to say how much happier and positive I feel 
knowing that I have come so far in my life. I never believed I was going to grow up to be an addict but what I can 
say is that I started the road to recovery 13 months ago and I will continue to strive and stay sober. Drug addicts like 
myself are not bad people, we have families that love and care for us, but ended up becoming a victim to the disease 
of addiction.
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE?
 By Ryan Boehm By Ryan Boehm

The reason why I chose the colors is because each represented something that means a lot to 
me. The red is for passion which is for my job as a chef and constantly learning its my passion I love to 
cook it helps me when I’m stressed out or I have cravings I start to cook and get lost in it and by the 
time I’m done the things that bothered me are gone.

The yellow is for how happy I am with my life today. All the work I have put in myself and my 
recovery I can stand proud, wake up happy and I am at peace with myself and with my life I can enjoy everything I 
have and don’t take it for granted.

The pink stands for the love I have for myself, my family, my friends John and most importantly my girlfriend 
who have all been there for me and helped me grow and supported me with in this last year I wouldn’t have made 
it this far with out them giving me the strength to stand on my own and the space and trust to do it they supported 
my Decisions and let me learn on my own because of them I was able to grow up and be a adult and I love them all 
unconditionally for it.

The white spots represent my positive outlook on life and how i always try to look at the brighter side of things
And last blue is for the trust I’ve built with everyone on my life today that I never have because of my addiction 

and the hurt and pain I cause but because I do the rite thing and changed and worked on myself I have built trust 
with everyone that I never had before.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

I decided to color my kite in a simple but straight to the point color scheme based off of the color 
chart. It describes me and my personality because I like to think of myself as a straight forward type 
of person. The colors I chose are according to what I’ve done, plan to do, or my outlook on things. 
Red for the passion and love for and from my family to be and do better. Blue for the trust and loyalty 

I give. White for the good and positive to come out of my recovery. Yellow for my happiness. Green for my health to 
continue to be stable. Brown for monetary stability and intelligence to stay on the right path. Gold for my generosity 
to give when I can. Pink for my relationship to continue to love and be compassionate to her so we can be a strong 
team.

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By AnonymousBy Anonymous

For my kite, I chose to make it simple yet with a complex design, using only three colors for it. 
The reason I chose this design was because recovery looks simple at first glance. I.e., Just don’t do 
drugs. But then, once you get into it and give it all you’ve got, there are so many complexities and 
it takes a lot more than just not using. Not using is just the beginning.

The three colors I chose and what they mean to me in my recovery were green, brown and 
purple. The green stands for harmony and health and I chose this color because these are some 
of the goals I want to work toward within myself and with my family. I chose brown because it 
represents stability and intelligence, and this is what recovery has added to my life with my family and in my life. 
Lastly, I chose purple because it represents spirituality without which I could never have made it to where I am today 
in my recovery.

“In Our Shoes”

Published by the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court 

Eighteenth Edition, October 2020
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
By Zakary LeemanBy Zakary Leeman

The colors that I chose represent the structure and strength of my recovery and the gratefulness 
that came along with it! I have found my peace and prosperity, the calming waves instead of the 
crashing tides.

Every single day gets better and better, and am trying my absolute hardest to become what I look 
up to "A leader, a provider, and a functioning part of society for the better.

I keep the past in the rear view but sometimes I have to glance just to remember where I came 
from. The colors play i vital part of my life, to embrace everything that comes my way without question.

I enjoyed this exercise and hope there are more to come.
ain a positive mindset, helps me in maintaining my sobriety and stay focused in my recovery. One of the most 

recent moments of winning that I can think of is when I completed my long-term treatment program. I did 5 months 
at Integrity House in Newark, NJ. I never ever thought that I would be able to complete a 6-month program. I thought 
that I already knew everything and I didn’t need treatment!  And now that I have completed the program, I have 
realized that I definitely did not know everything and I actually did need treatment. I learned a lot about myself while 
I was there. Things about my attitudes and my behaviors that I never even knew existed.

Besides completing the program, I also met a lot of great people! The staff there was great but the other women 
there were the best. I learned so much from all of them l actually am still in contact with many of the women that 
I met there. I do consider them friends, but most importantly, I consider them part of my network and part of my 
support system. Staying connected with them also keeps me in a positive mindset. These women really changed my 
life for the best and I will always be grateful for them and also for the program.

Learning about myself (the good and the bad) was an experience that I never thought I would have. I learned 
how to work with others but also how to work by myself. I learned about behaviors that I never knew I had and also 
how to change my behaviors. It did take a sanction in the Morris County Jail to give me a little wake up call. I most 
certainly learned from my mistakes (there was quite a few of them).  I am grateful that I did make mistakes because 
if I didn’t, I wouldn’t have been able to learn from them. Learning from my mistakes has made me who I am today 
and I am extremely proud of who I am today!

In conclusion, moments of winning are extremely important in my life and in my recovery. Being able to look 
back on important and memorable events and times give me the drive to keep going. Of course there are always 
plenty of moments of winning still out there. Being positive is something that I believe I am doing on an almost daily 
basis. And completing Integrity House was a big part of why my recovery is as strong as it is right now. 

By Zachery Norman

By Ethan Binness  

By Jennifer van Houton
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WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? WHAT COLOR IS YOUR KITE? 
  By Robert McLarenBy Robert McLaren

My approach to the assignment was not to pick and choose from lists and fit the colors to 
myself, but to allow my artistic expression to be free and analyze the outcomes. I feel this was the 
way to approach the assignment without preconceived outcomes.

 Red
   I feel that red applies to me on a number of levels
     Regarding relationships, I can be romantic, loving others deeply, sometimes 
         overly, while not allowing room to love myself
     Passion is shown in my work; however I tend to allow it to define me, for without 
         my work, I feel lost and without purpose
 Yellow
   I am generally a happy person and have discovered I still can be even while sober
  •   Little things, like the art in this project, I was genuinely felt happy doing
  •  Optimism plays a big part in my life, which is not always a good thing. I find that I procrastinate most
      things, always expecting the result to be optimal, yet that is not usually the case.
 Purple
   I love being outdoors. Nature really appeals to me; I find it to be inspirational, vast, and beautiful
     One example of this is stargazing on warm summer evenings. Here is where I find immense
                          spirituality
   I have a vivid imagination. I love reading, which gives my imagination direction. However, my future
          expectations can be a downfall because my imagination causes me to foresee unrealistic expectations at
    times.
 Orange
   Orange plays a major role, for I am very enthusiastic. Something as minor as mowing my lawn, brings me
           joy and pride in the way it looks when I am finished.
   Emotion is often confusing for me. Anger is identifiable and comfortable for me, but I tend to bottle it up
        until I inevitably explode. I am working at identifying and expressing my emotions in healthy ways.
 Green
   I feel a sense of harmony when I am outdoors (e.g. walking in the woods or observing a sunset); I experience
    feelings of peace and comfort in doing so.
   Health is a troubling aspect right now, but I am working on improving it. It is not an easy task. Getting to a
     proper diet and exercise routine will benefit both my mind and body.

By Eric Manna

By Daniel Devine 

By Anonymous 
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STRETCH YOURSELF 
 

Do something today that will help you blossom tomorrow.” - Unknown

During the COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the beginning when everything shut down leaving people at a loss 
for what to do with themselves, how to stay occupied constructively and how to create a plan of action that would 
leave them better off than before they entered the pandemic, the participants were challenged to try something 
they hadn’t done before. This could include an endless array of possibilities, but at a minimum to identify two areas 
of interest and then to research what they would need to do to learn more about those areas. They were asked 
to create a thoughtful action plan to begin while socially distant. Reading the following essays demonstrate the 
creativity and ingenuity individuals are capable of when external resources are limited.          

   

By Tim Dolan   By Tim Dolan   
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STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By Kimberly AlworthBy Kimberly Alworth

Unlike most people, during this current pandemic, I have become busier than before it started. I was already 
working a full-time job before this, and was hoping to use the free time to pick back up on my artistic abilities and 
learn a few new techniques in art working with spray paint, and airbrushing, and learning classic pinstriping like you 
see on old classic cars. 

 I have always been artistic in my life. Since I could hold a pencil, I have been drawing and coloring. Over the 
years I have taken the time to try and learn different art forms, and was looking forward to possibly trying and 
practicing some new ones in the free time I thought I was going to have over these past couple months now. I 
wanted to learn how to do layered spray painting pictures. I've watched many people do them on Facebook and 
youtube and found them beautiful and fairly easy to do, its just a matter of learning how to layer the colors and place 
the stencils properly. I feel this is something I could pick up on pretty easily with the artistic abilities I already have.

 I also wanted to learn and practice how to do classic pinstriping that you see on old cars. I love cars and I love 
art and this is something that could bring both of these interests together. I've looked up hundreds of pictures and 
videos of it, and it would just take me mastering how to properly flow lines together and fill and follow the space it's 
placed and the lines of the car itself. I know with a little bit of practice I could master this skill. 

 Instead of having the time to practice and master these skills, I opened my own business with my boyfriend 
and mastered a new career I never thought I would. I am now the proud owner of Guys and Dolls Homescaping. I 
have begun to master the skills of landscaping. I have had a whole month of learning how to pinstripe a lawn with a 
mower, instead of a car with paint. I have learned how to meticulously weed wack around flower beds to make them 
beautiful instead of meticulously spraying paint around stencils on paper. Even though I didn't get to take up the 
artistic skills of paint, I have learned that landscaping itself is a form of art. Something I never would’ve imagined. It 
may not be my dream business or profession, but I have learned to appreciate it and learned how much hard work 
actually goes into lawn maintenance, and I am proud to have the opportunity to have started this business, especially 
with my amazing and supportive boyfriend. I have busted my butt learning how to write up bills and organize and 
keep everything moving and accounted for, but it's hard work I've never gotten to experience for myself and I love it.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Tina Andro-MahboubBy: Tina Andro-Mahboub

During the COVID 19, I would like to stretch myself by redoing my entire bedroom and starting a garden.
  I would like to remodel my entire bedroom because I am in there most of the time since COVID 19. I want to 

remove everything and start from scratch. Its summer now and I  definitely need to do some spring cleaning. I would 
like to do some painting and  change the color to something brighter and happier. And then move my bed, tv, and 
furniture to different parts of the room. I'd like to throw out things I don't need and maybe add some new styling to 
my room like fungshway.

  The other thing I'd like to do to stretch myself would be outside. I'd like to go out to the back of the yard and 
start a small garden. I would have to research what exactly I'd like to plant because I've never had a garden before. 
But I do have a perfect spot for one picked out. I know I'd like to add some beautiful colorful flowers for sure. And I 
would like to grow some vegetables or something like this. I think this will keep me busy because there are a lot of 
different ways I could go about making a garden.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Amanda ConklinBy: Amanda Conklin

Some of my greatest moments and accomplishments in life have come from my inventiveness and the best of 
that inventiveness has come out of me opening my mind. When situations in our lives change it often is a double-
sided coin, there has to be the silver lining. One door closes and presto....a window opens!  

Although this pandemic has completely changed the habits of many people, I've been fortunate enough to an 
overwhelming amount of work at the farm but somehow the dynamic of everything changing in the world around 
me gave me inspiration for something special of my own. I decided to raise homing pigeons. I breed racers and white 
release Homer's. I built the loft from scratch. With lots of help from my dad, we were able to do it with all materials 
we had, or found or were given to us. Spending very little money we came up with an adorable final product. The 
time we spent together is invaluable. Once I started with birds, being outside after work and loving it I continued to 
grow my little spot by adding a garden and small fire pit. A little sanctuary of sorts. 

 I had many doubts. Was I ever going to be able to complete it, what if I can’t train the birds properly, what if my 
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flowers don’t grow, what if I don't have time? The list was endless. It didn't stop me though. I worked through it. I 
expanded my view and expectations of myself. I grew. I had a vision and saw it through only by stretching myself, my 
emotional, spiritual, and physical muscles just a little bit at a time.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Anonymous By: Anonymous 

The hobby I decided to get involved in is scrapbooking. Scrapbooking is in a sense a way to preserve different 
memories that have significant meaning to me. There are many ways of scrapbooking, I have chosen to use the 
form in which is most original, a sort of photo album that has customized pages to whichever theme I choose. This 
is nothing new, dating back to the 15th and 16th centuries has become a very common way for those to be able to 
keep those moments worth living for alive. Whether it be of your loved ones, different adventures or trips that have 
been taken, or those of animals or significant others, this allows their memory to live on forever. It can always be 
revisited, the memories come from different pictures, memorabilia, snippets, tickets, playbills, receipts, or anything 
really. The best part about it, there is no wrong way of doing it. This is something that can allow you to truly express 
yourself.

 Though with scrapbooking is not something you can really go to school for, there are many different how-to 
videos, etc., online that allow you just some fun tips and pointers on how to spruce things up. So like now, it’ll give 
me more of a push to go out on more hikes at different places. It will help me to get outside and adventure more and 
see new things and be on my phone and social media less. It’ll push me to start taking more pictures, and exploring 
photography and experiencing other hobbies while pursuing a new hobby. I think it’ll also help me to start saving 
money so I can do things like comedy shows and concerts…

 Ya know, now I’ve got some motivation to start exploring life and new places and experiences. Now that I’m 
going to want to start saving these memories in a scrapbook it’s going to push me a little more to start doing more 
things that I’ve wanted to do and travel more to places for different hikes and concerts and comedy shows. I can 
start going to places that I want to see, and places that I’ve been to.  It’ll get me down to the beach more because 
I love the beach, hiking, music, and comedy but I’ve never done those things consistently or enjoyed them. I’ve 
never consistently done or enjoyed those things because I was to busy getting high for so many years. Nothing else 
mattered when I was using it. The only thing that mattered was the next time I copped… Now I don’t live like that 
anymore and I get to enjoy the things I love and experience the things I love. I can learn new things like photography, 
and see new places I want to see because I’m not worried about who I’m going to rob, how I’m going to get money, 
or how I’m going to get to the hood isn’t a priority anymore. 

 Now that I’m clean I have the opportunity to do these things that I love and enjoy and remember and cherish 
them. I can now document them in a fun way. It’ll give the ability to save ticket stubs, photos, and other pieces of 
memorabilia. On top of being clean and being able to actually remember these events and adventures, I’ll be able to 
look back on them and see it and live it again. Instead of oh that one time I went to that comedy show or that one 
time I went on that hike at that cool place and not remember where the comedy show was or the name of the park 
I went on the hike at. I can go back in my scrapbook and look at the pictures of the park or mountain I hiked at, or 
look at the ticket stubs of the movie I saw or the comedy show or concert I went to. I can remember those events 
in more detail and truly relive it and not just have memories of those events or go back and look at whatever social 
media platform I posted them on. I’ll have a physical book to take out and look at pictures of the stuff I saw and took. 
Or the ticket stubs of whatever show I went to or the movie I saw. 

 It’ll also give me memories and quality time I can spend with my significant other as we make and decorate 
the scrapbook. As well as the memories we made doing whatever we did to fill the scrapbook. I picked the scrapbook 
because it’s something I can do and get into and it’s something I can do with my significant other. Just everything 
about it stems down to building memories of doing stuff I love and spending time with people that I love. It gets me 
involved in my life as well as gets me involved with my girlfriend and doing just another thing together and laughing 
and smiling and talking while we do it. It’s no longer how am I going to get high today, and how am I going to afford 
it. It’s how am I going to better my life today? What am I going to experience today? How can I practice and learn 
something new today? And then after I do any one of those three things I can document it and remember it forever. 
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STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Mark CritchlawBy: Mark Critchlaw

I have always been interested in cooking and for several years had the opportunity to work in a couple of different 
restaurants.   I have never been to Culinary school but was taught by some high-class chefs in New York City at Del 
Frisco’s Grille.  Although I learned a lot from these chefs I have always wanted to get more creative with my cooking 
and learn new styles and cuisines.  I am also curious to learn about matching flavors and figuring out what works 
together and what doesn’t.  I love the look on peoples faces when they enjoy what I made for them.

My original plan was to go to Culinary school and eventually become a Chef, but I chose to learn another trade 
instead.  Currently, I have been learning a lot about cooking from my sponsor, who also cooks and a Chef I used to 
work with, Tony Fusco.  Tony had taken me under his wing and he taught me a lot.  I have been cooking some very 
unique dishes with my sponsor.  In the meantime, I watch cooking shows and learn from different websites.

Before the coronavirus started I had been thinking a lot about a new career.  I am actually in the process of 
taking the steps to get into the Carpenter’s Union to learn a new skill.  I have always loved working with my hands 
and putting things together.  Now that I have been sober for some time and am about to buy a car, I feel I am ready 
to take the carpenter’s test to get into the Union.  My brother in law and my sponsor are both in the union and they 
are going to help me get in.

Once I pass the union’s test, I plan on going to school for carpentry through the union.  I will be going to school 
and working at the same time which will be awesome.  I will learn as I go.  I plan on asking a lot of questions because I 
don’t know it all and I need to remain teachable.  In order for me to pass the Union’s test, I have to study the union at 
www.ncatf.org and brush up on my reading and math skills.  I have also been researching carpentry skills on youtube 
and google. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: George DeckerBy: George Decker

 In this assignment, I am asked to stretch my mind. To pick two possible things I would like to learn during the 
covid19 lockdown. I need to create a plan of action and explain how I would achieve these goals.

     Unfortunately during the covid19 lockdown, I am still gainfully employed so I will be unable to actually go 
to the full extent of what I would like to do, however, I am still going to write on what I would like to do. As of May 
20th, 2020 I can get my license back for the first time in 11 years. I would, therefore, like to spend time getting back 
my ASE certifications. I have also always wanted to take a business management course, I am pretty business savvy 
experience-wise. I am not very good with the appropriate way of doing the books of a business and I think that could 
help in many ways in my future.

    To achieve recertification of my ASE it would actually be quite simple. I can retake the tests at any time free of 
charge. I would want to take some refresher courses, which to my knowledge some classes may also be free. I could 
enroll at SCCC and they have a new automotive class in the old McGuire building in newton. I know many people in 
the automotive field and believe it would be very easy to obtain all information. I could even take a loan to pay for 
the classes.

     Taking the business management course, I have actually looked into it before. I could enroll in online classes 
with SCCC. It is not very expensive for one major as business management breaks into 3 classes. I could accomplish 
this with very little time dedicated each night. I hope to one day be an entrepreneur. So not only could this help me 
with a good employment position in the meantime, but also when I finally start my own business.

      However though during this COVID lockdown I have more work than usual. As I am grateful for the employment. 
It does make other things rather hard to explore. My household did go from two incomes to only mine. I am blessed 
to be able to support my family during this time and refuse to be upset about having no downtime. Thank you for 
taking the time to read my assignment

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Alexa DemarestBy: Alexa Demarest

 Now that I’m sober.. there are so many things I would like to explore, and new goals that are meant to be set.  
My first and foremost favorite thing in the whole world is makeup. Being able to express yourself with a form of art 
makes it so much fun. Being able to express your makeup  with every mood and every outfit is my favorite part. I 
was tutorial on a daily basis to learn new techniques and different styles. Im a hands-on learner and have such an 
easier time being able to watch rather then hear. Utube is the best way for me, but in the future, I plan on going to 
Capri cosmetology school to certify my skill and be able to legally express myself on other people. My favorite part is 
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being able to watch the excitement and happiness on other people’s faces when the session is complete.  
    My other goal would be to find out more about my family history. I would want to order the ancestry.com and 

get the background and the mouth swab to be able to find out where I came from. To no the jobs my family had back 
then and things that might have happened.  Being sober has opened my eyes to a totally different world In which 
I want to explore and try so many new things. I never had goals before cause I never cared and never expected to 
even have a future. I’m so excited to see where I end up. There is so many different roads I can take and for once I'm 
the driver. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Ryan DevineBy: Ryan Devine

    My dream has always been to be a published author, a writer. I remember in freshman English class at Pope 
John XXIII High School, sitting in Mrs. Fitzgibbons' class. On her classroom walls, she had a banner of the great 
American authors. I naturally gravitated towards Ernest Hemingway,  F. Scott Fitzgerald, Henry David Thoreau, and 
Mark Twain. I looked up to them from the very first time I was exposed to their work. Hemingway was my favorite, he 
was the and is the closest thing to a perfect author in my opinion.  So began my dream of following in his footsteps, 
and although I have not been successful at attaining this goal, I have recently rededicated myself to becoming the 
best writer I can be.  

      I have recently been looking at an old book of my poetry, stories, etc., and it made me remember how easily 
writing came to me, and how I always looked to fine tune my craft. This memory has inspired me to do research, start 
writing again, and to find the area I wish to focus on in this endeavor. I have had several ideas floating around in my 
mind. I brainstorm often and have gotten into the habit of always observing everything I can around me, soaking life 
in and trying to discover new passions. I will continue to strive to attain this goal and hope that I can share as much 
of my writing with the world that I can. I want to inspire, awe, and wake up the people of this world with my words. 
I am on my way. My path is before me, and I welcome it. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Timothy DolanBy: Timothy Dolan

When you talk about stretching people usually think about their body physically. This assignment has now given 
me light into using my mental capabilities and stretching them. During this pandemic and now the state of our 
economy I have managed to stretch my brain more than I ever have. During this time I have started a new business 
in credit card processing services, I have contacted DVR about maintaining some grants to go to Capri in Clifton to 
obtain my barber’s license and wrote and are developing audiobooks and A podcast on recovery. I have been in 
contact with Capri and have an open house meeting tomorrow at 2 PM for enrolling in their program. I also have 
spoken with Kathleen after a month and a half at DVR which has stretched my patience (everything is slower) to 
see when I can meet with somebody in person to obtain funding. It's been a little bit challenging and she is looking 
for documentation on my disability to see if I am eligible for funding through DVR. I was told at Damian house that 
addiction is a disability and I would be able to get DVR to pay for a trade school so any information you guys can give 
me that would be great as I continue my journey to obtain my barber’s license and obtain funding. I also believe in 
having mold multiple irons in the fire. During my long-term rehab at Damon House and my Iop at St Claire’s, I have 
spoken to many counselors about obtaining my CADC. Furthermore, I have done my research with Pccc, Ramapo 
College, Montclair State University, and one more online school to obtain my CADC. I have 94 credits at William 
Paterson University and some of them require a bachelor’s to get a CDC and others don't depending on the school. 
I have figured out that there is courses I can take part-time over the next year and work at a rehab while I'm going 
for my CDC and get credit toward my certificate which requires on-site our training. I also found out there is a place 
called cares.org that may pay for my CAD certificate. During my continuing research, I spoke with admissions at these 
colleges and some said I can qualify for funding through FAFSA so there are multiple opportunities for me to obtain 
funding during these challenging times and get my education. After taking the 30 credits required for my certificate 
I will be over 115 credits total and at 130 I will be able to obtain my bachelor’s so I figure why not continue and get 
my degree. I also have started journaling a lot more and writing a children's horror book. I believe it will be available 
in audiobook format first. I will also be starting an addiction podcast shortly which I would love to work with you 
guys to help people stay clean and sober. I have Rosetta Stone to learn different languages but just don't have the 
time right now to pursue it but I would eventually like to learn Spanish I have four years of college studying but never 
completed the full Espanol courses. 

I will continue to journal and set my goals and achieve them one by one. I'm grateful today that I'm clean and 
sober just for today.
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STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Ronald Ehrman By: Ronald Ehrman 

    I would love to get better at downhill mountain biking. I watch everyone else having fun riding the trails at 
work. I have ridden a few times over there. I can take lessons from a few of the guys at work. This year I'll be getting 
more into it. My buddy is selling me an extra bike that he has. The first few times that I have gone it was hard to 
handle the trails. Some of the trails are really hard to do with the jumps and rock gardens. With riding downhill you 
use a lot of muscles you never knew you had.                                                               

   So whenever this pandemic is over with I'm gonna ask a few guys to help me. I watch a lot of videos on YouTube 
on downhill biking. After looking at some of the trails on videos at work I don't know how anyone can ride them. 
Some of the trails at work they race down and I'm shocked by how they do it. I love riding bikes so that would be 
good for me to get into.  

 
STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 

By: Jennifer ErvingBy: Jennifer Erving
 Something that I have decided to do during this pandemic is dug even deeper into my spirituality. This has always 

been iffy for me at best and I honestly feel like that’s because I just didn’t put enough time or energy into it. I have 
been avoiding some areas and I’m not really sure why other than simple reasons that I didn’t want to squeeze into a 
box that I didn’t fit into. I have always known that I believe, for me with a master’s in psychology my beliefs have to be 
testable and hold weight. Certain religions just don’t fit there so what does? Do I honestly need one too? For a long 
time, I just went on a blind faith of something and said that was good enough, but now it’s not. I have finally come 
across something that says take our teachings and tear them apart, use your brain, and analyze them. If they don’t 
make sense then don’t do them, but if they do then please practice it to your best abilities. This is Buddhism. I have 
done so much research and I have been meditating daily. I feel like I’m where I should be, for once I feel spiritually fit 
and it feels great. I practice to the best of my ability and each day I get better at living my life the way I have chosen 
to. I would love to know what other people are doing with all their time during this pandemic.

STRETCH YOURSELFSTRETCH YOURSELF
 by Kyle Ferling by Kyle Ferling

This assignment is an interesting one because of the fact that since this pandemic has started, l've been thinking 
of things I'd like to learn about more than anything. There's been two things that I have always interested me 
since l'd first started learning about them when I was young. The first thing I'd always wanted to learn about was 
Egyptology. Something about the fact that Egyptians and their civilization plus culture lasting over five thousand 
years is amazing. l've been doing research on them through books, the internet and through documentaries on 
Disney plus since the pandemic has started seeing as how l was forced to resign from work and have has plenty of 
time on my hands. So far l've learned way more than school ever taught me and l've also learned that I can become 
knowledgeable in anything that interests me if I put my mind to it. 

The second subject that has always interests me is astronomy. Something about the fact that space goes on 
forever is incredible to me. The coolest thing l've learned is the fact that for every three hundred thousand planets 
is one earth-like planet. That means there's a ton of earth-like planets out there in the universe because of the fact 
that there's an infinite amount of planets. I've been doing research through the internet and through documentaries 
on broth Netflix and Disney plus since the pandemic has started. l'm happy that l've been able to become more 
knowledgeable in both subjects that have always interested me because their no longer something l'm just interested 
in, their now two subjects l know so much about which I honestly thought would never happen. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Dario Hernandez By: Dario Hernandez 

  Honestly, this assignment stumped me. I Had no idea where to start. Then it hit me. Since the COVID-19 
pandemic started I've been thinking that this pandemic has "gotten in my way" but upon further reflection, I came 
to realize that I am the one in MY way. Then the assignment became easy, the riddle solved.

  #1 
  My first idea to "Stretch myself" would be to start practicing BMX again. Why?
Ever since I was a young kid I always found it absolutely fascinating, to a point where I was practically entranced 

by the mere image of what mankind was able to do with such an item. I've been BMXing since I was 13... Then one 
day in my junior year in high school I got into a terrible accident that changed my life forever.. made me afraid to ride 
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that way ever again... After Therapy, Surgery, and some time healing I was finally ready to ride, but I wasn't. I'm still 
not. I'm scared. 

So I firmly believe that in order to "Stretch" myself that I need to get back on a bike. To start somewhere at least 
right? While walking my girlfriends dog one day I found 

A beat-up, half rusted, broken BMX bike. What little pocket money I had left I used it to revive this forgotten 
machine to something I now ride frequently. The moment I took it out everything came back to me like I never 
stopped at all.... However, I couldn't do any tricks or anything because I'm still afraid. But I try more and more every 
time I get back on.

  Sources: So in order to stretch myself, I think I need to practice. I can watch videos on YouTube, find blogs or 
pages on Facebook where I can make new friends who share the same desire as I do. 

 #2
My second idea to stretch myself would be to play Drums.
I couldn't tell you how mesmerized I am by the mere thought of that idea. It all started when one Christmas my 

parents purchased a videogame called Rock Band and everyone picked their instrument and I got stuck on drums.. 
bummer? I think not.

I practiced and practiced every single day till I went from beginner mode to expert, to upgrading the games 
drumset  I was using, to use those notes to play a real drumset at a friend's house and I ROCKED!!! Now I own a 
drum set at my mother's house ever since about 9th grade but I was never able to play... Ever.. it collects dust in 
my mother's attic to this day. I could never practice because it was too loud.. nor could I play while they were gone 
because the "neighbors" might complain.

I want to be amazing at it one day. I want to learn how to read sheet music, learn to play music from my favorite 
bands, or maybe even have a YouTube channel.

Sources:  During the Covid-19 Pandemic, I want to at least try to learn to read sheet music. Maybe download an 
app on my phone to help. Hopefully one day I will get there. I have faith that I can get there.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Lester HoffmanBy: Lester Hoffman

With COVID-19 happening, I find myself with more free time outside of work. Recently, I've been filling this time 
with watching TV and attending meetings online. While these work to fill the time, there could be other things to do 
to stretch my brain and imagination. These, for me, are reading and exercise. 

 It's been a while since I've read a book cover to cover, but I think it would stimulate my brain. What books 
would I read? I can start with the Big Book of AA and Basic Text of NA. Doing so would broaden my recovery horizons 
and maybe lead to me sponsoring others. I'm very interested in hard rock music, so I might read a band or artist 
biography or autobiography. My action plan would be to read 30 minutes per day before bed, at the minimum. In 
weekends, I could surely knock out even more! By reading, my mind might become more limber and I find myself 
immersed in interesting subjects.

 I'd also like to stretch my personal potential by exercising. While it's true I get exercise doing my landscaping 
job, it would be nice to start a weekend regiment of cardiovascular activity. My plan would be to walk two miles on 
Saturday and two miles on Sunday. Also, Governor Murphy stated that gyms would be reopening sometime after 
June 22. Joining a gym would give me access to machines to work out my entire body. My plan would be to join a 
gym as soon as possible to stretch my physical and mental potential. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Zakary LeemanBy: Zakary Leeman

Michael is a 5-year plan, I plan on working hard in not only my recovery But my job as well. Within that time I 
would like to save up $50000 at the very least move down to South Carolina and put a down payment on a home. 
My boss is moving his business down there in 2022  So that will be perfect I can pick up where I left off. Just the 
affordability factor alone is amazing I will have my daughter while I'm down there is well she's my little angel.

 Things as of now are going great I paid off every find that I have had. I'm getting my license back after a long 
2-year wait come next week, I've gotten multiple promotions and become a crew leader at my landscape job and 
working every day to improve myself to become a better person and leader for others. I'm just taking every day one 
at a time always looking in the future sometimes I glance in the past just to remember where I came from today
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STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Edward Lindhorn By: Edward Lindhorn 

  Stretching your mind is not only important for recovery but for life in general. It gives one a great outlook, 
critical thinking, and good decision-making skills.  

    In my recovery, I have been trying new ways and means to grow my mind and improve on skills. I am doing 
all I can at work to learn as much as possible and be of as much service as I can. Throwing myself in uncomfortable 
situations and forcing myself to figure out what to do or how to handle it. 

    I have also been trying to expand my arts and crafts department. I have always wanted to carve deer skulls and 
make intricate designs in them. I recently started on one and plan to work more on them. Possible make one into a 
wall-hung lamp. 

   What we do with our lives and our minds is ultimately up to us. We can choose to waste what has been given 
to us or strive to better ourselves. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Michael LoseyBy: Michael Losey

  At the start of this COVID-19 pandemic, a lot of free time had opened up for me in my days. For most people, 
they may have been able to spend more time with family within their household and children. That was the same 
for me as well, however, I also had to do something for me. As I have written about before, there is something that 
I am absolutely striving for after graduating from drug court God willing, and that is to be a wildland firefighter. So 
through each day, after putting my daughter to bed I was able to sit and think about what I can do the following day 
to be productive and do something new that could maybe help me with this future goal that I have set for myself.

        I started by talking with fellow firefighters that currently work for the forest fire service at division A HQ that 
I had the privilege to temporarily train with side by side. It gave me a greater insight to see into what could lie ahead 
for me and if there was something that I could do to ready myself. And that is when I found that I could take online 
classes through FEMA. This would be the start of my first subject that from home I would be able to accomplish to 
ready myself. Through the online courses that FEMA has to offer, I have been able to gain certificates of completion 
for ICS 100, ICS 200, NIMS, hazardous materials, and certain airborne and bloodborne pathogens. These courses that 
I took may not seem like they fit into the forest fire service, but these are all courses that are required before I can 
even start to train and work for the fire service.

        While I work on obtaining these other online certificates, there is one more thing that I am making a plan 
for, a strategy if you will so that I may accomplish this next task. The next task that I speak of is to enroll in the Sussex 
county community college fire science program to obtain a certificate. It wouldn't be a degree per se unless I were 
to plan on attending for a couple of years, which is a possibility but the certificate is a start. Being able to obtain the 
certificate would give me a jump start and put me a little ahead on the line of civil service to be able to be hired as 
a full-time employee of the forest fire service. We all know that certain things take time and that some things also 
have to be planned out, and that is exactly what I plan on doing. The only thing, the only person that can hold me 
back, is myself. All good things take time and planning. With a little faith, patience, and with some hard work put in, 
I believe I can and will accomplish these goals I have set for myself.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Marion NishanianBy: Marion Nishanian

For the writing assignment, I have to choose two goals I would like to start or accomplish during this pandemic, 
which is funny because I am in IOP and a month and a half ago I came up with a small goal sheet and a checklist 
for each day I came up with ten things the reason why I did this was that setting short goals is simple it’s not 
overwhelming and doesn’t get frustrating my short goals were 1. Drink at least one bottle of water 2. Wake up by 
9 Monday through Friday 3.. healthy conflict resolution 4. Self-care 5. Crotchet for at least half-hour a day 6, one 
meeting a day 7. Exercise at least half-hour a day 8. Eat one healthy thing 9. Phone down at 9 pm no exceptions.  
I think it’s a healthier lifestyle it makes you feel good when you can check something off the checklist, it’s self-
rewarding it gives you something to look forward too. It’s being aware of living a better lifestyle and the checklist 
helps with consistency. If I forget to do one or I don’t feel like let’s say exercising because that’s the one thing I have 
the most trouble with I don’t let it get to me I don’t freak out or get discouraged I make sure I accomplish it the next 
day. It’s helped me with depression and staying idle during this pandemic. I think everyone can benefit from having 
a small goal checklist! I’ll show you mine!
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STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Kyle NoormanBy: Kyle Noorman

Right now my goal is to become a better man and get better at managing my finances. And my plan on 
accomplishing that goal is just maintaining what I have been doing, my life has never been better, and honestly, 
it is because of drug court and my girlfriend. I have a great job, doing what I love to do, and have rebuilt family 
relationships and trust. And all of these accomplishments have come from sobriety because without that I lose 
literally everything. My girlfriend and I just got our first place together in Lafayette with a beautiful property and 
pool. I am so thankful for sobriety something I never knew or thought was possible. What addict in active addiction 
thinks they would be thankful for sobriety? I know I sure didn’t I always thought life just wouldn’t be any fun without 
using. But now in the position, I am in my life right now, using would literally do the exact opposite. And I do want to

Become more active in sobriety such as reaching out to people when the thoughts of using occur. Because they 
really come out of nowhere at any given time, and sometimes I’m not around anyone to talk to about it. I have never 
been more focused on success and progression as I am now and the way I see it is if I don’t pick up then things can 
literally only get better. 

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

I have always been very into expanding my knowledge on various subjects and learning new things. Recently, due 
to COVID, I have had some spare time and have decided I wanted to learn how to help do my daughter’s hair with 
some degree of skill and further my knowledge in stocks and bonds.

 I have tried to get better at doing hair by watching various youtube videos and trying to copy that. I am lucky 
because my daughter is patient, and part of me trying to learn hair is to teach her because she doesn't have a strong 
female role model in her life that does hair. I have also enlisted help from some of my female friends. I know that 
with practice I will get better at it. I realized I need to master the basics to go forward and that is what I plan to do.

 The other subject I am interested in is the stock market. I currently have money invested that I plan to hold 
long term. I am learning more about stocks and options by researching the companies I put my money into and 
understanding how various market conditions can affect a particular stock.

 Both of these subjects are vastly different from each other but each requires learning and understanding the 
subject to get better at it as well as implementing the knowledge.

                                                                     
STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 

By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous
     At this time I am extremely busy working and trying to grow my business. I really do not have the extra free 

time to pursue something else at this time. Covid-19 has definitely impacted the growth of my business and has 
been very challenging to establish new accounts or projects. But we are still busy providing services to existing 
customers and actively trying to grow our business. With that being said: If I were able to pursue something I have 
a passion for and absolutely enjoy, it would have to be a Gym owner and be able to offer personal training guides to 
my clients. Physical fitness and wellbeing and clean eating is definitely a lifestyle of mine and one of my dreams to 
pursue on a higher level.

 
STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 

By: Jennifer van HoutenBy: Jennifer van Houten
    During this difficult time, i have had a lot of time to think and do somethings that I wasn't able to do before 

this difficult time happened. I was really into reading tarot card and studying them a very long time ago but wasn't 
able to really start pursuing it, with everything going on I have found the time to do it and it's been very very very fun 
and interesting. I ordered a tarot reading book and some cards from Amazon and while I was waiting for the stuff to 
come in the mail I started going on The internet and researching a lot of things about reading tarot cards and I got 
a notebook and started keeping a little study guide and it's really really really cool. I was so excited when they came 
in the mail and every day I sit down in am with a cup of coffee while my daughter is sleeping and some of my time 
and study Tarot reading and cards and it's really very interesting and I can't wait to start reading other people cards.

      One of the other things I have been interested in doing but kept pushing and pushing it off for a few years 
now Is making a fairy and gnome garden with my 3 children now that we have time and the 2 oldest ones aren't in 
school we have been working and planting and building one and its been very relaxing and fun to do with them. We 
do it every Sunday we found a stump In the backyard that they chose and went to the dollar store and picked out 
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all the little figures and stones and gems after that we went and got mulch. We started by planning out the perfect 
area then mulching that area and each child starting building their garden area. This project has been so beautiful 
to do with them. The boys come over a Sunday and we do out project. I am grateful to have the chance to be able 
to do this with them, we talk we laugh and we have great bonding time and every time we go to the dollar store or 
Walmart or wherever that has lil’ characters or flowers or whatever that want to put in there garden we pick up one 
thing for each of them and we have told family and friends that they can pick them up something to put in there 
garden for them and they love It and it's very special to them and to myself. 

     During this difficult time I have had the opportunity to do some things and it's been great and that's only two 
things I started working on they are more things that I have been working on and it's been a very great experience 
during this time and it has lifted my children and myself Hope's and spirts.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Toni VeltreBy: Toni Veltre

Something I would like to do to “Stretch myself” would be to take some classes and courses on becoming a Yoga 
instructor and to upgrade my cooking and baking skills.

#1 - In order to become a Yoga instructor I would take classes, do online courses, and practice workouts daily. I 
can get my certification online with either issaonline.com or Yoga Alliance. I would also order some books and How to 
guide off Amazon to help me practice and learn about the background of Yoga and all the benefits it has. Throughout 
my recovery, Yoga has helped me tremendously and became a huge part of helping me stay clean. It grounds and 
relaxes me, teaches me to breathe, and to listen to my body and mind. It also allows me to meditate better. I enjoy 
it so much and would love to share my experience, strength, faith, hope, mindfulness, and the progress it does for 
you internally and externally with others.

#2 - To upgrade my cooking and baking skills, I will find new recipes and watch YouTube videos and join a cooking 
group online, and get new ideas from Pinterest. I will try to push my limits and try making more advanced meals and 
desserts. I love to cook dinner for my family every night, it brings me peace and serenity and helps me to concentrate 
on doing a good job and making a tasty meal. Because I get bored of making the same simple recipes, learning new 
perplexed ones will definitely help and improve my skills. I like to try new ingredients and get healthy tips off cooking 
websites as well. I will subscribe to different groups starting with beginners to advanced. Some groups I have joined 
are Healthline, Keto Recipes and Real Simple, and watch the cooking channel on TV a lot. In addition, I will get my 
Grandma’s old recipes and try to cook like she used to for our family, that have been used throughout the years. She 
is a huge influence on me cooking and I would love to become a great like her and make her proud.

In closing, I am looking forward to stretching myself a little more, especially during these quarantine times. I like 
to set goals for myself and push myself to try something new and to be a better person every day. I enjoy taking the 
time to learn new hobbies and focusing on the new me or even the old me before my addiction and continue to help 
my recovery grow.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By David WildrickBy David Wildrick

During this pandemic, I have actually been twice as busy as before believe it or not!
I have been utilizing my time very well and have been working on my time management so that when we finally 

get back to normal I won’t be completely stressed out by not having enough time in the day to accomplish all the 
things I will need to when we all come back to reality and are allowed to go places other than Walmart or ShopRite. 

Having an 8 pm curfew gives me time alone some nights and in that time I have been doing research on the ins 
and outs of owning and operating a dog rescue. This is actually something I have wanted to do my entire life but 
have put off for selfish reasons. I have a lifelong friend who has dreamed of this dream with me and finally we want 
to make our dream a reality. This is not something you jump into and just open your doors for business. This is going 
to take a lot of time and preparation before we can get started. Thanks to the internet we have endless information 
and resources,

First thing is to find the right demographic area to be and put ourselves right in the middle of that location. We 
have been contacting dog rescues across the country to find out some things we need to be aware of and steps we 
need to take and I what order some keep all of our ducks In a row.

So far we have had a ton of positive feedback from other rescues across the country.  Dog abuse is still very out 
of control in our country and from what I have just been informed so is dogfighting  In the inner city’s is as bad as it 
has ever been.  From what we have been told by numerous people so far there is not enough dog rescues out there 
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to handle the problems which lead to dogs going straight to the pound and euthanized without a chance for help 
and adoption. This is something that we will be working on over the next 6 months so we have everything we need 
to know before we start.

I have always been an animal lover and I think they need a voice to address what these poor animals need. They 
need someone to advocate for them just like we have the Sussex county drug and advocacy board, and I am going 
to do everything In my power to make this dream of ours finally reality.

STRETCH YOURSELF STRETCH YOURSELF 
By: Melissa ZabriskieBy: Melissa Zabriskie

   During the Covid-19 pandemic, I have found myself becoming more and more interested in the Stock Market.  
Now, I currently do not have any money invested in the stock market, but I am interested in learning how to make 
more money and build a future for my children.  Since I have money sitting in a savings account, I was thinking of 
ways of increasing my money instead of it just sitting in savings.  So I decided that I am going to start researching 
where to even begin.

    Now my first step in the process was to speak to my friend, who is the one who has been on me about 
investing.  After I spoke with him, I went home did some research.  I want to start slow and see how it goes from 
there. I opened an e-trade account with $1,000.  This is as far as I have gotten in the process.  I have to decide what 
I am going to invest in next.  So from here, I will start my research on what stocks I want to purchase and continue 
educating myself on the different stocks I can purchase.  In the end, I hope to build a portfolio that I can continue 
making more and more money.

“In Our Shoes”

Published by the Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court 
Eighteenth Edition, October 2020

By Margaret Collins By Margaret Collins 
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW  
 

What’s most Important for a recovery to grow and flourish?  Recovery is like a plant needing certain elements 
to grow like water, air, nutrients, weeding, protection. It needs to have soil or some other growing medium that 
supports its growth – these would be values such as “Don’t Use”, “Honesty” with Self and Others, “Showing Up” for 
Drug Court, Meetings, Family, Work, etc.  

In this section you will read the participants’ thoughtful reflections about where they are currently in their 
recovery and what essential ingredients are needed for it to grow in order to become a lifelong sustaining force 
beyond Drug Court.  They talk about the foundational elements necessary for it to survive and thrive once Drug 
Court is over and life in recovery begins in earnest. And what they can do now to prepare for a life that is substance 
use-free and a dynamic force that propels them forward enabling them to help others. 

       

   

              
By John Nystrand   By John Nystrand   
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Kimberly AlworthBy: Kimberly Alworth

In order for me to maintain a permanent life of recovery, I need to make sure to attend meetings, and always 
mind people, places and things in my life. Meetings are a huge part of maintaining a long-term recovery. You sur-
round yourself with other people who are dealing with the same disease as you. Even a newcomer can teach you 
new things or tell your exact story and everyone is there to help each other however possible. Everyone in the meet-
ings struggle and just knowing that you have these people to turn to in hard times is the most incredible feeling. It 
makes you feel wanted and cared about. It lets you realize you are not alone in this; you are not the only one who 
feels the way you do. Aside from meeting, I feel that people, places and things can be your biggest enemy. As hard 
as it was, I have removed an infinite amount of people from my life because I know if I didn't, I never would've been 
able to get and stay clean for this long. I make sure anyone I even consider allowing around me will not jeopardize 
my sobriety and the life I have worked so hard for. When it comes to places, I avoid any place that even brings up 
the thought of using or would possibly have anyone that could influence me negatively. Paterson was the poison in 
my life for over two years, I can now proudly say I haven't been anywhere even close to there in over 2 years now. I 
also avoid streets around town that people I've used with live/lived on, and parking lots I used to sit in and get high.

Once drug court is over, I need to make sure I never end up putting anything else before my recovery. I some-
times find myself thinking I'm too busy to catch a meeting or too tired. Honestly, these online meetings have been 
amazing because even after getting home after a long, tiring day at work, I get to eat dinner or relax in my pajamas 
while still attending a meeting. And I get everything from an online meeting I get from ones I've attended in-person, 
minus the actual human contact of course. lol. I am a member of several recovery groups on Facebook as well which 
is an awesome way to maintain contact with like-minded people in recovery and help others who are struggling at 
the moment and ask for help from people when/if I ever need it.

I have been preparing myself since I have been on Drug Court to live a completely substance free life. As long as 
I keep doing the things I have been and don't stray from everything I have worked for and learned so far, I know I can 
continue to live the amazing, happy, and successful life I have been.

      "One day Drug Court will end and I will..." have a strong foundation in my recovery to continue building from, 
I will continue to become more successful in my landscaping business I just started, I will have learned to appreciate 
and be thankful for the life of recovery I have been given the opportunity to have.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Tina Andro-MahboubBy: Tina Andro-Mahboub

     My recovery needs to grow in order to become a lifelong sustaining force beyond drug court by becoming 
more independent. I feel as if I'm too dependent on my mother right now. I believe that once I get my own place and 
can live on my own that my recovery will get stronger. I have never lived by myself before. I have always lived with 
my mother or a boyfriend. I think it would be really a great accomplishment for me to live on my own.

      In order for my recovery to survive and thrive once drug court is over I need to make sure that I continue to 
go to meetings. And that I continue to live sober by doing the things that I'm doing now like staying away from people 
who are still using, have a good support system, and make sure that I keep putting in work to stay sober. I know that 
I cannot get comfortable and think that "I've got it". I have to keep working on my recovery for the rest of my life 
whether it's on my own or it's being supervised like on drug court.

      What I can do now to prepare for a life of substance free is to make sure that everything that i'm learning 
from being on drug court that it becomes a lifestyle for me not just something I'm doing for now but it becomes a 
part of me. Im being taught now how to live a normal life again. Something that was lost to me for all the years that 
I was an addict. These new tools that I am learning from drug court I will take with me into my community and use 
them to help others who really want help. 

     One day drug court will end and I will continue to do the same things I'm doing now. I'm remaining sober 
no matter the obstacles that are in front of me. I will keep a strong network of N/A friends and do my best to live a 
happy, healthy drug free life.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Lindsay BarrBy: Lindsay Barr

My recovery is an unending journey fueled by spiritual well-being. Addiction is partly categorized by a spiritual 
malady and an inability to make right choices for ourselves. We must give up control in order to truly gain control. 
The only answer is to surrender. My life did not change until I surrendered to a power greater than myself. I always 
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thought I had, but I guess I didn’t understand the true meaning of surrendering or the true meaning of a higher 
power. In order to grow I must never isolate myself from this power. God also works through other human beings so 
I must stay tightly knit to a positive support group. There are some days that my thoughts will be overpowering in a 
negative way and I will need the strength of God and other people to take me out of that mindset. That is one of the 
most important reasons we cannot do recovery on our own. As an addict I must always be accountable to others. 
Without accountability, human beings fail. Without a constant feed of positive influence, our minds will attack us. It 
is so simple for the enemy to gain control by entering through whatever opening is given. There is no other option 
but to remain vigilant as if we are protecting our homes from burglars (a.k.a. Lindsay Barrz . Just kidding I’m not a 
burglar anymore!).   

As addicts, we will always have a void. What we fill it with is our main strength. Many times I’ve heard that the 
void is a God shaped hole, which I truly believe. Only spiritual wellness can cure a spiritual sickness. Things from this 
earth cannot fulfill us. An end will always come to any worldly thing we try to fill the void with, causing us to seek out 
something new to quell our pain. This is a demeaning, frustrating and never-ending cycle, just like addiction. We can 
never be satisfied. Through my struggle I plan to expose the darkness of my spiritual battle in order to help others. 
One of the key factors to helping someone is having them know you can identify with what they are feeling. I can 
surely say I qualify and it is my calling to spread my message of hope, faith and recovery. Without passing on what I 
have gained, I will lose it. If I don’t share what I have with those that need, my suffering was for nothing. 

The environment I live in will always be a sober one, including the people around me. I will always engage in 
activities that give me responsibility. I must always have a schedule to follow even if it is not so rigid. I have hobbies 
that will combat boredom (which is the devil’s playground). It is important to communicate my thoughts and feelings 
to others around me as well as to Jesus. No one can help if they don’t know the situation. Joyce Meyer said in her 
book Your Battles Belong To The Lord, “ The laziest person on the earth is the unhappiest person on the earth. Why? 
Because God did not fill us with abilities, gifts, talents, strength, and creativity so we can sit around and do nothing.“ 
I wholeheartedly agree and the absence of all of these things mentioned creates the perfect storm for addiction to 
thrive. It is the same with mental illness also. When I don’t activate what God has blessed me with, I feel an emp-
tiness that is a serious threat to my spiritual and mental well-being. This forces me to become reclusive, bitter, and 
easily upset. I use what God has given me, and through that I glorify him. Nothing makes me feel better than this. My 
joyfulness from God is the heart of what keeps me sober. One day drug court will end and I will be a Christian hip-
hop artist living in or near Los Angeles California. I will have both monetary wealth and spiritual well and with that, 
I will be able to supply for people whatever it is they have their heart set on. It is one of my greatest desires to be 
someone that can give and provide since most of my life I was doing the opposite. As an artist I will spread the good 
news, as I expect to change lives. God gave me the gift of musical talent as a format for sharing my story with others. 
I will have my own home with a basketball court, a gym, a studio, an indoor and outdoor pool with a hot tub, animals, 
a separate room for worship, and a skate park. I will live amongst loved ones and hire help to take care of my home 
and assist me in whatever needs to be done. I will definitely hire a chef! The list continues, but for now this will do! 

     
MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW

By: Bart AtkinsonBy: Bart Atkinson
Right now I'm pretty satisfied with how far my recovery has come along in the last year. I have overcome obsta-

cles and maintained sobriety for a respectable chunk of time. Although I am proud of these accomplishments I do 
find myself becoming complacent at times, becoming too comfortable with the current state of my life. I am far from 
happy but I force a smile on a daily basis to appear and to try and fool myself into believing that I'm actually happy. 
It's thoughts like these that will lead me back to using after drug court. I guess the point I'm trying to convey is that 
in order for my recovery to grow and become sustainable long term I'm going to need to find some real happiness. 
The kind I had back before all this madness. The kind of happiness that drives a man to be passionate in his affairs 
not just the kind that just carries us through day to day.

 Fact of the matter is for me personally, I'm most likely not going to be living in Sussex county when all is said and 
done. That being said when I am finally able to relocate myself back home or to an area that suits me better I'll need 
to surround myself with the right people. This is the most important thing to me. Someone once told me that our 
personality is mostly made up of the characteristics of the 5 people we spend the most time with. I wouldn’t say that 
I'm easily influenced by the people around me but I've found in my life that when I surround myself with people that 
are on the right track and progressing forward, I tend to thrive more myself in my personal affairs.

 I guess for now I just need to keep pushing forward and doing the next right thing for my recovery. I have a long 
way to go but I do believe that I'm on the right path. Some key things I need to stay focused on now is reaching out 
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to my sober network when life gets tough. I guess not letting my emotions get the best of me would be helpful too. 
I tend to bottle up my anger and sadness and its not particularly healthy. Most of all I need to just keep my priorities 
in order and get my debt situated and get my credit right so I can move forward with my life when this drug court is 
over.

One day drug court will end and I will be on my own to maintain my sobriety and my mental health. I will do this 
by filling my life with positive influences and finding my own personal happiness. When life gets hard I will reach 
out to my sober networks and discuss things rationally with rational folks. I will be passionate in my affairs and carry 
myself in a respectable manner.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Desiree BennettBy: Desiree Bennett

I truly believe that there is not much more I can do to improve my recovery. I have been sober almost 3 years 
and I have worked very hard on my recovery and I believe that if I maintain my current lifestyle and continue to make 
the same good choices then I can sustain a lifelong sobriety beyond drug court. Once drug court is over I will still 
have my family, friends, sponsor and my network. I will continue to work with my sponsor on a daily basis as well as 
attend my AA meetings. I still continue to volunteer and speak at meetings. Not because I am forced to or asked to, 
but because I choose to. Everything that I have done in my life since my sobriety date of September 26, 2017 has 
prepared me for a life after drug court. There really isn't much more I can possibly do to prepare myself. I have been 
faced with many obstacles and struggles and I have managed to maintain my sobriety. I am very happy in my life and 
with my sobriety. I have my own apartment, license, car, all of my fines are paid in full, I am a manager of the diner 
I work at, I am attending college, and most importantly I am a mother to my children! I have so much going for me 
right now and I have managed to keep it at a safe balance of time. One day drug court will end and I will be confident 
in my recovery and continue to live a clean and sober life.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Ethan BinnessBy: Ethan Binness

I believe that recovery is an ever-growing entity. I believe that in order to maintain my sobriety I need to continue 
to grow my recovery and my efforts in order to keep my recovery strong. I believe that even after Drug Court ends, 
I need to continue to go to meetings and speak with my sponsor. I need to have patience that everything will work 
out if I continue to work on my plan. The biggest thing for me in terms of my recovery is going to be the patience to 
be able to work my plan.

I believe that the biggest foundational element for my recovery is going to be my support system. I believe that 
the support system is the most important thing for anyone’s recovery. Staying present in the moment is another 
thing that is extremely important. I can’t change the past but I can only change what I can control now. 

The things that I can prepare are that I can surround myself with people that will help me on my journey. It is 
particularly important for me to surround myself with my support system. The biggest thing is going to my newborn 
child for me. I believe that spending time with her and watching her grow helping her learn will be a huge factor for 
me preparing for a lifetime of sobriety.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Ryan BoehmBy: Ryan Boehm

 I need to continue to build a strong network and consistently work on myself. I have to stay honest and open, 
ask for help and sponsor someone. I want to continue to do step work, go to meetings, and become a recovery 
coach.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

 I feel as though my recovery does not need to grow all that much more to be a lifelong sustaining force beyond 
drug court. I consider myself to be strong and I do grow stronger everyday, I am also learning to manage my time 
better than I used to, I know I need to make time for what I need to accomplish in drug court. I actively stay away 
from anything that could possibly be a trigger for me, I only have positive and healthy relationships with my family.

      The foundational elements that are necessary for me to thrive and survive once drug court is over are, keep-
ing a positive attitude, managing my time, doing things that I am already doing like meetings, and most importantly, 
believing in myself. Everything that I am currently doing is what I will be doing to prepare for a life that is substance 
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abuse free and I will help others like I was helped and show that anything and everything is possible. 
One day drug court will end and I will be the best version of me that has ever existed. I will be substance abuse 

free and live and cherish my life like I never did before.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Amanda ConklinBy: Amanda Conklin

Taking considerable time to examine my recovery and assess where I'm at really and truly has brought several 
things to light. I often think about where I've been, where I am now and what this journey has been. I make a con-
scious decision each day to be aware of my actions, behaviors and intentions. It's also part of my recovery to honestly 
share those insights with a fellow in recovery. I wish I could say that I've always done this with complete accuracy and 
willingness but the truth is until now my perspective on my own recovery has been filtered.

After looking at the work I've done and continue to do two things have become evidently clear. One, I am not 
the person I once was and two, I'm not yet the person I want to be. It took a little while to admit that. Although I'm 
doing very well, I feel great and I work hard. I work with my sponsor and my network to ensure I have a solid recovery 
foundation. Relationships in my life are amazing. I'm excited to be free of the control of substance use. I consider 
other people and go to any lengths for my children. Things are really looking up for me and I truly believe I'm a good 
person. All these things are great and wonderful. I don't want to underestimate or undersell myself because I really 
have worked hard to get this far. The realization is however great my life has come, I am not yet finished. In fact, there 
is no finish line. No destination. 

Drug court has provided me with the tools and incentive I needed to begin building a strong foundation of re-
covery. I have used those tools to build a strong network outside of Drug Court. I have fellow addicts in recovery, a 
strong relationship with my sponsor, my family and I have been open honest,  my friends and even my children have 
gotten to know sober me so well that they are able to spot my inconsistencies and resentments even before I am. My 
job is fully on board and is aware of every aspect of my recovery.  I'm blessed to have these things and I now know 
that these things have only begun to develop. I must make a commitment to continue doing everything I'm doing 
now regardless of drug court. In all actuality recovery and sobriety really are not about drug court. I don't do these 
things for drug court. I do them for myself. For my life. When drug court ends I will only be enabled to grow in bounds 
with no restrictions or restraint. I will continue to make the best decisions I can and work a strong program. There 
is no longer any other option because by choosing drug court I am choosing to live. Continued growth is inevitable. 

 
MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW

 By: Anonymou By: Anonymouss
There are so many things you need to do to grow your recovery beyond Drug Court. For me it had to start with 

the desire to stop using, and that desire stems from me not wanting to go to jail or dying. In order for me to stay free 
and stay alive, I needed to stop using drugs and alcohol. No matter what. In order to grow in your recovery you need 
to start by not using, working and living a 12 step program, and having a network. I’ve been on Drug Court almost 
4 years now and have been using it for about 12, but I never took my recovery seriously or even tried it out till last 
year. Really to live a life of recovery beyond Drug Court with no more consequences for me personally is to continue 
my journey in NA. That journey starts with a foundation so you can have a life of recovery. For me that foundation 
started with Drug Court, because without Drug Court who knows when I would’ve started my journey in recovery 
or even lived long enough to start it. It took my almost 3 years before I took Drug Court and my recovery seriously. 
Once I finally decided to stop using, there were a few things I had to do to solidify my foundation. First and foremost 
I had to find and utilize a sponsor and a support network. Then for me it was to consistently attend meetings and not 
just use NA as a social group. I had to get commitments, share, get a home group, and work the steps. For me those 
are the things I need to have a solid foundation for my recovery after Drug Court. If I don’t practice those things daily 
then who knows where my recovery will go or what will happen to it. With those things as my foundation it’ll help 
me prepare for a life of no drugs and to help others in their addiction and give back what was so freely given to me 
when I entered the rooms of Narcotics Anonymous. Some things I do is always approach newcomers and welcome 
them, share my problems no matter how little I think they are because you never know who will relate or is going 
through the same thing. I simply just need to be there to listen and share my experience, strength and hope. That 
way hopefully just one person will get something out of what I said. One day Drug Court will end. I will no longer have 
the consequences I have that pushed me into recovery. But right now, today... That’s not important to me. For today 
I woke up and told myself I am not going to use it. I don’t know what’s going to when I finish Drug Court or tomorrow 
for that matter, but I do know I'm worried about tomorrow. I’m not stressing over it or dwelling on it. I’m doing what 
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I need to do today, to stay clean. And for today, that is all that matters. I’ve got a little over a year before I max out on 
Drug Court and I say max out because I’m not sure if I have enough to graduate Drug Court which doesn’t bother me. 
My time on Drug Court is slowly but surely coming to an end when that day comes I will deal with it then. I will not 
project my recovery that far ahead. For me I need to focus on today’s problems. Again I am not going to use today, 
and I am not worried about tomorrow.

 
MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW

By: Mark CritchlawBy: Mark Critchlaw
At this point in my recovery I believe my seed is planted and I have already started to grow. My recovery network 

has become quite strong over the past few months and I have made some amazing friends who are always there 
for me. My sponsor, Chris, has helped me in my recovery in so many ways.  He started me on working the steps and 
went over the steps with me as I finished them.  I talk to my sponsor daily and I try to see him at least once a week.  
As I grow in my recovery, my life is getting better all around. My family actually wants me around now and I have 
gained back their trust. If I have an issue with something or someone, I make sure I talk about it with someone in my 
network. I am learning to put my well being first by making good decisions because staying in toxic relationships is 
no way of living.

I believe I need to finish the 12 steps of Narcotics Anonymous and always stay involved. I need to show up for my 
commitments and make goals for myself. In time I also need to sponsor fellow addicts so I can give back what was 
freely given to me. I need to always remember where I came from. I look at it like my recovery is my life, and in order 
to move forward and grow my recovery, I must remain honest, open-minded and willing.

In order for my recovery to survive, I must remain involved. I have to remain open with my network and my 
family. My N.A. family is so important to me because we are all alike and we understand each other. I need to remain 
focused on eliminating bad habits and focus on my routine in creating new good habits and hobbies. Listening to 
another addict share is also very important because I hear things from my own story. Having a higher power is also 
very important for my recovery to survive. Some of the things I can’t control, my higher power can. If I practice letting 
go and letting my higher power into my recovery, I will continue to grow.

I can continue what I am doing by staying involved and continuing to get more involved. Once I finish the steps, 
I will be able to help people with the steps, but until then, I can share my story to help the newcomers. I can do as 
much work on myself as possible so I am more prepared for the days once drug court is over. I can make sure I have 
good employment lined up in a career of my choice. One day drug court will end and I, Mark Critchlaw, will live my 
life the way I should have from the beginning, sober.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Alexa DemarestBy: Alexa Demarest

In order for my recovery to grow strong enough to sustain a great life past drug court I need to keep a strong 
network and circle of supporting friends and family. It’s so important to be able to stay connected for good days and 
most importantly on the bad. I’ve learned that cravings only last a few minutes and being able to talk about and ex-
press your feelings. Also, another big one I learned is routine. By having a routine and set schedule allows for staying 
busy so you don't have too much spare time in which your brain automatically wanders. It’s also important for self-
care. From something as simple as brushing your teeth to getting your nails done. I've worked so hard at bettering 
my life and managing my bills and responsibilities and making a suitable schedule that fits everything from DC to 
work to mommy time and everything in-between, so I always make sure I'm able to pamper myself and get my hair 
and nails done. I always have to keep in mind where I came from, so I don't take these little things for granted. Even 
something simple like a hot shower without having to wear shower shoes. all that also goes along with foundational 
elements to stay on track. All the things are what hold my recovery and my life together and keep everything strong. 
I found out even messing with one part could end up being detrimental. I look at it as a house and how it can't stay 
standing without a foundation. Also, what I've been doing now to prepare for a lifelong substance free life is finally 
thinking about the future. I have been paying off old debt, keeping up with my fines, working on my credit score 
which has gone from a 415 to a 670 in the past year. I’ve also created a college fund for my daughter, and a savings 
account to better me and Catarina’s future. I have been working on myself and working the steps. I realized how 
important it is to be 100 percent good and happy with yourself. I was very codependent and am learning to love 
myself. In order to help others I've joined a mommy recovery group and learned even just sharing your struggle no 
matter how little they are, it allows others who identify that they aren't alone and opens a door for us to be able to 
talk openly and express ourselves.  
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Daniel DevineBy: Daniel Devine

I feel that as of right now, my recovery is strong and stable.  Everything has been on the up and up and I could not 
be in a happier place.  Once everything opens back up, I would like to speak more at meetings and tell my story. This 
would help me reach out to people more, and possibly grow my network.  I would also like to mix up the meetings 
I go to more often.  The foundational elements to survive and thrive in drug court and in life are pretty simple, not 
easy for some people though. You need to have the willingness and motivation to not use drugs and to work on your 
recovery everyday.  You need to have a great relationship with your sponsor and to be honest with them and with 
yourself.  Just being more open to life and to the change that being drug free brings to your life.  To prepare for a life 
that is substance ice-free , you  need to really want it.  You have to work on yourself, but at the same time be willing 
to help others who are not as far in their recovery as you are.  Being upbeat and positive is a must as well because if 
not, anything bad that happens has a greater risk of having you relapse.  One day drug court will end and I will have 
learned all the tools I will need to continue a substance free life and help others who are looking for the same.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Ryan DevineBy: Ryan Devine

In order for my recovery to become a lifelong sustaining force beyond Drug Court, I need to build, mold and con-
tinue to strengthen the foundation of my recovery. The time spent on Drug Court allows the participants to do just 
this. Seeking out and obtaining a sponsor, creating a network of friends, family and acquaintances that are positive, 
hopeful and accepting, and who will become guardrails in our recovery,  keep us in check when we cannot see our-
selves slipping or nearing murky waters on our road to recovery.  I need to make sure my foundation is strong and 
can weather the storms that life will inevitably throw my way. 

This foundation of recovery consists of acceptance, honesty, self-acceptance and self-accountability, fellowship, 
consistency and solidarity amongst friends and family in recovery. The foundation is a mindset of faith, hope and 
steadfastness, combined with good relationships that enforce and protect these values. A strong foundation is truly 
love, hope and faith as much as it is tangible relationships. 

What I can do now to ensure that I continue to live a sober, clean life of recovery  long after graduating Drug 
Court is to be consistent, avoid complacency and learn to evolve with the ups and downs of life and to deal with 
issues on their own, and to keep life interesting, not become stagnant and bored. A  solid, positive routine is a good 
guardrail for recovery,  but life is meant to be enjoyed,  and I try to live each day to the fullest, to be the best version 
of myself I can be each day, and continue to strive to live a happy life and make the lives of my loved ones ad happy 
and hopeful and enjoyable as can possibly be.  Laughter and shared moments are the brick and mortar of a happy 
life, and on top of my solid foundation can help me become the man I believe I can be. 

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Tim DolanBy: Tim Dolan

 1)  My recovery needs to continue to grow by making a list of sober activities (fun), a network of clean and 
sober people to reach out to and continuing the 12 step process of N.A. Millions of people have gotten clean thru NA 
and if followed correctly is a guaranteed way to stay clean and sober while obtaining A sustainable platform as well.

 2)  The foundational support I need to make this work starts with me first. Being honest and making healthy 
choices is a great foundation that I can make myself. Becoming a part of the fellowship @ N.A will give me a network 
to reach out to people and discuss my feelings instead of acting on impulsive or irrational thinking.

 3)  Right now I can engage in a healthy lifestyle, meditation, workout classes and personal development audio 
books or regular books. With that, growing everyday in the fellowship of NA allows us to give back and deliver the 
message that any addict can recover without the use of drugs and alcohol. Furthermore, I just asked for A $200 mi-
crophone and holder to start my recovery Podcast should be here Friday. Stay tuned ! I'm about to be on the air.

One day when drug court is done I will look back and be thankful I'm alive and that I used this as a platform to 
be a successful member of society and tell my story of how if open we don't have to live under the mantra once an 
addict always an addict and drug court helped me arrest my addiction.
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Matthew Hammond By: Matthew Hammond 

I believe in order to have recovery become a life-long sustaining force beyond drug court the persons recovery 
needs to become so stable that nothing will change the mind of a person suffering from addiction for example 
whether it be somehow the substance is being talked about or even seen the substance on TV or what have you 
which is a lot of the time more than enough of a trigger to make a person want to or to think about using yet you've 
developed this strong force it having everything against even secondly thinking of wanting to use that it does not 
even phase you or put negative thoughts in your head. Almost like you don't even care you heard about it or have 
seen anything related to it. I feel I have developed such a strong negative outlook on drugs and alcohol that my mind 
has ingrained how destroying and bad doing any kind of drug or even drinking can be to myself or anyone for that 
matter, that I never want to go down any roads leading to the use of anything and the fact that I love who I am and 
being sober from everything that my life and how I feel/look are much more valuable than the feeling of what sub-
stances will do or make me feel for a short time thus leading to self destruction ! Not worth it to me. I would much 
rather live a clean & sober lifestyle and try to help other people I cross to be able to look at it the way I do to help 
them feel better and live better. Life is too short to not value being fragile & priceless.    

The foundation elements I feel are important would have to be a good strong structure to keep an order with 
everything in life and have a solid ground to base every other element off of. Then be able to always maintain clarity/
clear mind to keep the negative out and the positive in. Followed up with last but not least determination/drive to 
allow myself to be able to conquer any obstacle or task at hand allowing me to be able to follow through and success-
fully accomplish anything necessary. Those are my main elements I utilize which may be different for each individual 
but work for me and keep my head in the green.

I love to help others and for example I am always available to help friends and be an ear or mouth of advice on 
what I've learned that works for me so I can try and help them with their struggles as well as anyone else I see or that 
comes to me and asks questions. What I do is I have a tiny little journal type pad i started writing in an along with my 
private journal i also log negative things I've encountered since being on drug court and what worked to overcome 
and conquer the problem as well as things for simple challenges that I came across how to be successful thereforth 
thriving positively through the situation. (AlthoughI rarely forget them) I do this so that I always will re- member I 
am a strong person and I can be successful and have a positive outcome with anything I have to face as it keeps a 
arsenal of positivity that I can use to help others as well as myself because "one day drug court will end and I will" 
have been enabled to be proud at who I've become and the things I've been able to successfully accomplish as well 
as the obstacles I've managed to overcome. On that day I want to be able to say I'm proud of the man I've molded. 

    
 MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW

By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous
My name is Elizabeth and I'm an addict in recovery. That is something I remind myself on a daily basis. It helps 

me remember where I used to be, and a place I never want to go back to. 
One thing I have learned is my recovery comes first. Also, I learned to listen, and it's okay to ask for help. I do not 

know everything and that's okay, as long as I remain teachable. My recovery will continue to grow as long as I stay 
vigilant, keep involved (I choose AA and Oxford) and remain honest, not just with others but with myself.

My life has completely changed. Not just people, places, and things but my attitude and behavior. My thinking 
and reacting is also 100% different. I realize all things happen for a reason and every decision I make comes with a 
consequence... Positive or negative it's a reaction to my choice. (that helps make my decisions easier!)

I meditate and read every day! It definitely helps me relax and keeps my mind open and able to receive informa-
tion. Besides, it helps keep me informed when trying to help somebody else too. 

I am very involved in my recovery family. I genuinely care and enjoy helping other people. I also know when not 
to be taken advantage of.

So pretty much what I'm getting out of this assignment is.... How am I going to remain sober after drug court...???
To be honest more than half the time I actually forget that I'm on drug court. This is just my new way of life. I live 

everyday with integrity and I am proud of the things that I am doing. I keep in contact with other addicts, I remain 
humble and honest. I know that I am not God, I do not know everything, but he does. I do the next right thing and 
what is supposed to happen does. I work hard and I reach out to the next person when I can. After drug court I will 
continue to keep praying, working my program and never forget where I came from. 
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Jason HelewaBy: Jason Helewa

Personally, I think my recovery is pretty strong, but I know it’s not perfect. I could definitely get more involved in 
the fellowship and take more commitments like I used. I only did this to stay more connected and help the newcom-
ers even though it helped me more than it helped them.  After drug court is over, I’m not going to change one thing. 
Everything that I have been doing is working this far so why stop? The only thing I’m going to change is not peeing 
in cups anymore. I worked so hard to get where I am and am planning for my future with everything that I do and to 
throw it away for a high would be the last thing I will do. As of right now I stay connected and talk to people from the 
rooms, my sponsor and close friends. Most of my friends are in the rooms anyway so they understand everything 
that I go through and somethings they even went through the same thing. So basically, staying connected to people 
helps me get through this tough time we are in and helps me remember what I am and my role in life now. ONE DAY 
DRUG COURT WILL END AND I WILL NO LONGER PEE IN CUPS AND KEEP DOING EVERYTHING THAT I HAVE BEEN 
DOING!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

In order for your recovery to grow and become a sustaining force beyond drug court, you always need to be hon-
est with yourself and others. Don't overwhelm yourself with trying to recover too fast. Once you feel overwhelmed 
and on edge is when you need to slow down, be honest with yourself, see how you're feeling and contact your spon-
sor or a friend and tell them how you're feeling. 

Foundational elements that are necessary for your recovery to survive beyond drug court are participating in life 
activities that are healthy and meaningful, making changes in how you relate to your thoughts and emotions. Also 
discovering/rediscovering and developing parts of yourself through recovery gives you a feeling of gratitude. 

What I can do now to prepare for a life that is substance use free is developing new patterns of living with con-
scious awareness. I now can think clearly about my decisions. Also moving forward towards mental, emotional, phys-
ical and spiritual balance. These things are what also propels me to move forward and enables me to help others. 

 MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Dario HernandezBy: Dario Hernandez

Currently in my recovery I am in a place of peace and comfort. Yes I face daily pressures or struggles in life but 
those are normal and I'm starting to get used to them.

In order for my recovery to grow I believe that I would need a stable job or to be on the path towards my career, 
to be self sustainable, licence w/ a car, and definitely not living in someone else's house. 

The foundational elements that I think I require would be to keep going to meetings, maintaining my work in an 
honest manner / program, keeping my people / places & things in check. That last one was always a hard one for me 
before I came to Sussex county. 

I personally think that the things I require to prepare for a life free of substance use with a dynamic force that 
propels me forward would be to take it back to my first paragraph. If I keep my goals in order and my focus narrowed 
I feel as if I can truly achieve them! It's the lack of a car, my license, a place to call my own, etc.. that has always really 
brought me down at times. To be honest the lack of help from my loved ones (my blood) has really impacted me to 
a point where I never want to return. Nor do I plan on it.

One day drug court will end and I will maintain my course of sobriety. I will maintain my people, places and 
things. Also I will maintain my path of working on myself. I will one day be free of the shackles that bind me and be 
free to be me. The real me.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Lester HoffmanBy: Lester Hoffman

In order to grow, my recovery needs willingness to do whatever it takes to stay clean. First, I need to not use and 
go to meetings, sharing when I feel the need to. I need to be honest with myself and my sponsor. I need to reach out 
to my network when I'm having trouble dealing with life. I also need to work in order to survive, stay out of my own 
head, and stay compliant with Drug Court.

My recovery needs a strong foundation in order to survive. Most importantly, I need to have a positive frame of 
mind to face day-to-day challenges. If I am negative, these challenges will be even tougher, and using might seem 
like an option. My recovery needs for me to have a vast network of sober friends to reach out to when times are 
tough. I can't do recovery alone. I also need the desire to not use it to better myself, not just because I'm under court 
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supervision. With these things, my recovery can grow.
I need to take care of myself to prepare myself for a sober life where I can help others. This includes caring for 

both my mind and my body. I can also work through the 12 Steps of AA/NA to help myself and so I might sponsor 
someone in the future. One day Drug Court will be over and I will continue to stay sober for the betterment of myself 
and those around me.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Miranda KardosBy: Miranda Kardos

I constantly need to feed my recovery what it needs, in order for it to grow and to keep myself clean. I’m always 
growing and changing and learning new things about myself and about my recovery. It’s a never ending process 
of growth. My recovery will continue to grow everyday, but I need the tools I’ve learned along the way to keep me 
clean. I need my meetings, and my network, I need to constantly work on myself and continue doing the steps over 
and over again. Each time I do the steps over again I learn something new about myself. I need to be aware of my 
triggers and identity with them and I always need to stay honest with myself and others. In order for my recovery to 
survive after drug court I need to continue everything I’m doing now. There’s never any room for slacking otherwise 
it could lead somewhere I don’t want to be. After drug court I need to take everything I’ve learned and continue to 
use it to my advantage. Right now I’m doing exactly what I need to be doing, I’m painting my way to an even more 
amazing life that I have today. Recovery is an amazing process and an amazing life. In recovery is my duty to help 
others in recovery and I’ll continue to do that, I’ll always give back to someone in need. I’ll continue to grow everyday 
and learn more and more about my recovery. One day drug will end and I will move onto the next chapter in this 
amazing life, taking everything I’ve learned from drug court with me.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Jennifer KripBy: Jennifer Krip

I feel I am currently in a good state with my recovery. I feel a lot is based on faith. I am choosing a healthy life-
style. I am surrounding myself with positive people. I want my kids to be proud of me and I want them to see the 
positive choices I am making now in my life. The foundational elements that I feel are necessary to survive would be 
to constantly be in the present. Try not to dwell in the past. We can only move forward. I feel I can help others by 
being there for them whenever they need me. Fortunately for me, I have my family behind me. They are constantly 
giving me great advice. They won't ever give up on me. One day drug court will end and I will remain on the right 
path. Enjoy my family and stay sober and healthy!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Zachary LeemanBy: Zachary Leeman

The way my recovery and drug court experience has been so far it has been nothing but growth. And I will con-
tinue to grow and Flourish. To make daily reminders of why I do this for myself most importantly including my future 
as well as for my family. And always remember where I came from and how I got to the point I am now and nothing 
could make me stronger then to excel on the path that I am going. People say don't look in the rear view but that is 
my reminder not to go back because it was nothing but a nightmare.

As for after drug court, my plans are still going to continue to be the same.  I will attend at least 3 meetings a 
week and always stay in touch with my sponsor. We are good friends now, not so much at 1st lol but now I know what 
needs to be done and everyone including the drug court is just wanting what's best for me. And I think everybody 
including the team for their support. It's just guidelines to the road of recovery; what happens when I get off is solely 
my journey. My life has improved dramatically since the start of only  Going on 2 years. I have accomplished so much 
a stable job with ongoing promotions, restoring my license, and making improvements on myself every day to better 
the person I know I can be. Thank you!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Michael LoseyBy: Michael Losey

For people in long-term recovery like myself, there are many factors that account for how strong our recovery 
is, and many things that we must take into account to ensure long-term sobriety. My recovery would not be pos-
sible without these factors. In order for me to become a lifelong sustaining Force beyond drug court, I will always 
need alcoholics anonymous meetings, my sponsors, my network, and also my family and friends that have a clear 
understanding of my past and where I'm striving to be. If I were to lose one of these things, it would be of utmost 
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importance that I replace it with the new, whatever it is that I lost. Like sponsors and people within my network.
       Like many of the things I stated above, there are many fundamental elements that are necessary for my so-

briety to survive and thrive in order for this to be done. To reiterate, those elements would be meetings, networks, 
and always being there for those people that are always there for me in my time of need and that help me stay sober. 
For my long-term recovery to thrive and begin in earnest, I must always keep in mind the important tools they have 
been given to me by my sponsor, those in my meetings that I attend and run, and the ability to keep structure and 
self-discipline each and every day and to always be honest with myself and with everyone in my life. Those to me are 
the fundamental elements that I need in order for my long-term recovery to thrive.

      Personally I feel that each and every day the things that I do now are what will prepare me for the future to 
remain substance-free and that will enable me to help others. Having a sponsor and going to as many meetings that 
I'm able to make it to and having such a large Network, and holding commitments are just a few of the things that 
keep me in check and that will always allow me to help others because we need to rely on each other to help remain 
sober. Keeping all of these things in mind each and every day, praying every morning and every evening for the day 
that I have been given to remain sober is what propels me forward and will enable me to be there to help the next 
one who is suffering. 

       One day drug court will end, but God willing my sobriety shall not end. Hopefully one day I will be able to 
graduate drug court and with the tools that I have been given will be able to remain sober and with the help of my 
network and those in the meetings. I will be able to move on to bigger and better things as I strive to have a career 
in Forest Fire. As long as I try, and I push myself, hopefully one day I will not just be helping other suffering alcoholics, 
but protecting and saving so much more for future generations to enjoy. Through hard work and dedication I have 
been given the gift of sobriety, and I have every intention of taking full advantage of this gift. 

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Eric MannoBy: Eric Manno

In my recovery process I relapsed last month, it is embarrassing to think that I have come so far with the year 
clean and then on track. I am working on getting back on track with my recovery in my personal life because I know 
I can do better.  I need to go back into the meetings and get a sponsor. After or on drug court I maybe can sponsor 
or help people at the meetings which is good for me because I like people. Just because I fall off track does not dis-
courage me from getting back in line with my recovery. The elements I will use to build my foundation or to hang 
out with the right people, stay away from drugs and alcohol and keep a positive mindset once you have negative 
thoughts you then start to get the F it’s and that is not where I want to be.  I will continue to keep myself busy as 
much as possible, talk to people in the meetings to get things off my chest, get my license in my main plan is to get a 
well-paying job in the electrical union. The things I could do to prepare for life would be to save money, try to move 
out of my grandma's house to get my own house, go back to school to take math courses to join the union and help 
a newcomer with their drug use.  I personally feel that messing up makes me realize it’s not worth losing everything 
in my relationships with people. Recovery is a learning process and when you fall down you just have to get back 
up and continue and that’s where I am right now in my life. One day drug court and then I will be on my own in my 
recovery and I will have to take action on my own which I think I can accomplish.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Kristen MillerBy: Kristen Miller

I’ve learned quite a few things about myself since active addiction, sustaining from drugs and alcohol and then 
being in actual recovery. I have built a foundation of clean and sober women that I can count on today and that alone 
will help keep me afloat after drug court. Holding myself accountable is another thing that I will take with me when 
drug court is over. Throughout my journey I have had a slip up and although it happens to most of us in recovery 
not everyone makes it through. I was able to tell myself, hold myself accountable for my actions and grow from the 
situation. In order to continue growing I need to learn to have more patients and faith in the steps, my recovery and a 
higher power. I tend to get overwhelmed when things aren’t within my control, the rooms and step work has taught 
me that sometimes it’s best if everything doesn’t go my way. The 12 steps and connections that I have built in the 
rooms are the foundations that are necessary to keep me grounded once drug court is over. When drug court is over, 
I will have only myself to hold me accountable for my recovery, continuing to work the 12 steps will help me continue 
to focus on where I’ve been and where I am going. Working on myself continuously to not go into a backwards path. 
Meetings are an escape for me, they are also a healthy reminder of what to do and a good therapy session to realize 
things going on in my life with other people who think like me.  I have also learned that being clean and having the 
knowledge of recovery is a gift and to quote NA, “We can only keep what we have by giving it away.” After drug court 
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I hope to help women the way that my sponsor has helped me. One day I hope to go into H&I like other women I 
know and continue to show up and help others that haven’t found their way yet. One day drug court will end, and I 
will not forget my experience because it has made me into the woman I am today. I will use my experience to help 
others and to always help myself.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Sean MillerBy: Sean Miller

What my recovery needs to grow to be a life-long sustaining force beyond drug court is a solid recovery network 
and program, consisting of my regular NA meetings, my hni commitments, my friends in recovery- real clean people 
helping one another get through life without the use of drugs. In NA they teach you that a strong foundation consist-
ing of  God service society and self are crucial foundations to your recovery, a strong faith in a higher power, giving 
back what was so selflessly given to you, a strong bond and connection to your fellowship, and taking the best care 
of yourself each and every day. I need to make sure now I strengthen these hopes, wants and beliefs while under the 
care of drug court. One day drug court will end and I will not have the structure to watch over me so I must make 
myself and my recovery as strong as possible so that when i'm in the real world I make the right choices and not falter 
and stay vigilant in my recovery so I can continue to be the best me and the best dad I can be.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

These months the drug court homework assignment asked us to evaluate what was needed for my recovery to 
thrive post drug court. For me personally I think your drive to stay clean is what determines what you need to stay 
clean post drug court. Most people can stay clean when they know they are actively being observed (though just as 
many seem to can’t). The true test for how maintainable your recovery is comes down to if you personally are fed 
up to where it got you in life. I feel like I am. There are many tools that help people on the path... SMART, AA, NA, 
Probation, Drug Court but they all prove ultimately useless until someone has just had enough of the bullshit (excuse 
my language) that comes with addiction.

 I’ve always been a relatively active member of society although somewhat defiant, admittedly, of authority. Be-
fore I became an addict I would speed and get into simple fist fights and other such small time trouble but in addic-
tion. Due to the need to have my drug (heroin) to stay healthy enough to function I found myself repeatedly breaking 
my morals to accommodate my need. I’ve gotten DUI’s, stolen, robbed and such to support my habit. I’ve lost my 
car, fiancé, house, freedom, and car... but most of all due to a few stints in jail I missed funerals of my grandfather 
and had an addicted friend die in my arms. I have only attempted to be earnestly clean once prior to drug court and 
I slipped up (not a full blow relapse but I did use) and that slip up led me straight to drug court.

 I’m sick and tired of the bs that comes with this addiction and haven’t had any trouble staying clean... including 
during quarantine and that proves to me as I’m ready to move on with my life. I have a plan to move to Florida once 
all is said and done with my cousin and restart my life in a new exciting area far away from anyone I know and places 
I’ve been and I have a set up for a job when I arrive. I’ve always kept a job even during addiction and I’m even cur-
rently making steps to start a design business while in quarantine though things are moving slow at the moment. I 
realize one day I will no longer be in drug court and no one will be around to observe me anymore to make sure I’m 
keeping clean but it doesn’t worry me. I’ve seen where addiction leads and as long as I can recall all that I’ve lost to 
addiction I’ll. Ever be tempted again to pick up my “doc”. The meetings and stuff help I suppose but ultimately for me 
my own mind and memories are what keep me clean not some outside force. If I REALLY wanted to get high not only 
could I... I would... jail time and punishments be damned and not calling a sponsor or going to a meeting wouldn’t 
change my mind if I was who I was four years ago (I've been in recovery for like two years now drug court for one). I 
changed my mind and that is what keeps me clean and ultimately what will keep me clean.

I feel like all the tools in the world will not help anyone that simply does not want to be helped and that’s what 
hangs people up in drug court. They don’t want the help so to them it’s a trap and not help at all. Me and my sponsor 
discussed this very issue once when another of his sponsors relapsed again and he asked me how I was staying clean 
the way I do. I told him the same as I’m telling you now... it’s cause I’m done man without someone personally mak-
ing that decision to be done and wanting to be done all the Probation, drug courts, jails and meetings are ultimately 
not going to stop anyone from doing what they want to do. It’s a personal choice that must be made for themselves 
and more often than not reinforced through the consequences a relapse or slip inevitably cause. But if someone 
doesn’t want to get clean even torture will not be enough to keep them clean and that’s a sad fact of this disease. 
I’m happy I entered drug court with that mindset already reinforced. It gives me an easier time then I see many of 
the other people in the seats. And that’s why I know I’m ready and capable to have a long life in recovery.
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Marion NishanianBy: Marion Nishanian

1.)   For your recovery to grow you need to maintain a healthy mind, set a healthy network, healthy boundaries 
(obviously abstinence from drugs ) and consistency. In order to do all those things you must have acceptance first 
and foremost I believe acceptance is the key to a great start. In recovery there are going to be a lot of things you 
wish you could of changed during active addiction a lot of people you hurt intentionally and unintentionally a lot 
of damage that you wish you could take back and it could be that way when you’re sober as well but as long as you 
have acceptance and accept the fact that you were sick and can’t change anything accept the truths than the healing 
process begins and acceptance comes in all different forms in recovery. Acceptance is realizing you can’t change the 
past only make your future greater, so I believe those are the keys for your recovery to maintain a healthy lifestyle

2.)   I feel like my answer to this question is in the first question. To maintain a life of recovery after drug court you 
need to be consistent with the things you were doing on drug court just because you don’t have anyone to double 
check you and to take your urines doesn’t mean your mind set should change . If you have a healthy dependable net-
work if you put in the time and effort and did the footwork for the program you will stay sober whether drug court 
is in your life or not. It’s a matter of how bad you want to live and how badly you value your life

3.)   What you can do now to prepare yourself is to keep doing the next right thing. Integrity even when no one 
is watching even if you don’t want to, even if you don’t get recognition, just do the next right thing. It will make you 
feel better about yourself, it will help you feel like you have a good purpose, it is a very self-rewarding feeling along 
with attending meetings. Speaking openly and honestly to help get the message across to another struggling addict, 
(if you are comfortable with public speaking or sharing.) showing up as a dependable person, holding yourself as 
well as others  accountable. By doing one healthy self-rewarding thing a day it could be as simple as watching a half 
hour of your favorite tv show. Small simple goals that you can achieve and set them higher whenever you are ready 
whenever you feel comfortable. Self-love as well as long as you can look in the mirror and know that today you did 
what you could do, you put your best effort forward is all that matters!                             

4.)   “One day drug court will be over and I will continue to keep my recovery strong and help other addicts to 
the best of my ability.”     

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Kyle NoormanBy: Kyle Noorman

   My life has grown exponentially in the past year and a half. I met the love of my life who has a beautiful son 
that would never of even looked my way if I was still using it . I have also got the best of jobs in making great money. 
My boss is fully understanding about my legal obligations, I love the people I work with and I love what I do . I’m 
currently in the process of getting my first apartment. All those things are materialistic and don’t really matter what’s 
important that I have gotten back or obtained in sobriety is a healthy real relationship, trust from family and loved 
ones and my life. 

  I believe there’s always room for improvement with everything in life. So to make my recovery better I would 
definitely need to work on time management and become more active in the as/Na. I do go to meetings and have a 
sponsor and do what I’m supposed to do, but I do it cause I have to. So my goal is to change that because drug court 
and probation does end and there’s no one to answer to anymore things are a lot different and I do believe I am 
ready but I know for a fact there’s a better chance of retaining sobriety if you work a real program. 

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

In my opinion, I am currently in a pretty solid place in my recovery. In July of 2019, I was mandated to a short-
term program for about 35 days. I learned mostly about things I already knew. After those 35 days, I went home and 
to IOP for about 2 months, and I was again mandated to treatment, this time to a long-term program, where I was 
for about 5 months. In my time there,  I was exposed to more stressful, unhealthy people, situations, and triggers in 
5 months than I had been in the previous 2 years at home. I had to learn to endure the moments or people that were 
stressful or were potentially triggering so that I could start to deal with the emotions and feelings associated with 
the triggers for my anxiety, my depression, anger, or for me to want to use drugs or alcohol. I gained tools to fight my 
addiction and my psychological issues, as well as gaining a whole lot of insight on who  I was and who I wanted to be 
as a a man. I learned that I needed to have more balance in my life, and that I need to take more time for myself in 
order to recharge and rest, so I can start to take better care of myself. 

I believe that we are all changing and evolving in order to become our best selves. I learned that my psycho-
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logical issues often led me to self-medicate and dwell in the past or project nervously into the future. When I was 
dwelling in the past, I was depressed. I learned to forgive myself for some of the mistakes of my past and to lighten 
up on myself a bit. I have a tendency to be harder on myself than anyone else is. I definitely am my own worst critic. 

When I was not beating myself up for my own mistakes and things that I cannot change, I would often be project-
ing my fears and worries to the future, and freaking out about things that almost never would happen. My anxiety 
would get so bad that I would have migraines and panic attacks, and sometimes I would be crippled with anxiety. 
With therapy, I learned to be present in the moment , and not to obsess about things that I cannot control or change, 
no matter how much I worry, plan, or overanalyze the. I started to pray again, and I learned to trust that as long as 
I was doing the right thing, God would see me through whatever situation came my way, and boy, did they come. 

At this point in my life, I think that my recovery needs more therapy, to get more of a firmer grasp on my inner 
tensions, and to unearth more issues I am attempting to deal with. I also believe that once this quarantine ends, 
I need to jump back into NA & AA meetings and to continue working with my sponsor and my step work so I can 
deal with my issues as they come up. Life on life’s terms. I need more practice with this, and I really enjoy going to 
meetings. I have been told that “My spirituality and my recovery will grow together as long as I keep on putting in 
the work.” I really can’t wait to see it. 

Another element of my recovery is honesty. I’m naturally a brutally honest person, and a lot of my friends think 
that I am too straightforward or mean. I don’t  like to beat around the bush or sugarcoat things. In my active addic-
tion, I told lies and I did things that I am not at all proud of, so I put forth much more effort to be completely honest, 
even if it hurts me or makes me feel uncomfortable. 

Yet another element of my recovery is faith in a higher power, or as I call it, God. I used to struggle with the idea 
of believing in something that I can’t see, hear, or touch. I grew up in Church and organized religion, so I always had 
what I feel is a fairly decent grasp on religion and God. I did believe in God until I was in a very bad accident when I 
was only 18. I broke my leg in 6 places and almost had to get my leg amputated at the knee. I had surgery, they saved 
my leg, but I was left with a rod and bolts, plates, and screws  in my leg. This led to me not being able to walk for 2 
years, lots of physical therapy, having to learn to walk again, and a very long and very painful battle against my ad-
diction. I formed a deep resentment toward God for this. I believed that if the accident had never happened, I would 
not have become an addict. I was angry with God for a long time, until I realized that everything that ever happened 
to me, both good and bad, was a direct result of whether my actions were negative or positive. Once I realized that I 
was not a victim, and that I did indeed play a role in the outcome of my life, my perspective began to change. I began 
to pray again. I began to have faith again. 

Along with faith, I learned the value of patience and consistency. I am a bit impatient at times. In my active ad-
diction, I want what I want, and I want it now. In my recovery, I have learned to be patient and consistent. It took 
me quite a few years of hard work in a dead-end job for horrible pay until I could get a few years of sobriety under 
my belt. After those few years, I was able to find a really good job in what is now my chosen career field, telecom-
munications. I was making just enough money to be almost completely broke at the end of the month. My wife was 
a waitress, and we lived off her cash tips during the week and paid bills with my paychecks every month. My family 
was getting bigger with the arrival of my son, and we needed more space. With the wages from my new job, I was 
able to get us a 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom house nearby, and we were able to buy a new car. I was patient, and I was 
consistent, and I got a promotion and a nice raise in my first year. We were able to go on a couple of vacations. I was 
able to take my family to California, and I got to show my wife and kids where I grew up. 

At this point in my recovery, I feel like I need to strengthen my relationship with God. I need to remember that 
he has a plan for me, and that my story is far from over. I would like to resume therapy, and I also need to get back to 
having real meetings and face-to-face human interaction. This quarantine has taught me a valuable lesson in social 
gratitude. 

My foundational elements are honesty, faith, patience, and consistency, God, family, friends, treatment, therapy, 
NA & AA, work, self-care, balance, communication, and keep moving forward. I must always try to remember what 
can and will happen to my life if I start to slack in any of those areas. With these elements and the knowledge and 
tools I have learned and obtained in my 20 years in recovery, I have all of the tools that I need to live a long, success-
ful life and obtain a recovery that everyone wishes for. I just have to work to apply these to my life every day.  

In order to prepare for a life that is substance-use free and a dynamic force that propels me forward and enable 
me to help others, I believe that staying clean, attending meetings, family, calling my sponsor and doing step work, 
doing service work, therapy, treatment, drug court, work, and Church will all provide me with more than enough 
substance to become the type of person who helps others, and that others want to model their recovery after. 

One day Drug Court will end and I will be finishing up school to become a CADC and possibly own my own recov-
ery center, God willing.  
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Christopher PantenBy: Christopher Panten

In life you need to be grounded as an individual in order to sustain a lifelong force beyond Drug Court. You also 
need to have people who are there for you in times of crisis. You need people who can be your friend and be some-
one who can bring you back up when you need getting to the other side. In my recovery, I found that in order to 
sustain in my recovery I need to sustain the meetings I go to and the sponsor who I am in contact with. I need to use 
the skills I used in my IOP to help me when I am in a tough situation. Sometimes I find sitting down and really thinking 
about the consequences of even the slightest actions can really help in making the right decision. 

Some of the foundational elements that are necessary in sustaining my sobriety are to continue to work my steps 
and to really continue to build a broader network in my recovery to a point where it’s a family and not just a sponsor. 
It's important to have someone in your life who is a guide in recovery. In my recovery I hope to soon be that guiding 
light for someone else who’s in the beginning stages of recovery. Playing the tape out Is something I use a lot to play 
out the situations that can occur due to my actions and picking the right one so I can further my recovery. 

To prepare for a life that Is substance use-free I take it one day at a time and I try not to look too far into the 
future. I just think about the moment and what is going on right that second. One thing that definitely pushes me 
to stay sober is my family. They are the number one reason I stay strong in my recovery and push me to be my best 
every day. Though relationships are what really push me forward. 

One day Drug Court will end and I will be at a point in my life with a house and a nice car and a beautiful family 
and I will continue to take it one step at a time for myself and the community. I hope to be a positive role model for 
people who can change their lives and someone that can help others that are in need. That is who I will be.

 
MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW

By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous
My Recovery has been growing by reaching out to others in my time of need for reaching out to others in their 

time of need, because being a part of recovery is not only about just staying clean but getting help when you need 
it and asking for help or reaching your hand out to help others in need also.

Some elements to continue to strive in recovery after drug court would be to continue working a program which 
for some people might be a little hard but in order to survive and stay clean you have to continue the work that 
you’ve been doing staying in contact with people keep going to meetings and just understand that addiction is still 
there nobody is fully cured And addiction can come back anytime so we need to keep going to meetings keep In 
constant contact with our sponsor our network and our home group and most importantly stay away from negative 
people places or things.

One thing someone can do to prepare for the life of recovery after drug court is to keep Working a program like 
I stated above you must continue to go to meetings talk to others help others and ask for help when you need it 
never be afraid to ask somebody for help if you’re struggling because It’s a lot harder to do something yourself then 
ask somebody for help.

One day drug court will end and I will continue to be a part of recovery drug court is only a stepping stone and 
helps you get the tools to work recovery and live life normally when your court is over that doesn’t mean continue 
where you were before that means take everything you’ve learned from drug court and apply it to your new Life that 
we’ve all been given another chance.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Ashley PizarroBy: Ashley Pizarro

I Guess I will start this off with the fact that I am coming back from a relapse and I wanna talk about how it got 
me to that point. First off I became very depressed and wasn't talking to anybody about what was truly going on 
with me and I would shut down everyone around me. I started not taking care of myself and also not eating as much 
so when I finally got to where nothing mattered I had used . I almost lost my life due to my relapses and I will say it 
totally changed how I look at things now. Now I know what to do next time I feel like that and make sure I do more 
meetings to see how other people reach out for help when they are struggling and right now I will say my biggest 
support is my family . I just wanna make sure while I have some more time on drugs that I learn everything I have 
to know about this addiction so when it's all over I know how to go about things when I get in those moods of not 
caring . I WANT TO SEE MY SELF SUCCEED . 
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Michael PuglisBy: Michael Puglis

With a little over two and a half years in recovery, I can honestly say I am at a comfortably confident position to 
overcome any resistance towards maintaining my sobriety. That may sound like a bold statement, but life for me just 
continues to get better with each waking day. This however would not be possible if I failed to keep my journey in 
recovery at the forefront of my life and never allowing it to go into stagnation. Pairing that notion with the constant 
quest of living as spiritually aware as possible, makes for an unstoppable team to suppress the grip of addiction. 

    In order for me to continue this journey, I will need to keep my recovery in a constant state of perpetual 
motion. Growth in my recovery has been a constant. I cannot recall a single time I really struggled since I made the 
decision to end my insanity. Sure I had some down moments, and yes I am not impervious to temptations, but my 
resilience and motivation has been key to my apparent success. None of this would be possible though, if it weren’t 
for my devotion to being a spiritually sound being and having faith in a higher power. From my experiences, when a 
spiritual connection is present, everything seems to fall into place. To further elaborate, I found there is great truth 
in the cliche phrase of: “everything happens for a reason”, or “it is the will of my higher power” but it is ultimately up 
to me to determine what that “reason” or “will” is. Only by being spiritually connected can I decipher The universe's 
plan and utilize it to further my growth. With that, I will say, is how I will continue to grow my recovery; by staying in 
constant pursuit to be a spiritually connected person to the world and universe that surrounds me!

    To answer the final question of what I can do now to propel forward, I would simply say keep doing what I am 
doing! I say this humbly, cause I have been riding this recovery wave like a pro surfer, and because I refuse to give up 
on that notion, I have a healthy balance between, work, play, and recovery. And with that balance, my family life has 
also improved dramatically. Even during these troubled times when tensions tend to mount, Ive grown even closer 
with my family. Sometimes I feel I was given a gift when it comes to all the positive outcomes that continue to hap-
pen to me, until I look back and realize all the hard work I put into fixing my life. So to conclude, one day soon drug 
court will end and I will continue to follow the path I am on and continue to grow in my spiritual practices in order to 
keep my recovery fresh and in the forefront of my future success.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

My recovery has become the single most important thing in my life. It changes and evolves. Sometimes it won't 
change for a period of time and then I will do some things differently and will change and grow in several pretty quick 
times. I believe my recovery should evolve and change just like life does. I feel doing the same thing and not trying 
new things or changing your plan from time to time limits growth.

   Doing things like going to new meetings and meeting new people in recovery or trying different types of meet-
ings is crucial to keeping recovery fun and new which will help build opts strength and keep you motivated to stay 
in recovery. Having a great sponsor and using that sponsor will help you. It is also good I believe to have even like 
another co-sponsor. The bigger and better your support network the stronger your recovery. You need to make your 
recovery part of your life and lifestyle.  I believe that is key to long lasting recovery after Drug Court.  Drug Court will 
not always be here, but a strong network and 12 steps will be!!

   It's important to be making, building, and strengthening all of these parts and elements of your recovery now 
so that when Drug Court is over you are prepared and ready for life of recovery afterwards. Include your family so 
that they can help you and so they also can understand. Family can be an amazing support.

   My recovery is growing and is pretty stable but I continue to build and improve it. I plan to make some more 
sober relationships with people in recovery that have a lot of experience and do some 12 step activities to learn 
more. I believe knowledge is very important in recovery. So, I want to learn more about myself and recovery to help 
build and strengthen my recovery. 

  In order for my recovery to survive and thrive after Drug Court I need a few super important things. These are 
the minimum. I need my support network. That includes my family, my friends, my sponsor, and my meetings. I need 
to stay active and healthy. I need to keep doing good at work. Work for me is really important to how I feel about 
myself. Working makes me feel good and I truly love what I do for work. Lastly, I believe mental health is a big one. 
You have to take care of your thoughts and feelings, your motivation. All the mental aspects. If your head isn't right 
nothing is right. I feel with these things in the right place you will have a solid foundation that will not crumble.

  Everything I have done over the last two years has been getting me ready and set up to live a life free of drugs. 
I am working a 12-step program. I have a sponsor who is helping work the 12 steps properly and who I can talk to 
at any time about anything. I’m building a life for myself. I have children. I have a great job. I have an apartment. My 
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relationship with my kids and their mother is amazing now thanks to my recovery. I have my AA meetings and my 
sober friends that I really enjoy and who help me with anything and who I do fun things with. All of these things are 
helping me build a happy, strong, fun, and successful sober life for good. I hope someday in the future I can return 
the gift that was given to me. I can help someone stay sober. Teach them how to build a healthy clean life that they 
can build and grow from. Everything I do now is connected to help me through life to stay sober and be successful 
and most importantly for me is happy.

One day when Drug Court will end, and I will keep doing the next right thing. I will keep working on a strong 
program and I will keep looking forward. Most importantly I will keep my recovery first!!!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

    I feel my recovery has grown very strong and continues to grow very strong every day. I make sure I surround 
myself with positive people who want and demand the same things I want and demand from life. I continue to use 
and manage my time wisely because running a business I have zero time for mistakes or procrastination. Duties 
need to be completed and time is definitely money for me. I use the painful memories that addiction caused me and 
everything I lost because of this disease to keep me strong and resilient. Therefore keeping me away from relapse. 
I have lost way too much and hurt many people I love and care for to ever repeat my addiction ever again. One day 
drug court will end... and I will always remember that going back to being an addict will only bring me back to this 
same place or even worse Death.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: AnonymousBy: Anonymous

    Recovery is an ongoing process and personal recovery can always use improvement. For me personally I 
have had a few hiccups in the recovery process to say the least. As of right now I feel things are going well for me. 
I surround myself with positive people and maintain employment. I have a strong network but it could always be 
stronger. For my recovery to be a lifelong force beyond drug court I think I need to learn to structure myself better 
on my own which I am currently working on. I have noticed from my relapse patterns that once structure is gone I 
tend to mess it up. So being able to hold myself accountable is huge and that's what I. Working on. The foundational 
elements needed  for it to survive after drug court are a strong network having people to be able to reach out to. A 
sponsor who has been in recovery for a substantial amount of time and is willing to put time and effort into making 
sure you are able to do the same thing. Surrounding yourself with the right people.people who will help build you up 
instead of tearing you down. For me to prepare myself for a substance free life. I feel I need to be giving and loving 
and able to forgive. I need to be giving because helping others helps me stay grounded and appreciate how far I have 
come. Loving because in the past I couldn't even love myself let alone other people. And forgiveness because life 
isn't always going to go your way and people are still going to do you wrong. And in the past I was not able to forgive 
others. But for me forgiveness helps soothe the soul because grudges are a heavy burden to carry so the ability to 
forgive someone is huge because you don't have to carry the burden of holding a grudge. And it helps you look back 
at the times when you may have been the same way. One day drug court will end and I will continue growing my 
recovery like the beautiful flower it has become and I will continue to build it up because in my eyes your recovery 
can never be strong enough.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Michael TizzanoBy: Michael Tizzano

I think that my recovery is very strong and resilient. I feel that I am in a very good place as far as managing my 
time, handling triggers, and maintaining positive relationships. The reasons why I am in such a good place is because 
I am constantly working on and doing the things I need to do to stay sober and maintain long term recovery.

I think the best way for my recovery to grow is to sponsor and/or help the next addict who is still sick and suffer-
ing. The only way for me to keep what I have is to give it away. 

When Drug Court ends I will continue to do the same thing. I will continue to go to meetings, talk to my sponsor, 
work the program of AA to the best of my ability, and keep sober people in my life. If I do what I am doing now, after 
Drug Court, then I will continue to stay sober. 

I think that the point of Drug Court is to learn how to live sober so that when Drug Court ends, I will know how 
to live a productive life without drinking or using drugs. I feel that I am preparing for a substance free life now. For 
me, helping others keeps me sober and I feel good doing it, which is what propels me to help others.  One day, Drug 
Court will end but I will continue living as I have been on Drug Court- staying sober one day at a time. 
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MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Jennifer Van HoutenBy: Jennifer Van Houten

In order to grow and flourish in recovery you need willingness; if you’re not willing, you’re not able. My recovery 
needs willingness, patience, my sponsor, and the work we do, me being accountable for my actions, my probation 
officer, and work I need to put in. This work will be done in order for me to become a life long sustaining force beyond 
Drug Court. Foundational elements that are necessary to thrive in recovery once Drug Court is over are peer support 
and my sponsor. Recovery is a message of hope and understanding that people can and will recover, responsibility 
for self-care and recovery’s journey. 

What can I do now to prepare for life that is substance-use free is to keep jumble, keep doing my steps, keep 
working on myself, remember the ones who have passed during their active addiction, remembering that it only 
takes one time and you can die, to love myself, be honest, and be accountable for my actions. Also, the force that 
propels me forward and enables me to help others is the love I have for my children, and life is beautiful being sober. 
I feel free and everyone deserves that. 

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Kristine van NieuwlandBy: Kristine van Nieuwland

Recovery is a lifelong journey. For me, when I first got sober, I felt like I didn’t know how to live life without drugs. 
I basically had to relearn normal life. And that meant working the steps and working closely with my sponsor in order 
to develop healthy habits. I asked my sponsor the most stupid questions before making a decision on things because 
the first thing my sponsor told me was that the first response that came to my mind was probably the wrong one. 
Today, almost two and a half years later, those healthy decisions that were delivered to me are now second nature. 
And that is what is going to be important going forward in recovery after I complete drug court. When drug court 
ends, my sobriety still must be my number one priority. I will still have to continue being self-aware and continue at-
tending meetings and working with my sponsor. I have a very strong network that I can reach out to for anything and 
everything that I need. These healthy relationships that I have built are ones that I do not want to stray from. I have 
come to feel accepted and appreciated and valued and this is something I want to continue. All of these things are 
going to be necessary to continue my sobriety in the future. One day drug court will end and I will STILL BE SOBER!!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Toni VeltreBy: Toni Veltre

In my recovery today I am able to stay clean, deal with my triggers and cravings, talk to my Higher Power, attend 
meetings, face my fears and live one day at a time. My recovery is going very well at this time because of the treat-
ment program I attended and for being on Drug Court and following all the necessary steps I need to take to maintain 
my sobriety. I have changed my daily routine, better myself, have self-awareness and I do not allow myself to get too 
complacent with my recovery. I also accept my addiction as it was and continue to move forward and surrender to 
my Higher Power and am willing to make any changes needed for a new way to live. I also start my day with prayer 
and meditation and a gratitude list. I grow stronger everyday and become more resilient to managing my time and 
creating a healthy balance and healthy relationships with my family, friends and my fellowship. I have more courage 
now to face any challenges throughout my recovery and learned to talk about my feelings with someone and to be 
honest, vulnerable, and to keep an open mind and to be mindful. I also try to stay in the solution and not to project 
on the future or the What If’s and what not’s. Being clean today made me realize how grateful I am and where I am at 
in my sobriety and that this way of life can and will open many doors for me and I will follow the path my High Power 
has set for me. I am not afraid to ask for help from my fellowship and/or family and friends. I stay focused and try to 
do acts of service and be present and in the moment and always give back what was freely given to me.

After Drug Court, I plan on continuing my recovery by still attending meetings on a regular basis, having a home 
group and a commitment, talking with my sponsor and making memories with my fellowship. I will always need to 
work on myself and still take it one day at a time, reach out and continue to surrender, take personal inventory and 
ask my Higher Power to remove all my shortcomings and to practice the 12 Steps in all my affairs. I will show up and 
suit up and give my all and use the coping skills I have learned along the way and use the tools I acquired within my 
tool box in my everyday living. I also will continue to take the vivitrol shot until I am strong enough to not need it. 
I will continue to build a new foundation and support and always remember to pick up the phone when needed. 
I also will build new healthy habits and hobbies and stay connected with my fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. I 
will think before I act and speak, be mindful of others and to accept and respect myself, be selfless, mindful of my 
actions, words, thoughts, attitude and most of all my gratitude. I will ask for help and guidance and learn to leave my 
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past in the past and not dwell on yesterday or what will happen tomorrow. Just for today I do not have to pick up!
One day Drug Court will end and I feel it will give me the reason to continue on with my sobriety and I will take 

all suggestions and continue to follow a program. I believe I will have the strength to continue on the pathway my 
Higher Power has planned for me and what Drug Court has portrayed. Success in recovery to me is the ability to 
accept change and having the choice and to stay honest with yourself. I also will help my fellow addict, a newcomer, 
or an addict still struggling by sharing my experience, strength and hope. I will continue to tell my story and identify 
with other members of this society. I will stay humble and grateful and continue this way of life. I will take one day 
at a time, take a pause, communicate, manage my reactions and carry the message out. I will also work on my rela-
tionships, a healthy lifestyle, continue to do yoga, meditate and pray. I will not allow myself to get overwhelmed and 
maintain a healthy balance in my life. I’ll also remind myself my addiction can come knocking at my door at any time 
and I just cannot be scared to face my FEAR (Face Everything And Recover)!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Destini WieczorkowskiBy: Destini Wieczorkowski

  It is said that recovery is much like a plant needing certain elements to grow. For me, I must maintain those 
elements every day. First and foremost I must always remember that at the end of the day I am an addict. I always 
have to remind myself that my addiction does not just disappear and is always waiting to sneak its way back in, if I 
allow it to. I have spent many years white knuckling trying to get sober and stay sober but failed every time because 
I refused to put in the work. This time I did the things suggested to me. I went many lengths to stay sober, that I was 
never once willing to go. I had to really humble myself. I joined AA, I took many commitments at meetings, I ob-
tained a sponsor, I built an incredible network of both men and women in my life who I can depend on. I have great 
relationships with both old timers and newcomers. They both help me in different ways, as I help them in different 
ways. Outside of the rooms I built real, genuine friendships with good people. I refuse to have anyone in my life who 
doesn’t respect my sobriety. Over the course of two years I have cut out a lot of toxic friendships, but built ones that 
are amazing. I constantly remind myself that just because I have over two years sober, doesn’t mean I can’t lose it 
all. It is important for me to never forget where I was. So I continue to do everything the same exact way I did in the 
beginning of my recovery and that is how I maintain more growth in my sobriety every day. In the beginning I used 
to call other women to ask how to handle the slightest situation or conflict in my life. Now sometimes, those women 
call me for my opinion! I handle people, places, and things a completely different way now than I would have while 
using, or even in early sobriety. I can feel the growth within myself in all the ways I choose to react, or just go about 
my daily activities and responsibilities every day. I truly believe that once Drug Court is over, as long as I continue to 
do what I do now, I will continue to be a very productive member of society. I am very happy with my life today and 
so long as I continue to stay sober, and do the next right thing it can only keep getting better.

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: David WildrickBy: David Wildrick

 I feel my recovery needs to grow by interacting with other Drug Court clients and staying honest with myself 
all the time, I also feel that I need to continue to maintain a strong relationship with fellow addicts within AA/NA. I 
know from my previous participation on drug court years ago that after I complete this program again that I cannot 
make the same mistake I did previously by not continuing to go to meetings and stay in contact with my sponsor. 
What I did was believe that I could handle my addiction on my own after being sober for so many years that I didn’t 
need anyone’s help or meetings anymore.    

The foundational elements I believe that are needed to survive and thrive after graduating drug court are first, 
you must thrive instead of just NJ survive. I can prepare now for a substance free life by continuing my recovery and 
not stopping even when DC is done. I learned the hard way the first time and can only better myself and learn from 
my downfalls this time. Because I know I don’t have another chance of recovery after this with my heart condition 
and have been dancing with the devil way too long!!One day drug court will end AGAIN and I will have learned from 
my mistakes from the first time around! I am just lucky to have a second time at this as so many have not!!

MY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROWMY RECOVERY NEEDS TO GROW
By: Melissa ZabriskieBy: Melissa Zabriskie

   Recovery is the process of learning, growth and healing.  Recovery from addiction is the process of sustaining 
abstinence and learning and practicing the awareness and skills necessary to live a healthy and healed life.  My self 
growth in recovery will continue to grow because it is an ongoing process.  I can continue to work on relationships 
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by deepening ties with close friends and family.  Also, by developing more empathy and compassion for others and 
learning what really matters in life and realizing there is nothing I can’t handle.

Elements that are necessary for my recovery to thrive involves participating in life activities that are healthy and 
meaningful. Making changes in my thoughts and emotions, especially those that make me uncomfortable or are 
painful.  Discovering parts of myself that were buried deep or parts I was unaware of.  All of these things are things 
I can do In the present and can continue to do in my future.  I can try to involve myself in new life activities by trying 
something I’ve never done before.  I have to continue working with my thoughts and emotions by working with my 
therapist each week.  

One day very soon, drug court will end and I will look past such a difficult and bumpy journey and see the life 
lessons I learned during the process which taught me how to grow and open my shell and continue to do the work.

By Crista Fairclough
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This section of In Our Shoes is dedicated to our founder, Dr. Rebecca Convisor, who suggested that the graduating 

participants be invited to express their thoughts about graduating Drug Court in the magazine.
       

GRADUATION REFLECTIONSGRADUATION REFLECTIONS
by Sammuel Kirkpatrickby Sammuel Kirkpatrick

I’m excited to graduate Drug Court. it’s great to fin-
ish what I started. There was a time where I didn’t care 
if I maxed out or not. I originally took Drug Court be-
cause Gen told me to. I fought taking it making sure my 
loved one would be able to get the expungement.  So I 
took the heaviest charges. The life I Have now is amaz-
ing full-time job family real friends and more patients 
for stupid People. Is life easy 24 7 nope however it’s a 
hell of a lot better then where I was. Go figure all’s I had 
to do was try and follow instructions and not quit when 
it got hard and that made all the difference.

GRADUATION REFLECTIONSGRADUATION REFLECTIONS
by Ronald Ehrmanby Ronald Ehrman

What graduating drug court means to me. It means a 
lot to me. I never thought that I would graduate drug court. 
I was the one who always got into trouble while I was on 
probation.

    When I was told that I was gonna graduating I was 
happy and sad at the same time. Drug court has helped 
me get a new look on life. I've been able to go through the 
hardest time's and stay clean. I'll give an example these last 
two weeks I've been in and out of the hospital for bee stings 
and an accident. I busted up my face and hand.    When I 
was there the doctor asked me if I wanted something for 
the pain and I told him that I didn't want anything. 

    My family are really proud of the person who I be-
came. They thought that they lost me a few years ago due 
to the drug use. But being put on drug court was the best 
thing for me. 

    In the last three years I have came so far. I got a good 
job that I made supervisor in and everyone loves the work 
that I can do. I've been able to pay off all of my fine's. In the 
next few years I would love to become a manager at work. 
I'm so happy with everything that drug court has helped me 
with. If I didn't get drug court I don't know where I would be 
today. 
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   “WHAT GRADUATING DRUG COURT MEANS TO ME”“WHAT GRADUATING DRUG COURT MEANS TO ME”
Desiree BennettDesiree Bennett

In just a few weeks I will be completing a huge milestone in my life. I will be graduating Sussex 
County Drug Court, and starting a new chapter in my life. Almost 4 years ago I was in a deep, dark and 
depressing point in my life. I was an addict that did not have her children, no place to live, no money, 
no family and certainly no will to live. I made a decision to sign up for a program that I thought might 
save my life. In the beginning I was absolutely not ready to stop my horrible behaviors and I certainly 
was not willing to surrender to someone else's directions. I definitely struggled for a period of time but 
eventually I woke up! I realized that if I did not surrender that I would not wake up one day. I decided 
that I would give Tom and Drug Court a shot. Thank God I did so! The program was always spoken 
about in an ill manner by others, but I soon realized that those people were not ready to get clean. 
Since I was ready, the program actually was very simple to follow. As long as I did my part and followed 
the directions that were given to me, I would succeed. Now I am sitting here with my 11 year old son, 
teaching him and writing this paper about my success in the program. I am extremely grateful for the 
opportunities this program has given to me. I am now coming up on 3 years of clean time. I have my 
own apartment, my license, all of my fines and bills are paid, I attend college and I have all 3 of my chil-
dren. Today I am a mother, daughter, sister, aunt, friend and girlfriend. I am also someone that people 
can depend on. Drug Court helped me to become a better version of myself! I am very proud of this 
version of me, she is motivated and determined to keep making progress in her life. I have so many 
future goals and I am very excited to see what the future holds for me! 

GRADUATION REFLECTIONSGRADUATION REFLECTIONS
by Edward Lindhorn III by Edward Lindhorn III 

Graduating drug court means that I have accomplished getting and 
staying sober! It means that I have dealt with any and all adversity without 
having to run and hide from my emotions. It means that I have made great 
strides in life and will continue to do so after graduation. This program was 
a small challenge in life but a meaningful one to be able to accomplish! 

In the beginning I thought that I would never be able to handle show-
ing up twice a week, going to IOP three days a week , working and handling 
all of my other responsibilities without a car or license. Trying to manage 
my time seemed impossible!  Somehow through the help of the county 
bus,  my family and the will to succeed I made it to where I am now. As I 
reflect and remember what it was like it makes me proud to write this as I 
come up on my graduation day! This program truly helped me on my path 
to sobriety and I thank all those involved! 
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 WHAT GRADUATING DRUG COURT MEANS TO ME  WHAT GRADUATING DRUG COURT MEANS TO ME 
 by Kyle Ferling by Kyle Ferling

The year was 2011 and I had been charged not once but twice in a one month period with second degree distribution of 
narcotics. For some reason I knew it would happen eventually  seeing as how I sold drugs for nine years before being caught 
for my first time, the superman  feeling you get thinking it'll never happen to me quickly dissipates into thin air. I then went to 
jail for the first time at the age of 20. I wasn’t scared only because I was still high and beaten  down into nothing at the time, 
I had lost all hope for myself long before my first incarceration  so it's almost as if I just didn’t care. That is one of the worst 
feelings in the world, take it from me. I was bailed out the next morning by family and no words were spoken. My apartment 
and  mothers house had each been raided. My mother's house was raided while I was about to pull  out of the driveway and 
my mother was in the front yard about to walk her dog, I’ll never forget  the look of utter disgust she had for me on her face 
that day, it was like she knew it would  eventually happen. I did that, not her only me, my actions directly affected the one 
person who's been there for me no matter what. Six months later I went to court for sentencing for my charges high as a kite 
on zanax, I knew I was going to jail so said fuck it. Well turns out I said some things that hit home for the judge who apparently 
was moved by my speech which by the way I can't remember seeing as how I was blacked out at the time yet no one realized 
it. Instead of being sent to jail for six months plus a year of probation, I was offered five years of probation on c-sip and one 
hundred days of s.l.a.p once a week. This happened because of my accountability speech and the fact that not only were my 
charges dropped to third degree  because of the lack of evidence but also because it was my first charge ever. I then began 
probation as a full blown opioid addict. It only took one year for me to gather up twenty dirty urine tests and a thirty day pro-
gram. I went to jail for four months then finally to court and was offered five years in prison or a five year program called drug 
court which you can finish in eighteen months if done correctly. I signed the drug court agreement form because I didn’t  want 
to go to prison at the age of twenty two, I somehow thought I could do it correctly and be  off the program in eighteen months 
and I'm certain whoever is reading this knows that didn’t  happen seeing as how I'm writing this farewell letter eight years later. 
My time on drug court did not go as planned. I had stuck in my mind that I was missing out on everything that people  do in 
their twenty's, I didn’t want the fun to end and most importantly I had an empty void  inside of me which at the time was only 
filled by drugs and alcohol. It made me feel whole, it made me feel like the real me, whatever that was supposed to be. It felt 
like being on top of the  world even when sleeping on a park bench. In all reality I was an empty shell of a person with  zero 
ambition in life because the only thing that made me feel alive was the same thing that  destroyed my life in the first place. I 
was as stuck as you could possibly be only listening only to  the devil on my shoulder instead of the one who wanted better for 
me. I've spent the nine and  a half years on probation in and out of jail and rehab programs because of my actions alone, all  
in all I did thirty seven months worth of sanctions and twenty five months worth of inpatients and halfway houses plus I have 
had to re complete I.o.p twelve times. In between all of that I  used my short lived freedom spending sleepless nights going 
to bars and clubs in the city, sleeping with random women that I sometimes wouldn’t even know their name. I also got high 
every time I got the chance hence all the jail and rehab time. My point being, I was just pissing in the wind, wasting my youth 
away because I hated my life so much that I filled the never  ending void inside me with all the wrong things. There were times 
where I literally didn’t care whether I lived or died, in my mind my entire existence was meaningless. I truly hated myself and 
even turned away from mirrors almost instantly any time ide see my reflection. The drug court team and my probation officer 
exhausted every possible resource on me as humanly possible to no avail. It seemed like I was going nowhere and kept repeat-
ing the same mistakes, until one day it stopped. I finally realized but more importantly accepted the fact that I can not get high 
successfully, my way was not working nor had it ever. I decided to finally take the  advice of others and listen for once in my 
life. That and the fact that for the first time ever did I actually want to be clean for myself. I got tired of the places I put myself 
in through my addiction, I realized I was self sabotaging because subconsciously I didn’t believe I deserved to be happy. Once 
I wanted it for myself everything else fell into place. I’ve been on probation for  nine and a half years now, two consecutive 
terms of drug court because right before I maxed  out my first sentence, I caught two new charges and was given another five 
years of drug court  which by the way was done the same way I did the first because I didn’t want to be clean. I turned some-
thing that was meant to help me into a literal nightmare. I am now 30 years old looking back at the lost 21 year old who was 
confused in life and didn’t know himself not wishing to go back in time but proud of the fact that he was able to overcome the 
one and only  obstacle in his way which was himself and himself alone. Drug court has taught me to believe in not only myself 
but others as well, but most importantly drug court has taught me to trust  putting my life into someone else's hands. I spent 
so many years hating drug court with a passion getting angry anytime the word was even mentioned because subconsciously 
I hated  myself and didn't want to be helped which is exactly what the people and the program were  trying to do. Today I am 
more than one year clean, I attend three meetings a week, I have a home group on Monday's and I have a sponsor who has 
been through hell with me. I have a support network of people that care about me and my well being. I have all my family in 
my life  plus some old family that I was able to reconnect with. I am happy every day that I wake up but still have those days 
which aren't great but I can now cope with anything bad a healthy way  that doesn't involve getting obliterated. I want to thank 
my probation officer william kiernan for never giving up on me, for always making the right choices for me as hard as they were 
but necessary. I will never forget the time I spent on this program and what it has done for me and  my future. If it wasn't for 
drug court I know for a fact I would be dead. In just three weeks I graduate this program where I thought it was never possible 
yet here I am, in a position where I  overcame all odds. To anyone new starting drug court that's reading this, the best advice I 
can  give you, is whenever you fall down, you don't always have to get back up by yourself, there's  nothing wrong with taking 
a helping hand that willing to pull some of the weight for you.
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GRADUATION REFLECTIONSGRADUATION REFLECTIONS
by Destini Wieczorkowskiby Destini Wieczorkowski

Graduating drug court is definitely a huge milestone in my life. I never really 
aspired to be anything great in my life. By the time high school hit I was already 
lost in partying and acting out. I never had my chance to walk at graduation. 
My mom never had the opportunity to see her daughter walk across the stage 
and receive her diploma. Before drug court I attended 5 rehabs and 11 different 
IOP programs. I never completed any. I went all in during drug court. I success-
fully completed my inpatient and IOP without a single hiccup. I defined myself. 
I figured out who I wanted to be and exactly everything I didn’t want to be.  I 
went from being someone who never aspired to do anything great to someone 
with dreams and goals. Hopeless to hopeful. Someone who is actually proud of 
themself because this was definitely  not an easy journey. But honestly have no 
idea where would be if I had never gotten sentenced. My mom not getting to 
see me walk at my high school graduation was heartbreaking but her getting 
to see me graduate drug court, her getting her daughter back, now that’s a 
comeback. Graduating drug court to me is the first day of the rest of my life. 
This is a clean fresh slate. The best of my life is yet to come and I couldn’t be 
more grateful.

GRADUATION REFLECTIONS GRADUATION REFLECTIONS 
by Miranda Kardosby Miranda Kardos

What does graduating Drug Court mean to 
me? It’s means one chapter of my life ending and a 
new one beginning.  It’s means a great ending and 
an even better beginning. Graduating Drug Court 
is something I never thought I would achieve and 
here I am a few weeks from graduating. It’s a bit-
tersweet feeling, Drug Court has taught me well 
and has given me all the tools I need to keep on 
living a sober and clean lifestyle, and I’m so thank-
ful for that. Over the years on Drug Court in my 
eyes Drug Court has become my family. Drug court 
has seen me in some of the my best moments and 
some of my worst moments, Drug Court helped 
me become the person I am today. Drug court has 
watched me achieve long term recovery, watched 
me gain my family back, watched me become a 
fiancé and most importantly had watched me be-
come a mom. Drug Court will always hold a special 
place in my heart and I’ll forever be grateful for 
the time I spent on it. Drug Court helped change 
my life for the better. It’s definitely very emotional 
graduating but very excited at the same time. I’m 
excited to see where this next part of my life takes 
me.

GRADUATION REFLECTIONS GRADUATION REFLECTIONS 
by Jason Helewaby Jason Helewa

What does graduating drug court mean to me? 
Well graduating drug court is one of the biggest 
accomplishments for me. Graduating drug court is 
the start of the rest of my life. I learned so much 
while on drug court, I learned tools to keep me 
sober, I learned how to be a better person, a son 
and a brother. I learned how to be proud of myself. 
Drug court gave me the opportunity to get my life 
back and not only did I get my life back but I built a 
beautiful life. Finding a sober path has lead me to 
a life beyond my wildest dreams. I started a fami-
ly, built a business, and got engaged. If it weren’t 
for drug court I don’t think I would have half the 
things I have today. Basically graduating drug court 
to me is everything and it’s something I’ll always be 
proud of myself for and drug court is something I 
will always be grateful for as I continue to grow in 
my sobriety and life.
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GRADUATION REFLECTIONS GRADUATION REFLECTIONS 
by Anonymousby Anonymous

Recovery is a lifelong process. We never stop learning and we are never cured. My recovery 
evolves constantly. From learning new coping skills and always meeting new people to struggling 
with life on life’s terms issues like work and finances. For myself, my sobriety today consists of 
having constant contact with my network, the people who help me on a daily basis realize that I 
am not alone. Drug court has given me the opportunity to stay sober long enough that I’ve gained 
many things like a home, family, a job. Today I do not take these things for granted. When I was 
using, I had nothing to lose. Today I have so much to lose and that is a big part of me staying sober. 
I love my life today. Back then I wanted to die. Basic elements that will help me to continue my 
sobriety consists of meetings, my sponsor, and continuing to build a happy life. Now that I’m get-
ting close to the end of my time on drug court, I ask the other past graduates how they felt when 
they completed and graduated. The response I get is that they never prepared for the moment 
that they walked off stage, no supervision, and the disease came back full force. So I have been 
preparing for that moment. Being aware that those feelings will come is half the battle. Again as 
I near the end of my time on drug court, I’m excited to continue the road of recovery and to see 
where the next chapter of this life will bring.

GRADUATION REFLECTIONS GRADUATION REFLECTIONS 
by Jennifer Spaceby Jennifer Space

What's does graduating drug court mean to me?  It 
means everything.   Never in a thousand years would I 
think I would ever take drug court. And to be graduating 
is like one of the best things I have done in my life.

 It by far was not easy. But with all the right people 
and the right tools and having a sponsor I accomplished 
it.  I'm very grateful for drug court they gave me struc-
ture and kept me busy on me.  The best part for me was 
watching everyone else graduate and know if they could 
do it I can.  And look at me now. I'm speechless and I 
knew I would give it my all and I did.  I'm a proud mother 
of two handsome sons and I have my own place,  and 
a car. And they can always count on me. My future is 
going to be amazing as long as I do what I've learned 
and stay positive and honest.  I want to thank everyone 
on the drug court team. Especially Tom Kaylor. He has 
always giving me the best advice and would always be 
there if I needed to talk. He is very good at his job and 
he truly honestly cares about us all and what we do with 
our lives.  

So graduating means so much to me and I am so 
proud of who I am today. And I know I will always keep 
my sobriety first and stay focus on what I want and can 
do to better myself.  Drug court was just the beginning 
to my new life. 

WHAT GRADUATING DRUG WHAT GRADUATING DRUG 
COURT MEANS TO MECOURT MEANS TO ME

Jennifer ErvingJennifer Erving
 It’s been a long road
Sometimes very bumpy
I have to give myself credit
For making it this far
Life’s not always easy
The world is very messy
But I completed something
I never thought I could
It’s funny how time passes 
How each day I get stronger
How I was given this chance
A gift to stay sober
While the road was very long
And sometimes very bumpy
I wouldn’t change a thing
I learned so much about myself
I learned to love myself again
I learned how to stay sober
I learned how to embrace life
 on life’s terms
Which was the greatest gift of
 all
Thank you, Drug Court!
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The AAMCDC would like to thank all participants for their submissions!
All who submitted essays or art will receive rewards

"Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught 
in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment 
of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects a II indirectly." 

-Martin Luther King, Jr., Letter from the Birmingham Jail

All winners will receive grocery gift certificates 

October 2020 
Essay and Art Competition 

Raising Awareness Around Discrimination and Stigma

W I N N E R S
            Essay              ART
1st Place: Kristin Hahn 1st Place: James Thomas

2nd Place: Kerrie Sullivan 2nd Place: James Hallock

3rd Place: Manuel Lopez 3rd Place:  Marisol Agosto

The Alumni Association of the Morris County Drug Court would like to thank the contest judges of the October 
2020 Essay and Art Competition. We sincerely appreciate your time and effort in making our competition a success.

Donna Buchannan               Dr. Rebecca Conviser               Bernard Schoenfeld               Ellyn Schoenfeld
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EssayCompetitionEssayCompetition
MY STORYMY STORY

by Kristin Hahn (First Place – Essay)by Kristin Hahn (First Place – Essay)

It was freezing outside. I had nowhere to go. I was addicted to heroin. I sat on a bench in a crowded waiting room 
at Penn station, Newark. I hung my head low, closed my eyes and gripped my train ticket. That ticket was my ticket 
to some peace. I could close my eyes for a few minutes and not worry I was going to be attacked and or or freeze to 
death. That ticket is the only thing that will keep the transit police from kicking me out in the cold. I spent the last 
few weeks sleeping outside in below freezing temperatures with my ex-boyfriend. Most nights I was certain I was not 
going to wake up, in fact I usually would pray not to wake up as I shivered myself into a painful sleep. The cold was 
so intense that it would literally hurt. .

I was so grateful for that train ticket I that I found on the ground. The Transit police do not like the homeless 
around, especially sleeping. Sleep is considered a crime when you are homeless. People would kick me and spit on 
me sometimes. Nobody likes a homeless person. I see them clutching their pocketbooks and avoiding eye contact. 
Sometimes people would tell me that I am worthless and should get a job. Sounds good but who would hire me in 
that condition? Dirty and exhausted, addicted to drugs and hopeless.

1 

103 
 
HOMELESSNESS 
My Coldest Winter 
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SLEEP IS A 
CRIME 

PENN STATION 
NEWARK 
WAITING AREA 
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I DID NOT CHOOSE THIS…I DID NOT CHOOSE THIS…
Let me be clear on this, I did not wake up one day and decide I wanted to be homeless. It 

was not a choice. No one wants to sleep out in the cold and pray for death to end their pain 
and misery. It is a horrible existence. I do not know how I survived it.

I DIDN’T EVEN HAVE TIME TO GRIEVEI DIDN’T EVEN HAVE TIME TO GRIEVE
My father in law got sick with cancer. He was the one person who really took care of my boyfriend and I. He was 

the glue that held the entire family together. Then He died. Everything fell apart. We were asked to move out of the 
house where we had lived for years so that my boyfriends’ brother and his family could move in. I HAD NO WHERE 
TO GO. I also was suffering a back injury and had to use a walker. I was in bad shape. I was in and out of the hospital 
with what turned out to be a spinal cord infection. I was treated so badly by the hospital because I was a homeless 
addict. They had me on watch and would be very nasty to me. Prior to being diagnosed with the infection in my spine 
I went to the hospital ten times complaining of pain and was sent away with Toradol and treated like a drug seeking 
addict. Eventually I collapsed and was picked up by an ambulance and they did an MRI and determined I really was 
extremely sick. I was in the hospital for months which I was grateful for but when I got out of the hospital, I did not 
have the money for the medication. I was also being fed opiates in the hospital so when I got out it was right back 
to drugs.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HOMELESS PEOPLEDISCRIMINATION AGAINST HOMELESS PEOPLE
Do not look the other way…Do not look the other way…
That was just a small piece of my story and trust me that was just a small piece of the trauma I endured living as 

a homeless addict. My story is long and filled with chaos, however the end was really what got me sober. The streets 
are cold. People are even colder to the homeless. I do not know how I survived. I know I said that earlier but its true. 
There needs to be more programs available and people need to be a little more empathetic to people who are down 
on their luck. 

 There was a man in Penn Station whom I WILL NEVER FORGET. He saw me shivering, starving, alone. I was 
considering ending my life that day. He brought me a bagel and a cup of coffee. It was the closest thing I had to a 
meal in weeks. Most days I would live off a single fifty cent Honey Bun. That man gave me something I had not had 
in a while… hope. He made me feel human again. I know that sounds strange but at that point I was so disassociated 
from myself, a shell of who I was and who I am. I am grateful for that man.

WHAT CAN I DO?WHAT CAN I DO?
Be the change I want to see in the world.Be the change I want to see in the world.
I do not like to brag about my good deeds. In fact, I keep them to myself for the most part, but for the sake of 

this essay I will say this:
I regularly donate food to the local homeless shelter. I have worked hard at my job and become the Store Man-

ager, I hire men and women from the local shelter and the women’s halfway house. If no one gives them a chance to 
have a job how will they improve their life? I was there, my boss gave me that chance. I am grateful for that! I show 
my gratitude by doing the same for others. I always show empathy when I see the homeless and though I will not 
give them cash, I will get them something to eat. Small acts of kindness can give people a lot more than you think. 
It can give someone the will to live when they are ready to give up. These are people, someone’s child, mother or 
father and they deserve the chance to live a good life. I don’t know what kept me alive while I was out on the streets, 
but I am so glad that I am able to pay it forward. Life is beautiful.

4 

I did not choose this… 
 

Let me be clear on this, I did not 
wake up one day and decide I 
wanted to be homeless. It was not 
a choice. No one wants to sleep 
out in the cold and pray for death 
to end their pain and misery. It is 

a horrible existence. I do not know how I survived it. 

I DIDN’T EVEN HAVE TIME TO GRIEVE 

My father in law got sick with cancer. He was the one person who 
really took care of my boyfriend and I. He was the glue that held the 
entire family together. Then He died. Everything fell apart. We were 
asked to move out of the house where we had lived for years so that 
my boyfriends’ brother and his family could move in. I HAD NO WHERE 
TO GO. I also was suffering a back injury and had to use a walker. I 
was in bad shape. I was in and out of the hospital with what turned 
out to be a spinal cord infection. I was treated so badly by the hospital 
because I was a homeless addict. They had me on watch and would be 
very nasty to me. Prior to being diagnosed with the infection in my 
spine I went to the hospital ten times complaining of pain and was 
sent away with Toradol and treated like a drug seeking addict. 
Eventually I collapsed and was picked up by an ambulance and they 
did an MRI and determined I really was extremely sick. I was in the 
hospital for months which I was grateful for but when I got out of the 
hospital, I did not have the money for the medication. I was also being 
fed opiates in the hospital so when I got out it was right back to drugs. 
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RAISING AWARENESS AROUND DISCRIMINATION AND STIGMARAISING AWARENESS AROUND DISCRIMINATION AND STIGMA
by Kerrie Sullivan (Second Place – Essay)by Kerrie Sullivan (Second Place – Essay)

The dictionary defines stigma as having a mark of disgrace with a particular circumstance, quality or person.  
Stigma is defined as a set of negative belief’s that society holds about a person or group of people.  It is the major 
cause of discrimination and exclusion that contributes highly to how one may feel abused or neglected but mostly 
made to feel unworthy.  It is rarely based on facts but rather than assumptions, preconceptions and generalizations.   
Its negative impact could be lessened and possibly prevented if society was more educated.  Stigma, more often than 
not, will result in prejudice, avoidance, rejection and discrimination against people who have had undesirable trait 
such as drug use history or mental illness.  It has the potential to affect their self-esteem, their ability to feel accepted 
and not able to function in a sober world, therefore, stopping them for asking for the help they need to recover.  It is 
not the drug that discriminates, it’s the people. The chronic stress of discrimination may affect the well-being of an 
individual who use or used drugs.  

There is a look that people get when tell them I am a heroin addict.  It’s a blank and panicked kind of stare.  As 
though I had just delivered some fatal news.  When I say I am a cocaine and heroin addict, what they think I mean is 
that I am dying as I have this illness.  This deadly illness that is actually killing 1 person in this country every 4 minutes, 
one person who has no idea what they are in for, as I am doomed with this mark on me.  The word addiction is not a 
disorder to them, it’s a death sentence.  There is a stigma attached to addiction which can be very deadly. 

I do not say that I am a Recovering Addict because the truth is, I will always be an addict.  There is no cure for 
this disease.  But what I do say is that I AM AN ADDICT IN RECOVERY.  That just doesn’t matter to people who are not 
educated in this disease, that do not really know how this disease really works.  They expect me to be ashamed of 
myself, to them addiction is code for Kurt Cobain.  My addiction has guaranteed me a life that will never be boring.  
Leaving my addiction behind me was not easy and although I am sober today, I work my program every day to remain 
this way. 

I have been through the courts, jails, rehabs and DCP&P over the past 3 years.  I experienced discrimination and 
the stigma with all of them.  At first because I denied I had the problem and until I admitted I was powerless, I was 
hopeless.  But after almost a year in recovery and bettering myself, the worst discrimination I feel now is with DCP&P.  
I am still fighting for my family to be reunified.  And even with all the work I have done and roads I have crossed and 
I now thank those courts, jails and rehabs for the patience and help they gave me, I still to this day feel as though 
DCP&P see me as “Once an addict, always an addict.”  When the truth is, its not my stigma to bare, it is theirs.  It is 
their ignorance and fear that is a much greater risk to me.  

It is time to change the story about substance use disorder and that no longer starts with me.  People like me 
barely survive this disease, only to be treated with a lifetime of unequal treatment, unkindness, prejudice and dis-
crimination.  No one would ever say that someone with one arm or one leg that they are less than whole.  The only 
thing I can do about your misconceptions of me is to keep showing up and showing my true and new self.  My ad-
diction is something I cope with on a daily basis.  I make my choices with this in mind, like I’m in remission.  I am not 
cured and I can only do what I can to make sure I stay healthy.  I no longer listen to people that tell me to be quiet 
about my illness.  What is the point of being ashamed about something that is part of us? I can’t change the color of 
my eyes or my skin therefore I cannot make my addiction magically disappear.  Even after years of recovery we are 
still people who have this disorder yet we are not treated with the same dignity and compassion as others without 
addiction disorder.  Addiction is neither a curse nor a blessing, it is simply the fact of the person I am and I will hold 
my head high and be proud of my journey.    
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FAITHFAITH
by Manual Lopez (Third Place – Essay)by Manual Lopez (Third Place – Essay)

Discrimination is a very controversial topic. The reason why is because the people who discriminate themselves 
as human beings are having problems deep within themselves. Now one can argue they were not taught to be kind 
loving and live in peace. That leaves me to my point that discrimination is within the self. It is very hard to overcome 
that issue. People who discriminate have a direct correlation that they do not love themselves, so how would a per-
son who doesn’t love themself be able to treat anyone with love, empathy, non-judgement or even as an equal if 
they have dark problems within. First you have to overcome self-discrimination. In a sense you have to love yourself, 
live life fulfilling your purpose. A life with integrity, gratitude, contribution and abundance. You have to have faith. 
Once you overcome yourself and know that life happens or us and not to us no one can ever truly discriminate 
against you.

Do you think the MLK quote on this assignment would have been even thought of if he didn’t love himself? He 
Lived his life fulfilling his purpose and he believed that he could bring unity between people. How would any of this 
be possible if he didn’t believe in himself or love himself? The answer is simple, it wouldn’t be possible. "Power 
without love is reckless and abusive, and love without power is sentimental and anemic. Power at its best is love 
implementing the demands of justice, and justice at its best is power correcting everything that stands against love.” 
Dr. MLK.

Discrimination is only as real as you let it be. If you build a strong foundation then no human can break you down. 
Let me tell you something, once you change your mindset you can achieve anything. Society wants you to be the 
victim. But let me tell you something else, the enemy doesn’t keep coming against people that have great destinies. 
No matter what someone says or does, it's not going to change my day. I found my purpose in life and playing victim 
is not part of it. I will overcome adversity, discrimination, and all types of stigma through faith and hard work. Re-
member life happens for us no to us. STAY STRONG.
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ArtworkCompetitionArtworkCompetition
Thomas James Thomas James 

1st Place Artwork Winner1st Place Artwork Winner
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                          2nd Place Artwork Winner                          2nd Place Artwork Winner
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                                                                                                                                          3rd Place Artwork Winner                                                                                                                                          3rd Place Artwork Winner
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Thanks To Our SupportersThanks To Our Supporters
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THE TIME IS NOW

www.exceltreatmentcenter.com

EXCEL TREATMENT CENTER

58 N. SUSSEX STREET

DOVER, NJ 07801

(973) 989-7500 

A CLEAR PATH TO RECOVERY

At Excel Treatment Center and Milestone House, it is our

mission to provide excellence in outpatient substance

use treatment using strong clinical, psychiatric, family

support services and supportive sober living.

www.themilestonehouse.com

THE MILESTONE HOUSES ARE

LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE

DOVER COMMUNITY

(973) 442-4600
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TToo  tthhee  DDrruugg  CCoouurrtt  GGrraadduuaatteess::  BBeesstt  wwiisshheess  ffoorr  aa  ffuuttuurree  
ffiilllleedd  wwiitthh  hhooppee!!  

TThhee  DDrruugg  CCoouurrtt  CCrreeaattiivvee  PPoossiittiivvee  EExxpprreessssiioonn  TTeeaamm  

  

creativepositiveexpression@gmail.com  
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Thanks To Our SupportersThanks To Our Supporters
 
 

 
ON YOUR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION 

OF THE MORRIS COUNTY DRUG 
COURT PROGRAM AND YOUR 

COMMITMENT TO CONTINUED 
SOBRIETY  

      YOU ARE ALWAYS IN OUR   
      THOUGHTS AND PRAYERS 

 
From your friends at 

Bell & Shivas, Attorneys at Law  
 
 

    150 Mineral Springs Drive, P. O. Box 220,   
Rockaway, New Jersey 07866 

973-442-7900/FAX 973-442-7990 
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WWW.CCM.EDU

SUCCESS?  
IT’S ON WITH CCM!

Your future... 
It’s on!
WITH COUNTY  
COLLEGE OF MORRIS

ONLINE. 
ON POINT. 
ON YOUR TERMS.

CCM:
•  Is #1 in alumni salaries 

in New Jersey
•  Offers more than 

100 programs
•  Provides great 

career guidance
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The UPS Store of Morristown is proud to 
support The Alumni Association of the 

Morris County Drug Court 

45 South Park Place • Morristown, NJ 
973.538.0400  

COPIES - PRINTING - SHIPPING 
PACKING & MORE!
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PROPRO
 

 

CCOONNGGRRAATTUULLAATTIIOONNSS  
GGRRAADDUUAATTEESS  
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                                                        Morris/Sussex 
                                                             Vicinage 10 

 

Morristown Office: Administration & Records Building, 2nd Floor · PO Box 910 · Morristown, New Jersey 07963-0910 
Dover Office: 91-93 Bassett Highway · Dover, New Jersey 07801 

Newton Office 43-47 High Street 3rd Floor Newton, NJ 07860 

 

Probation is more than just community supervision 
 and enforcing court orders 

 
New Jersey Probation Services is committed to the welfare and safety of children, families, and 
communities through the fair treatment of all individuals by: 
 
•  Promoting positive change in behavior through the use of evidence-based practices. 
 
•  Ensuring that individuals remain accountable to their families and 

communities. 
 

•  Working with the community and staff while responding pro-actively to change.  
 

What is probation? 
 

Probation is an alternative to incarceration that allows certain clients to stay in the community 
under the supervision of a probation officer. Probation is a part of the New Jersey court 
system. Probation is not parole. Parole monitors those released from state prison after they 
serve most of their sentences. 
 
The probation division also includes a child support enforcement unit that monitors child and 
spousal support orders. 

What do probation officers do? 
 

Probation officers help clients avoid criminal activity and help them change their lives for the 
better. They are responsible for ensuring clients comply with court orders by monitoring the 
payment of fines, restitution or reimbursement, and child support. Probation supervision 
involves strict requirements such as regular reporting to probation officers, attending school, 
work, or job training programs and, when appropriate, mandatory participation in substance 
abuse and other treatment programs as well as community service. 
 
 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MORRIS COUNTY DRUG COURT COMMENCEES AND 
GRADUATES! 
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Sussex is committed to 
helping our students 
achieve their goals.
Whether you’re starting your college journey 
or looking for a new career path, Sussex can 
guide you in making the best choices for  
the future. 

Students receive a personalized and 
interactive education from experienced 
and caring faculty and staff. They provide  
the framework on which to build a strong 
college education.
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Mrs. Wilson's Treatment Services for Women

     Alfre Inc

Substance Abuse and 

 Co-occuring Treatment Services
 

Halfway House
Intensive Outpatient

Outpatient
Transitional Housing
Family Counseling

Couples Counseling

(973)540-0116
www.mrs-wilsons.org

Mrs. Wilson's, PO Box 9175, Morristown, NJ 07963

SafeUnsubscribe™ {recipient's email}

Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider

Sent by director@mrswilsons.org in collaboration with

Try it free today

Changing Lives Since 1889

Thrift stores • Cars donated and sold • Free community meals daily
Residential drug and alcohol recovery program

Outpatient / family counseling services

M A R K E T S T R E E T.O R G   •   J S R E S C U E .O R G
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Wishing the 
participants of Drug 
Court all the Best as 
You Continue Life in 

Recovery. 
 

Eulena Horne 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Congratulations to all of the 2020 graduates. All of us at  
the Center for Prevention and Counseling wish you well in  

your recovery journey and commend you for your hard work!    
   Phone: 973-383-4787   Website: www.centerforprevention.org 
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